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IN THE CHAm: MR BERKHOUWER

mitee responsible and to the Committee
on Budgets for its opinion;

President
-

(The sitting was opened at 10.35 a.m.)
President. - The sitting is open.

This document has been referred to the
Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on External Economic Relations for its opinion;

1. Resumption of session

President. - I declare resumed the session of
the E\ll'o~an _Parliament adjourned on 20 September 1973.

-

2. Apologies for absence
.

.

President. - An apology for absence has been
received from Lord Bessborough, who regrets
his inability to attend this part-session.

-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European· communities to the Council for
a regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings (Doc. 170/73).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs as the committee responsible and
to the Legal Affairs Committee for its
opinion;

-

the proposal from the Commission of the
·European Communities to the Council for
a regulation concerning the application,
for the year 1974, in favour of developing
countries, of seneralized tariff pr£lferencea in respect of certain products falling
within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common
Custolll8 Tariff (Doc. 171/73).

4. Documents received

Presid~nt. -

'":-'

Since the session was adjourned
I have received the following documents:

..

(a) from the Council of the European Communities, requests for an opinion on:
-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Conununities to the Council
for a scientific and technological policy
-progralnme (l>oc. 166/73).
This document has been referred to the
. Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Budgets for its
opinion;

-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a directive on the organization of an
intermediate survey as part of a programme of surveys on the structure of
agricultural holdings (Doc. 167/73).
This documents has been referred to the
Committee on Agriculture as the com-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a directive amending for the fifth
time the Council Djrective of 27 June
1967 concerning the approximation of the
laws, regulations and ~dministrative provisions relating to the classification,
packaging and labelling of dangerous
substances (Doc. 169/73).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Public Health and the Environment as the committee responsible
and to the Legal Affairs Co:nuilittee for
its opinion;

3. Petition l'fo 2/73

President. - Pursuant to ltule 48 (3) _and (4) of
the Rules -of Ptocedure the POlitical Affairs
Committee examihed ·Petition No 2/73 on Chile,
referred to it on 20 September 1973 in Luxembourg, and decided unanimously that the petition was couched in tenns such that no .further
action could be taken.

the Communication from the Commission
of the European Communities to the
Council on initial implementation of the
'Guidelines and Priorities for a Community Energy Policy' (Doc. 168/73).

·This document has been referred to the

Committee on Development and Cooperation as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on External Economic
Relations and the Committee on Agriculture for their opinions;
-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a directive concerning the harmonization of excise duties on mineral oils (Doc.
172/73).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Budgets as the committee
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President
responsible and to the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology for its
opinion;
-

-

(d) from the Committees, the following reports:

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Comm~iti~s to the Council
for a regulation amending Council Regulation (EEC) No 1496/68 of 27 September
1968 on the definition of the customs
territory of the Community (Doc. 173/73).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on External Economic Relations;
the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation increasing the Community tariff quota for certain eels falling within sub-heading No ex 03.01 A
II of the Common Customs Tariffs (Doc.
174173).

This document has been referred to the
Committee on External Economic Relations as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on Agriculture for its
opinion;
-

-

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation fixing the target price
and the intervention price for olive oil
for the 1973/1974 marketing year (Doc.

-

the report of the ECSC Auditor for the
financial year 1972 (Doc. 180/73).

the Joint Parliamentary Committee for
ssociation with Turkey:
e recommendation adopted by this
Committee on 10 September 1973 in
Istanbul (Doc. 181/73).

-

Report by Mr Fernand Delmotte on
behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Transport on the proposals
from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc. 152/73)
for

President. - I would inform the House that I
have authorized the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, at its own request, to draw up
the following reports:

(b) frolll the Commission of the European Commw:Uties:

(c)

Report by Mr Alain Terrenoire on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets on the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
138/73) for a transfer of fWlds from one
chapter to another within Section IIICommission--of the budget of the European Communities for the financial year
1973 (Doc. 177173);

5. Authorization of reports

This document has been referred to the
Committee on Agriculture;

his document has been referred to the
ommittee on Budgets;

-

II. a financial regulation to -special provisions to be applied -to the European
Regional Development Fund
III. a regulation establishing a Regional
Development Fund (Doc. 178173).

179/73).

-

Report by Mr Georges Spenale on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets on the communication from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
(Doc. 124/73) on the strengthening of the
budgetary powers of the European Parliament (Doc. 175/73);

I. a decision on the creation of a Committee for Regional Policy

the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation on measures to be taken
in the agricultural sector following the
raising of the central rate of the Dutch
florin (Doc. 176/73).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Agriculture as the committee responsible and to the Committee
on Budgets for its opinion;

-

-

a report on the Memorandum from the Commission of the European Communities to the
Council on the future sugar policy of the
Community, on imports of sugar from the
developing countries specified in particular in
Protocol No 22 to the Act of Accession and
on the Community's position at the second
session of the United Nations Sugar Conference (COM (73) 1177 fin.);
The Committees on Agriculture and External
Economic Relations have been asked for their
opinions.
a report on relations between the EEC and
India, with particular reference to speeding
up negotiations on the concl~ion of a trade
cooperation agreement with the country in
question.The Committee on External Economic -Relations has been asked for its opinion.
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6. Decision on urgent procedure

President. - I propose that Parliament decide
to deal by urgent procedure with reports not
submitted within the time-limit laid down in the
rules of 11 May 1967.
Are there any objections?

10.30 a.m.

-

Question Time
It is understood that Question Time will not
exceed 60 minutes and that no topical debate

will be held, so that we can move on to the
vote on Mr Splmale's report at 11 a.m. precisely.

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

11 a.m.

7. Allocation of speaking time

President. - In accordance with the usual practice and pursuant to Rule 31 of the Rules of
Procedure I propose that speaking time be allocated as follows:
....,... 15 minutes for the rapporteur and one speaker
for each political group;
-

10 minutes for other speakers;
5 minutes for speakers on amendments.

However, in the case of Mr Spenale's report on
the budgetary powers of Parliament I propose
that, exceptionally, speaking time be allocated
as follows:
- 45 minutes for the rapporteur and rapporteur
for an opinion;
- 30 minutes for one speaker on behalf of each
political group;
- 15 minutes for other peakers;
5 minutes for speakers on amendments.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
8. Order of business
F~esident. -

The next item is the order of
business.
Pursuant to the instructions given me by Parliament at its sitting of 20 September 1973 I prepared the draft agenda which has been distributed, but in view of subsequent developments I
propose that Parliament now adopt the following
order of business:
This morning and afternoon from 3. p.m. to
7 p.m. and, if necessary, from 9 p.m.

-

Report by Mr Spenale on the strengthening
of the budgetary powers of the European
Parliament.

Friday, 5 October 1973

8.30 a.m.

-

Meeting of the enlarged Bureau

-

Meetings of political groups

Spenale report (vote)
-

Report by Mr Terrenoire on a transfer of
funds within Section III 'Commission'.
The Committee on Budgets has asked for this
report to be dealt with by a vote without
debate.

Are there any objections?
Mr Lucker. -

(D) The interpreting system is

not working!
President. - Mr Lucker, I shall continue in
German as the interpreters are still encountering some technical difficulties.
I ask the House to bear with me.

I take it, then, that everyone agrees with the
draft agenda I have just read out.

All the voting on Mr Spenale's report will take
place tomorrow starting at 11 a.m.
I call Mr Lucker.
Mr Lucker.- (D) Mr President, excuse me if
I express doubts as to whether it would be

useful to follow the agenda in the order in which
you have proposed Parliament. I have understood that the deadline for tabling amendments
is four o'clock this afternoon.
President. - Mr Lucker, for the moment we are
concerned only with the order of business.
Mr Lucker.- (D) All right, then I should like
to comment on your suggestion that the voting
on the Spenale report, which of course also
includes Mr Kirk's opinion on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, should begin at
11 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Mr President, I should like to propose that we
very seriously consider changing that. I believe
that the matter is so important that we should
begin voting on it as early as possible tomorrow
morning. We all know our methods and the
difficulties that face most of us as members of
two parliaments. I feel it would be better for
Parliament if we did not begin voting at 11
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Mr Lucker

o'clock-which might become 11.30-but to start
earlier and then possibly put question time at
the end of tomorrow's agenda. That would be
the suggestion I have to make, and one of the
principal reasons why I make it is that a meeting
of the Bureau is also scheduled for tomorrow
morning. This meeting will of course clash with
the final discussions which we will have to have
in the groups before we proceed to the vote in
this house. I should therefore be grateful if my
suggestion could be accepted.
P.resident. - Mr Lucker, may I remind you of
the first paragraph of Rule 47A of the Rules of
Procedure:
'A question time shall be set aside at the
commencement of the second or the third sitting day during a part-session.. .'
I call Mr Vals on a point of order.

Mr Vals. - (F) Mr President, your proposal to
start the vote tomorrow at quarter· to ten is
acceptable to me. The Socialist Group will agree
to any proposal to hold the vote tomorrow
morning. Mr Lucker's proposal is therefore perfectly acceptable to us.
President.- I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. - (D) Mr President, I cannot
share your concern, for Rule 28 of the Rules of
Procedure expressly states that the time of
voting is fixed in agreement with the groups.
This right figures higher in Parliament's power
of free decision; if Parliament fixes the time of
voting in this way, question time must automatically take second place because this is clearly
what Rule 28 means.
President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Following on Mr Fellermaier's remarks just now, an unfortunate precedent would be set if you in the chair, Sir, were
to fix the time of the vote. The debate may in
point of fact finish earlier or it may finish later.
There may be members waiting or there may
not be members waiting. I suggest that, as has
just been said, there should be a discussion on
whether or not it is right to fix a time for a vote
to be taken. If there is agreement in this House,
then of course so be it. That means that Parliament has then decided that it should be so. But
I would really regret the precedent being set,
that the Chair should decide when the vote is to
be taken without discussion or consultation.
President. - I take it that the chairmen of all
the groups now agree to my proposal.

The vote on Mr Spenale's report will therefore
commence at 9.45 tomorrow morning, on the
understanding that question time will begin at
10 o'clock precisely.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Dewulf.
Mr Dewulf. - (NL) Before we commence our
debates here in Luxembourg I should like to
thank the Secretary-General and also, in particular, the staff for the tremendous effort they
have put into making it possible, here in Luxembourg too, for the vebatim report to be available
to members of Parliament before the end of the
part-session.
(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Brooksz.- (NL) Mr President, my motion
for a resolution is down on the agenda for discussion and now you have informed us that it
will be put back until Strasbourg.
This I must deplore as it was expressly agreed
with the Political Affairs Committee that the
committee's report would be dealt with during
the present part-session. I expressly requested
this as I had hoped that the resolution could be
adopted before the meeting of the Council. It
will now be accepted after the Council meeting.
I understand that the Political Affairs Committee's difficulties are connected with paragraph 3 of the motion. I am prepared to delete
paragraph 3 of the motion, so that this can· be
discussed later in the Political Affairs Committee and they can deliver an opinion on it.
The first two paragraphs of the resolution could
then be accepted now. In these we express our
dissatisfaction as to the fact that the Council
has not yet taken a decision and we ask the
Council to fix a date now on which this decision
may indeed be taken.
Mr President, if this is possible, I should therefore like to withdraw paragraph 3 and have the
motion for a resolution dealt with now.
President. - Mr Broeksz, if I understand correctly no report or motion yet exists.
I call Mr Giraudo.
Mr Giraudo. - {I) Mr President, I should just
like to assure you and Mr Broeksz, and my other
colleagues, that the Political Affairs Committee
has indeed studied the motion for a resolution
put forward by Mr Broeksz. At the meeting
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concerned, with the full agreement of all those
present-including those of the same political
persuasion as Mr Broeksz-a more detailed study
was thought to be necessary, particularly in
regard to paragraph 3 of the motion, and it was
accordingly agreed to defer the examination of
the motion for a resolution till the next plenary
part-session to enable the rapporteur to make
a more detailed study of Mr Broeksz's proposals
so that a satisfactory conclusion can be reached.

President. - Mr Broeksz, it should first be
agreed with the chairman of the Political
Affairs Committee and the members concerned.
I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - On this subject, the only point I
wanted to make was that, as it was my group
which originally objected, I am most grateful to
Mr Broeksz for withdrawing paragraph 3, and
we will of course vote for the amended version.

It is only lack of time which has prevented the

Political Affairs Committee from completing its
work.

Mr Vals. -

President. - After what Mr Giraudo has said,
I would also point out to Mr Broeksz that the
Political Affairs Committee, in agreement with
the Socialist Group, has informed me that Mr
Broeksz's motion will be placed on the agenda
for the part-session of 15 to 19 October.

President. - I shall say something in Dutch,
Mr Vals, in order to check whether the DutchFrench interpretation is working:
'Ik stel op prijs, dat de heer Vals hier aanwezig
is.'
Did you get that, Mr Vals.? I was bidding you
welcome!

If, however, the committee wishes to able a
motion for a resolution which can be voted on
rapidly without debate, I am prepared to
arrange for it to be dealt with during this partsession.

I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand. - (NL) Mr President, it is quite
true that it was proposed in the Political Affairs
Committee that Mr Broeksz's motion should not
be discussed during the present plenary sittings
because of paragraph 3, but to postpone this
till we met at Strasbourg. But if Mr Broeksz
withdraws his paragraph 3 there can be no
objection to our putting the remainder of Mr
Broeksz's proposal to the vote during this partsession. I do not think that this gives any rise
to difficulty and paragraph 3 can then be dealt
with anew at the next meeting of the Political
Affairs Committee with a view to further discussion at Strasbourg~ But I should like to ask
you to allow a vote to be taken in the Political
Affairs Committee today on Mr Broeksz's paragraphs 1 and 2 in view of the fact that a
unanimous standpoint was reached on this; the
rest can be discussed later.
President.- Mr Broeksz, if the Political Affairs
Committee is in a position to table a paper
rapidly which can be dealt with by urgent
procedure without debate, then we shall consider it. ·
Mr Broeksz.- (NL) Mr President, I can submit
a motion myself. Does this still have to go to
the Political Affairs Committee first or is it
sufficient that it be submitted direct to Parliament?

(F) No French translation!

(Laughter)

Mr Vals. - (F) Mr President, I am very happy
to hear your words of welcome, but I would be
even happier to hear what Mr Broeksz, or
indeed you yourself, have to say regarding the
agenda!
(Laughter)

President. - I'm doing the best I can to proceed
with our business!
I call Mr Behrendt.
Mr Behrendt.- (D) Mr President, I should like
to come back to what you said just now that
we will begin voting at 9.45 and have question
time at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. I immediately asked for the floor but you went on to
something else. That is not meant as a criticism,
but I must revert to this question.
President. - I thought that the House had
unanimously agreed to hold the vote on Mr
Spenale's report at 9.45 tomorrow morning. Do
you wish to re-open the matter, Mr Behrendt?
Mr Behrendt. - (D) Mr President, you have
said that the European Parliament is holding
a special sitting today in view of the document
submitted by the Commission on Parliament's
budgetary powers. That is what we have to
discuss. You have referred to the agenda, and
said, 'it says here that question time must begin
at 10 a.m'. But, Mr President, I should like to
point out that we have decided to make an
exception by having question time tomorrow,
c::ontrary to the agenda. If then we have question time tomorrow as an exception, we can of
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Mr Behrendt
course set a time other than 10 a.m. That is my
view. Our views may differ on this point.

I call Mr Lucker.

A request has been made to bring forward the
voting. I consider it farcical to begin voting at
9.45 and to interrupt it at 10.00 for question
time since, as we all, voting on all the amendments and on Mr Spenale's motion for a resolution cannot be completed between 9.45 and
10.00. I believe that a large majority of the
members of this House are of the opinion that
if we are to begin at 9.45, we should go through
all the amendments and the whole of the resolution and then have question time.

M. LUcker. - (D) I base my argument on the
assumption, Mr President, that this special sitting, or sitting as you correctly define it, was
called so that we might urgently deal with Mr
Spenale's report. And I would point out, Mr
President, that we did not have the Spenale
report in its final version and in all languages
until this morning. During the last few days we
have been able to discuss this matter on the
basis of oral reports from the members of the
Committee on Budgets, but we did not receive
the text until this morinig, and I do not believe
it is fair to ask that all amendments must be
tabled by 4 o'clock this afternoon. Would it be
possible to defer this deadline until this evening
at the earliest, so that the amendments could
be available in all languages for the beginning
of the group meetings tomorrow morning? I
cannot judge whether that is technically possible.

Mr President, I would ask you to establish
whether this is the case.
President. - I think there is little difference
between my interpretation and that of Mr
Behrendt. Parliament has an annual session
divided into part-sessions. Now, according to
Rule 47A:
'A question time shall be set aside at the commencement of the second or third day during a
part-session .. .'

Mr Fellermaier. evening?

Parliament is now holding a part-session in
Luxembourg. Tomorrow will be the second day
of this part-session and we shall therefore have
question time then.

Mr LUcker.- (D) Mr Fellermaier, I find it very
difficult to name a time. We in the groups have
scarcely an opportunity to meet during the day,
and it could be that there is a need for this. In
any event, I would say that the amendments
should be tabled by 8 o'clock this evening at
the latest.

Unless I am mistaken, we. decided to begin the
vote on Mr Spenale's report at 9.45 a.m. and to
commence question time after that vote. I
repeat, after that vote. It may therefore be a
little later than 10 o'clock.

President. - May I suggest a compromise.· I
propose that, bearing in mind the technical
requirements and the fact that our proceedings
may continue until 7 p.m., the final deadline for
tabling amendments be put back from 4 p.m.
·
to 6 p.m.

(Laughter)

The House will appreciate that the rules are
there to be applied, but applied flexibly.
I think we can now move on to Mr Spenale's
report on the strengthening of budgetary
powers.
In order to ensure that our work can proceed
properly, I propose that we close the general
debate this afternoon or possibly at the beginning of the evening.
If, however, we are not able to close this
afternoon's sitting at 7 p.m., we shall break
off until 9 p.m.

The vote on the motion for a resolution will be
held tomorrow morning in accordance with the
decision just taken.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I propose that the time-limit for tabling amendments be fixed at 4 p.m. today.

(D) At what time this

/

I call Mr Spenale.

Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, we should not
forget that the Committee on Budgets is still
concerned by these amendments. If they are
substantial, should the committee not have a
chance to meet?
President. - That is precisely why we must
finish by 7 p.m., so that your committee can
meet if necessary. I would therefore be very
grateful if Mr Lucker could agree to a 6 p.m.
deadline.
Mr LUcker. - (D) Mr President, under the
circumstances I must accept. I only hope it will
work.
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President. the agenda?

Are there any more comments on

The agenda is adopted.
9. Strengthening the budgetary powers
of the European Parliament

President. -.The next item is a debate on the
report drawn'UP by Mr Sp{male on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the communication
from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council on the strengthening of
the budgetary powers of the European Parliament (Doc. 175173).
I assume that the rapporteur, Mr Sp{male, and
the rapporteur for an opinion, Mr Kirk, have
agreed on a division of the 45 minutes at their
disposal.
I call Mr Spenale, who has asked to present his
report.
Mr Spenale, rapporteur. -

(F) Thank you,
Mr President, for calling me to speak. Mr Kirk,
I shall try to leave you at least half of the
time which is at our disposal.

Ladies and gentlemen, you will no doubt
remember that at the time of the April 1970
agreements, the Commission of the European
Communities dissociated itself from the reform
which had been made, declaring that it was
inadequate, and leaviag the responsibility to the
Council alone. It added that it would draw up .
by 1972 new proposal for Parliament's budgetary powers, the provisions of which should
be put into effect before the 1975 budget. The
Council undertook to examine these proposals
under the procedure laid down in Article 23b of
the treaty.
On 12 June last, the Commission fulfilled its
undertakings, a little behind schedule, by submitting to the Committee on Budgets Doc.
1000/73 on the strengthening of Parliament's
budgetary powers. On 5 July, this House, following a policy debate, voted almost unanimously in favour of a resolution in which it
restated its fundamental position and underlined
its agreement in principle with the proposals
on the creation of new own resources and the
setting up of a European Court of Auditors. It
also expressed reservations on the subject of
budgetary powers themselves, especially on the
procedure applicable to acts with financial
implications. Our resolution also provided for
the creation of a working party composed of
members of the Political Affairs Committee and
the Committee on Budgets. This working party
was to examine together with the Commission

the proposals which Parliament itself could
make regarding the extension of its budgetary
powers, and in the light of which the Commission has undertaken to reconsider its original
proposals.
In spite of the holidays, the work has been pursued actively, and as rapporteur I must thank
the members of the working party, in particular
its chairman Mr Giraudo, and Mr Kirk, rapporteur of the Political Affairs Committee, for
the clarity of the discussions, for their openness
and for the quality of the contributions, which
made these contacts worthwhile for all concerned, even when differences became apparent,
and perhaps especially when differences became
apparent. Benefiting from this work and from
that which has been carried out in the Committee on Budgets under the able chairmanship
of Mr Aigner, the report which I have drawn up
analyses the different aspects of the question
of budgetary powers in a way which may seem
rather lengthy in the context of the limited time
which you have at your disposal, but which in
terms of the subject itself is perhaps little more
than a summary. I only hope that it will serve
to launch in the right manner the debate on a
problem which is urgent but which is of
exceptional importance for the future of the
institutions of the Communities.
We are here, in fact, because on 1 January 1975
the beginning of the system of own resources
will herald a fundamental change for the Communities, the most significant since the Treaty
of Rome, for the system of financial contributions from the Member States kept the Communities in a state of what might almost be
described as parental dependence on the Member States. The creation of our own resources
is an act of emancipation. At that date, what
will the balance between the institutions be?
More particularly, what will be the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament? This is the
question which has been put to us. To answer
it we must take a large number of factors into
consideration, especially consistent attitudes
within the Assembly, principles observed in our
national democracies, Community structures
and the imbalance of powers between the institutions.
On the first point, I should like to say that when
the European Parliament is asked to state what
budgetary powers it would itself claim, it would
be dangerous for it to make proposals which
claimed less than has been claimed in the past.
These self-set limits could be interpreted as a
renunciation of aims which we have always
declared. The consistent position of our Parliament, which goes back quite a long way, has
been to declare that when own resources
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become a reality, the European Parliament
should have the last word on their creation and
their utilization. If for any reason on 1 January
1975 there should be any limitation of this
principle, this evidently could not arise from
Parliament itself, and other institutions will be
responsible. The difference between what we
ask for and what we will be given will remain
the basis of our future demands.
I thank President Scelba, who fought so hard
in 1970 in the Committee for Finance, for
having said this so firmly and clearly before
the Political Affairs Committee.
The principles observed in our national democracies must, for their part, be. used to promote
the development of the Communities whenever
they converge, as they are mentioned in the
preambles to the. treaties, and it is impossible
to see how it would be possible to justify the
adoption of contradictory principles at Community level. They are basically convergent,
apart from a few minor variations, and they
lead one to affirm that in the final period,
which means the period which begins on
1 January 1975, the European Parliament shall
have the normal budgetary powers of a parliament, even if the parliamentary institution
should one day come to have a different
structure, another name and other functions
perhaps more important than budgetary powers.
On the factual level and, so to speak, as a
counterbalance, we must recognize the specific
nature of the Community's institutional structures and admit that the way in which powers
can be allotted must take these into account,
while not compromising the final objective. In
other words, the budgetary decision-making
procedures must today and tomorrow be
adapted to the Community's institutional structures, considered furthermore as evolutionary.
I must dwell on these structures fpr a moment,
in particular those of the Council. The discussions showed that there is surprising confusion
on this point, and incredibly varied conceptions
of the character of the institutions and their
development prospects. The most urgent
priority in this respect would be to clear all
misunderstanding as to the nature of the Council of Ministers as an institution. In fact it is
a hybrid institution, with several functions,
which has the duties of a parliament, the
responsibilities of a government, the methods of
international negotiations, and procedures
which are collegiate, anonymous and secret. For
this reason, some people, impressed by these
powers, see the Council (potentially at least)
as a sort of second chamber, a Bundesrat, an
international Soviet, or an American Senate,
and come up with arguments of a parliamentary

nature in its favour. I would add straight away
that to my knowledge there is no chamber in
the world representing States at a community
level which has the powers enjoyed by the
Council, and even less so its deliberating
methods and decision-making processes.
Other people, influenced by its title and its
methods, see it as a governmental institution
and naturally defend the Council's duties from
the point of view of its executive responsibility.
' Still others, considering the negotiation which
precedes any decision on the unanimity which
is necessary for it, see the Council only as an
intergovernmental institution, a sort of institutionalized international conference, with a presidency which changes by rota, from which each
national delegation must take its orders and
report to the national parliaments. The latter
would then, through the intermediary of
governments, be the real parliamentary institutions of the Community, without there being
any need to increase the powers of a Community
Parliament, which in any event exists only
through the national parliaments from which it
is created and from which it appoints its
Members.
If we take the sum of these three conceptions,
although they are hardly such as to make
amalgamation possible, we are led to conclude
that there are no changes to be made, own
resources or no ,own resources, economic union
or no economic union, to the inter-institutional
imbalance which we have, because the Council
must keep its parliamentary and at the same
time its governmental powers, and because,
moreover, it is the Community's only vehicle
for national wills. As to the question of whether
these national wills are defined by procedures
which respect parliamentary democracy, this
concerns the ·national parliaments in individual
countries and individual cases, and not the
European parliamentary institution.
We shall not allow ourselves to be detained by
the third interpretation, even though it has
some support here, considerable support at that,
because it totally contradicts the spirit of the
Treaties of Rome and Paris. It would also lead
to a question which we would no doubt have
to consider, that is, whether since 1 January
1973 we have evolved any further towards a
Community or towards a free trade association.
The other two conceptions, however, according
to which the Council is a European institution,
of an executive nature to some and a parliamentary nature to others, can be argued on the
basis of the Treaties of Rome. I do not mention
the Treaty of Paris here, because we shall
once more come across the heterogenic nature
of the Communities. For the ECSC the
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exeeutive power is entirely in the hands of the
Commission, as is. the budgetary power, the
C~il having a noriiMll parliamentary function, which is to raise the upper limit of own
resources in cases of need, and Parliament
having a consultative function and auditing
duties. On the other hand, when the European
Community began, a confusion of powers was
no doubt inevitable, and is essentially budgetary in origin. To the extent that common
policies could only be financed by financial
contributions it was natural that the Council,
where national wills were expressed, should
decide the use of the contributions, that it
should at the same time receive legislative
powers and that in order to implement them it
should set up quorum regulations. For these
reasons, the ECSC was born a responsible
adult, whereas the EEC was born a minor and
had to accept the absolute authority of its
tutors, who decided what funds it would be
granted and what use it should make of them.
On 1 January 1975 the legal position changes.

The Community will then have its own resources de jure, and thus reaches its political majority, as the President-in-Office of the Council
at the time, Mr Harmel, solemnly declared in
1970. From that da.te, the accumulation of
governmental and parliamentary powers which
have characterized the Council must also disappear. It is a law of biologicial evolution that
in primitive or embryonic organisms a single
9rgan. can have the function of several orgaDB
in a more highly developed organism. We
think ~hat this Coll)IIlunity should become a
more highly developed organism. The history
of our States also shows that confusion of
powers is dangerous. Rule by an Assembly,
where the parliament takes over governmental
duties often leads to inefficiency. But if the
government keeps its legislative duties, democracy is endangered. Then there is also the
question of the size of the budget. The imbalance which has existed could be satisfactory
as long as the principal concern was to manage
an agricultural policy within the scope of the
financial contributions and the limits of a
customs barrier. But now that the Community's
duties are becoming more varied and more
numerous, we should learn from our national
experiences so as to avoid exposing Europe to
either of those risks and allow it to play its
proper role in the world. We must overcome the
ambiguity; the Council cannot remain a hermaphrodite, the time has come for our States to
choose a sex for it. If the choice were to make
it a chamber representing the States, as some
people see it, our Assembly would have to be
accorded governmental powers. If the choice
were to give it governmental rights, as other

people think, our Assembly should receive total
parliamentary duties, .sharing them with noone. Our relationship with the Council would
then have to be re-asessed by finding a balance
corresponding to the situation in the Community and to recent developments. In any event,
this is a subject to which this Assembly, with
its Political and Legal Affairs Committees
would do well to turn its attention from now
on, and for a long time, no doubt, if it wishes to
exercise gradually the influence which it should
have on the evolution of the institutions of the
Communities. It will be a long journey.
Meanwhile, we have the arguments of one
side or the other, but it seems safe to say that
neither one point of view nor the other justifies
the Council, under the system of own resources,
in continuing to decide on its own, without
appeal, how these resources are to be used, and
retaining for itself, again without appeal, the
legislative power. If we see it as a sort of
Assembly of the States, we should remember
that the Bundesrat does not decide on its own
and without appeal the expenditure of the
Federal Republic-! must point out that these
examples are not of my own choosing. If we
see it as a governmental institution we must
remember that even in cases like that of France,
where the government alone may propose new
expenditure, only the parliament may make
the decision. It seems then that the principles
observed in our national democracies agree that
the European Parliament should have the last
word on acts giving rise to new revenue or new
expenditure.
After such an introduction, anyone might
expect proposals claiming an unlimited and
permanent right to the last word. In fact, the
proposals which we have submitted, and whose
outlines were developed during the preparatory
work with the working party and the committees, have attempted to take into account
as far as possible our colleagues' views, insofar
as they do not run contrary to our pennaneat
objectives or the principles according to which
our institutions should evolve. Close analysis
of the proposals will therefore show that although we have respected the principle of the
last word, we are still looking for a balance,
for cooperation between the institutions and for
joint decisions.
I should now like to illustrate this by considering the proposals contained in the motion for
a resolution which you have before you. We
have defined budgetary power-it is a classical
definition-as the right to create revenue,
approve expenditure to discuss and adopt the
budget and to supervise its implementation.

Mr Spenale

Those are: the proposals made on the
of res-ounEs,

The creation of r-esources poses the. problem
of the budgetary autonomy of the Communities.
This problem has been solved in principle, but
not in tenns- of resources. Article 4 of the
decision of 21 Aprif UJ'10 states that as from
January 1975 the budget of the Communities
shall be financed entirely from the Communities' own resources. This is the principle of
budgetary autonomy. If we look at the way
things work in the ECSC, we can see that this
principle is not only acknowledged but also put
into practice, for in the ECSC the Council of
Ministers can decide by a two-thirds majority to
raise the ceiling of the ECSC levy so as to
adapt the needs of the Community's policies to
its resources. The same is not true of the EEC,
even after the 1970 agreements, since we are
unable to adapt common resources to meet the
requirements of common policies by common
procedures-.

crea~o.a

With regJU"d to! new expenditure, which is,
probably the mo't important and most difficult
part of tht debatf, we pointed out straight away
that Parliament ~lone can agree to new expenditure. But it sef~~ to us that the proposals
from the Com~ion, according to which
decisions with ,financial implications spread
over a number of years would go through a
second reading, .fter which, irrespective of the
majorities shown, Parliament still would. not
have the last word, were not in keeping with
the consistent po$ition of this- House. We thought
that however lo~ the procedure, however many
stages it had, there should in the last instan(,!e
be a time when, even under harsh quor~
rules, Parliament should have the last word.
Taking into account the proposals from the
Commission and from certain of our colleagues,
in particular the Political Affairs Committee,
according to which there would be a conciliation
stage before th~ institutions voted, we have
provided that a conciliation committee would
meet in order to find a solution whenever this
House and the Council did· not agree on acts
havilng financial· implications.
1

We shall therefore propose here-and we are
grateful to the Commission for having done so
before us--that new resources should be made
available to the Communities on a proposal
from the Commission with the prior unanimous
consent of the Council. We think that such a
procedure should be acceptable to everyone.
The need to obtain the prior unanimous consent
of the Council means that nothing can be decided unless all the States are first in agreement.
As you can see in our motion for a resolution
these procedures must be such as to allow the
governments of Member States to refer the
matter to their national parliaments as and when
required to do so by their constitutions.
It ssemed to us that an immediate decision

could be taken on the financial needs of the
Communities from 1975 onwards. We proposed
that if necessary for ·a given financial year, the
annual percentage of VAT could be raised
above 1°/o but must remain below 'J!J/o, and only
if the Councir were unanimous on this point.

~

As we shall have, I think, an opportunity to
discuss in greater detail the statute of this
conciliation comtnittee and the cons-equences of
the proposals wqich it will make, I shall simply
s-ay that here ljies the greatest difference of
opinion which stUl exists between certain of us.
According to one formula, this conciliation· committee wauld m~ke proposals which would then
come before the Council and Parliament; if these
proposals were not adopted by the Council or
by Parliament, the problem would ohce mor~
come before the conciliation committee, which
would ~ke new proposals and submit them
once more to the Council and· Parliament, and
so on until they were accepted: by the Council
and Parliament.
I

In this way we would have a three-fold VAT
system:
-

under the budgetary procedure, if we remain
below 1°/o; the Council needs a two-thirds
majority and the Assembly a simple majority;

-

with the unanimous consent of the Council
if it is necessary to exceed 1°/o without
exceeding 'J!J/o;

-

if it is necessary to exceed 2 /o, the procedure
in Article 201 is used~ i.e. consultation of the
Member States in accordance with their
respective cons-titutional requirements.
9

It is true that t~is procedure makes it unneces--

sary to know by what quorum the Council· and
Parliament would arrive at their decisions; since
neither institution would be predominant; to
some ·extent, the proposals from the conciliation
committee would be bilnding,. for even if they
were not accepted, they would be drawn up
again, but it would be impossible· to get away
from them.
· ·
It is on that point that we will our most

important and probably our most diffic1,1lt
debate.
I would add that the conclusions reached concerning the effective powers of. Parliament! will
logically condition the proposals to be adopted
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on Parliament's powers within the budgetary
procedure. It is obvious that if at the time when
new expenditure is authorized Parliament has
the last word or can conduct its business with
the prospect of having it, it needs fewer powers
during the budgetary period. It would be very
unhealthy for an institution which has been able
to use its influence correctly at an earlier stage
in the procedure to use the budgetary procedure
to question common policies from time to time.

it is rejected. A majority should at least have
to be against a proposal from Parliament, otherwise the proposal could be rejected simply
because the Council did not examine our
proposals within the required time, or because
a minority in favour would be more powerful
than the majority in the Council and the other
institutions taken together. That must not be
allowed, it must in any event be rejected, even
though by the smallest possible majority.

But, on the other hand, if Parliament does not
receive sufficient powers when recurrent
expenditure is created, i.e. on acts with financial implications, there must be a moment when
it can debate these matters and consequently
more powers in the budgetary procedure itself.
In the proposals we can make on the budgetary
procedure, there is therefore something which
is not final; if insufficient satisfaction is given
as regards the creation of new expenditure, we
muSt become uncompromising as regards the
budgetary period and say that, as all expenditure is the result of the treaties or acts concerned
with their implementation, including administrative expenditure and expenditure on staff
(for there would be no administrative expenditure, expenditure on staff or staff regulations
if there were no treaties or prior decisions to
fix them), we must immediately abolish the
distinction between the two categories of
expenditure and demand that Parliament can
exercise its right of modification on the whole
of the ·budget. The present distinction between
the two categories of expenditure can only be
acceptable after 1 January 1975 if, regarding
the creation of own resources, satisfactory solutions are found which recognize the European
Parliament's right to the last word.

But the most important point as regards the
budgetary procedure is the proposal made by
the Commission to classify among the expenditure coming under Parliament's right of amendment all expenditure automatically resulting
from previous regulations.

As for the budgetary procedure, we have
thanked the Commission for proposing a modification to Article 203. In fact, I think an error
had crept illlto the treaties: when Parliament's
p'roposed modifications do not increase the
overall expenditure of an institution, at present
a qualified majority in the Council is required
to reject these proposals; in the final procedure,
the qualified majority of the Council would have
been needed to accept these proposals. In other
words, the budgetary procedure would have
been less favou~able in the final period than in
the interim period, when there were still financial contributions. We think that this proposal
by the Commission should be retained.
We also think that when the effect of Parliament's proposals is to increase the burden borne
by an institution, the Council should be able to
reject this proposal with the smallest majority,
i.e. by a simple majority, but that it is not
enough to say that if it has not been accepted,

We are grateful to the Commission for making
that proposal. We shall simply say that we
cannot be satisfied with the Commission's
promise to make proposals each year to classify expenditure in this way. This category
would include social policy, food aid and all
sorts of things which will develop in future,
and this is a real possibility for developing
budgetary powers. But in my view we must
see that the Council too agrees to this procedure
in future and sets criteria, without which we
cannot make allowances that on the annual
proposal from the Commission the Council will
accept that Parliament's budgetary power
should develop in this manner from one year
to the next, with no other form of procedure.
The last point is the supervision of the implementation of the budget.
We consider this extremely important. But we
would say that we are :not only concerned with
how money has been spent, if the others decide
on their own how It will be spent. One might
even wonder whether it would not be a contradiction to say that certain institutions decide
how the money is to be spent and then others
will supervise whether these decisions have been
implemented. We would thus become a sort of
supervisory agent for the other institutions,
something between a Court of Auditors and a
political institution. However, insofar as we
have real powers, it would be normal for us
to give a discharge and for us to be given
supervisory powers.
We are grateful to the Commission for proposing
that an Audit Court for the Commuillties should
be set up. The Committee on Budgets also
wishes to see this brought about; Mr Aigner has
also written the preface to a very interesting
book on this subject for the directorate of documentation, advocating this.
By way of a conclusion, I shall say that we.have
tried to produce balanced and reasoned work as
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far as possible, enabling ·everyone to receive the
assurances which the present interim period
makes necessary, without forgetting that many
of our Members here are new, and that we
cannot rush things.
We would now ask the Commission to note the
proposals accepted by this Assembly, then to
make separate proposals on the creation of
resources, budgetary powers and supervisory
powers, so that if one or other of these sections
is rejected, this does not involve the rejection
of them all.
We would ask the Council not to adopt these
proposals without consulting Parliament. If what
was done in 1970 was not satisfactory, this is
probably because there was no such consultation
then. The Council took our resolutions, shut
itself away, brought out a text and said no more
to us about it. When establishing the powers of
an institution, one should at least discuss them
with it. This timeL we would like the Council
to consult us a little before adopting its
provisions.
Finally, I hope that the Assembly will be sufficiently unanimous, or at least have a sufficiently large majority for our proposals to
have the backing which is necessary, and that
when the time comes for our own resources,
this institution, the only one which represents
the peoples of the Communities at this level,
has real budgetary powers.
(Applause)

President. I thank Mr Sp€male for his
introduction and for keeping exactly to his
speaking time.
I call Mr Kirk, rapporteur for an opinion.
Mr Kirk. - Mr President, Mr Sp€male quite
rightly recalled in the course of his speech the
history of this matter in detail, but he left out
one part of that history which I think it would
be proper for me to refer to in beginning what
I have to say, and that is the major role which
he himself has played in the whole of this affair.
Long before we joined the Community or this
Parliament we had heard from afar of the
battles that he was leading on behalf of parliamentary control of the budget-battles which
came, I suppose, to their climax last December
in Luxembourg with the motion of censure on
the Commission and certainly in the long discussions that we have been having in July and in
September of this year which have lead to the
document which is now before you.
I have had ample opportunity to appreciate the
clarity of mind and even more the tenacity of

purpose with which Mr Splmale approaches
budgetary matters. Our discussions have been
greatly helped, if I may say so, by the presence
and indeed participation of the Commission and
Mr Cheysson himself from time to time. They
have produced-rather, I must admit, to my
surprise-almost complete unanimity.
There remain one or two points on which the
Political Affairs Committee and the Committee
on Budgets diverge. One in particular, to which
Mr Sp€male has referred, is a point of capital
importance. But on the general necessity for the
rapid and drastic strengthening of the budgetary
powers of Parliament, in the light of the introduction of the Community's own resources
which is now little more than a year away, there
has been no divergence of opinion at all. On
that we are all agreed, and I think on that
every member of this Parliament is agreed.
Our disagreements, such as they are, have been
tactical rather than strategic. I myself am
convinced that we can today and tomorrow in
discussion and in voting reach a solution to these
problems which will, if acceptable to the other·
two institutions of the Community, change very
considerably the balance of forces within the
Community, and change it to the advantage of
this Parliament.
From that point of view then, Sir, today's debate
is c~rtainly the most importance we have held
since the enlargement of the Community and
perhaps the most important for many years
before that. From what we decide, and from the
stand that we take, a great deal of the future
shape of this Community could begin to emerge.
I speak today not as chairman of a political
group-Mr Pounder will be speaking on behalf
of the European Conservative Group later onbut as rapporteur for the Political Affairs Committee. It might therefore be as well if I began
by reminding Parliament what the role of my
committee is in this matter.
Our concern as a committee has been throughout
to ensure that such proposals as the Committee
on Budgets put forward would fit in with the
longer term proposals for parliamentary powers
generally, which cover matters other than
purely budgetary matters. I did not regard it
as any of my business as rapporteur to enter
into the technical details of drawing up or
indeed controlling the budget of the Community.
That is the task of the Committee on Budgets.
I regarded it as my duty--.and I think Mr Giraudo, who presided over the working party, felt
the same way-to ensure that in those areas
which had implications other than budgetary
implications-and this applied particularly in
the field of legislation-the proposals which Mr
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Spe»ale_ put forwa:rd on behalf of his committee
w.ez:e ones which the Political Mfairs Committee
saw as fitting in with its long-term purpose.
~tis our committee's intention in a short time to
produce proposals covering the whole institutional range and the whole field of parliamentary
powers. What we are concerned with today is
to. make sure that when we do that we already
have, as it were, a ready-made piece of the
machinery available in the proposals put forward by the Committee on Budgets.

It is for that reason that the opinion attached
to this report, beginning on page 73 of the
English text, may appear to some of you to be
slightly unbalanced. On the vitally important
question of the development of own resources
we limit ourselves to a single paragraph-a
paragraph which makes a point which indeed
is made in the resolution, namely that the
consent. of national parliaments is still involved
in the c~ation of new resources.
I guess. Mr Spenale can quite rightly say that
the question of own resources is from his point
of view-and irideed from the point of view of
~rliament as a whole-one of the most important if not the most important that we are
discussing today. This does not mean that I do
not have views, or that my political group does
not have views, or even indeed that the members
of the Political Mfairs Committee in their
individual· capacity ·do not have views on this
vital matter. It me~ that we did not think· it
proper that we as a Political Affairs Committee should try and tell the Committee on Budgets
how to do its job. That was none of our business,
and on that aspect of the matter we have
accordingly remained almost completely silent.
On the other hand, on the ~ond of Mr Spenale's three major sections, that concerning acts
with financial implications, we have in fact
enlarged quite considerably upon what has been
said, .and it is there, of course, that problems
arise which Parliament will have at later stage
tomorrow morning to resolve.

a

Because almost any act of this Community has
financial implications, what we decide in connection with acts with financial implicatioru: will
in effect bind us when we come to deal with
the whole question of Parliament's legislative
powers; and that must be a matter with which
the Political Affairs Committee is very deeply
concerned indeed. It is on that m~tter alone, as
Mr Spenale quite rightly says, that there is a
major divergence between the two committes.
The divergence arises over the difficult problem
·
of the last word.
Mr Spenale and the Committee on Budgets, with

a logic that cannot be faulted, say that it is the

representatives of the people, and they alone,
who must be some mechanism-and he has.
always said quite frankJy in discussing this that
he is not bound to any parli~lar fonnula ...
President. - May be if you moved a bit closer
to your microphone ...
Mr Kirk.. - Perhaps if I mov.e slightly ,to tb_e
left, is that better? It's not my habit to move
too far to the left in these matters...
(Laughter)

Mr Vals. - (F) Mr President, technically, for
it to work, it seems that one of the microphones
should be switched off. If Mr Kirk woulct speak
into his, the interpreters could continue.
MJ' Kirk. - I was saying that Mr Spenale~
throughout the whole of our discussions,. has
quite openly said that he is not wedded to any
particular formula. But the one thing that he
has insisted on all the way through is that at
the end of the day the last word must be with
this Parliament.

Now logically one cannot fault the argument. Of
course it is correct. But politics sometimes is not
logical. Politics, as we say in my country, is the
art of the possible,. and the question that the
Political Mfairs Committee has to ask itself was
not whether this was logical, but whether it was
possible.
Could we imagine at this stage in the development of the Community that the Council would
take or indeed the Commission recommend to
the Council, so drastic .a step as to· give the
final control of all legislative matters-because
that is what we are dealing with-to Parliament
alone, however difficult the barrier placed in
its way. The Political Affairs Committee-by: a
majority, not unanimously-was of the opinion
that this was not possible, and that what we
should aim for was co-decision in another form.
We are not prepared, any more than Mr Spenale,
to give the last word to the Council. I would
oppose that and so, I believe, would every Member of this Parliament. If we cannot· then anticipate having the last word ourselves, then. we
are driv:en to one conclusion only, i.e. that
nobody must have. the last word at all!
It was for that reason that we proposed in our
opinion-and I believe I will not be prophesyng
too, far when I say an amendment will. be tabled
today to this effect-not just the creation of a
conciliation committee as Mr Spenale has proposed in his document, but that that committee
should have the task of thrashing out the answer
to this. problem and reporting its conclusion$ to
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its two -constituent bodies for their ratification.
It is there that the decision should be worked
out between Council and Parliament.

This body has very proper and reputable constitutional ancestors. In my own parliament, in the
parliament ot the Federal Republic, in the United
States Senate, similar bodies exist. Some of them
have the power to take the final decision, others
only have the power to recommend to their
eonstituent bodies what should be done. But in
all of them the task is to work out a solution
which is bound to be a compromise. If the proposals of the Political Affairs Committee, which
will come forward in an amendment today and
be debated tomorrow morning, are accepted,
Parliament will be in fact proposing a form of
co-decision which I accept will be very difficult
to implement but is much more ·likely to be
aeceptable to the institutions of the Community
at this -stage than the proposals put forward by
Mr Spenale in paragraph 14.
It could also be said that, in addition to the
reputable constitutional ancestory which these
proposals have in our own countries, they have
a reputable ancestory within the Community as
well. It after all has not passed without notice
in the Community that the Council of Ministers,
having by a gentlemen's agreement decided
·never to have a majority vote on anything,
meets for hour after hour all through the night
tG try and find a solution. We merely wish to
be wt in .on this type of marathon, not because
we are masochists, but because we feel that in
this way we can gain very real influence, autho-rity, and indeed I would go so far as to say
power for this Parliament in the process of
-deajsion-making.

That is, as I say, the major difference between
us. It is a difference of tactics-the aim is the
-same. The -aim is power and influence for Parliament, and I think it right that we should put
these two divergent views before Parliament and
let it decide which of these two courses of action
.it wishes to adopt.
It may be as well if I refer briefly to one or two

other matters which are the concern of the
Political Affairs Committee, though on which
there is now no divergence of view between us.
There was the question of global rejection of
the budget. Members may recall that when we
debated this matter in July there was a slight
altercation between Mr Spenale and myself. He
has come forward in his proposals with a compromise which is agreable to both committees,
i.e. that there should be a right of global rejection of the ·budget, but there should· also be the
. right of individual rejection.

I believe that by giving the right of individual
rejection, one-in practice, if not in theoryvitually eliminates the dangers I foresaw in
right of global rejection. It is much more likely
that Members dissatisfied with items in the
budget ·will move merely to take out one head
or one sub-head, rather than saying: 'I don't like
that particular part of the budget, I'm going to
vote against the whole thing.' I think we will
find that the solution put forward here is a
practical one which both asserts ·the right of
Parliament and also will work in the long term.
So in dealing with the main question that
concerns the Political Affairs Committee we
have opted for co-decision as we see it rather
than for co-decision as the Committee on Budgets sees it.
On the question of the supervision of expend:.
iture, there is no difficulty at all. Everybody
wants an effective Court of Auditors. Everybody
wants an effective committee of thiS Parliament
working with the Court of Auditors. Everybody
wants the Court of Auditors to be completely
independent, but to be here to· advise and help
us in our work.
·
I believe the solution put forward here is a go9d
one. The, only comment that we in the Political
Affairs Committee have to make is that, quite
rightly, ~ppointments must be made in agreement with Parliament. We would go somewhat
further ~d suggest that the 'Court's appointment should be made by means of a system of
hearing of candidates, whom Parliament would
have to pass.
This is, of course, based on the 'advise and
consent' clause of the United States' Constitution. I place some emphasis on it because when,
at a later stage, we have-as we are bound to
claim and, I hope, achieve-some say in the
appoint~J\ent of the Commission, a similar kind
of procedure might be very effective.
I think I can limit myself to that, because I know
that there is a very large number of Members
who wish to speak in this very important debate.
I would end as I began by stressing once again
that, in the view of the Political Affairs Committee and certainly of its rapporteur, the implications of what we do here today and tomorro'w
go far beyond implementation of the budget on
1 January 1975. We may well set the pattern
for the relations between the institutions of ·our
Community for many years to come, and I am
grateful indeed that the Politicial Affairs Committee has given me the opportunity to play a
small part in the framing of these proposals.

President. - I call Mr Ortoli to state the COmmission's position.
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Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission of the
European Communities. - (F) Mr President, I
have been struck by the quality of the speeches
which we have heard, and I shall speak briefly
because the procedure which you have adopted
allows me to do so. I would remind you that we
gave a lengthy expose of our proposals to this
Parliament at its July part-session. We stated
the reasons ;for them and the overall pattern
into which they fit, and which will, I think,
develop in other ways whatever decisions you
reach in your opinion and whatever the final
conclusions are.
What I really wanted to say on behalf of my
colleagues was how much we appreciated the
way in which this work has been done. We have
held many meetings, the work has been carried
out, I believe, in great depth, and I think questions have been raised which, from the Commission's point of view, are extremely important
There is talk of a dialogue: once again, I do not
know what the result of this work will be, but
one thing is certain: working in this way helps
to improve the Commission's relations with
Parliament. I think that makes it easier for your
Parliament to see what it is and what it can do.
I say this independently of any opinion you are
called upon to adopt, but I would from now on
like to thank the rapporteur and the committees
for the way we have cooperated in this matter.
If the case arises, of course, my colleague Mr
Cheysson and myself will speak in this debate.
(Applause)

President. Mr Ortoli.

Thank you for that statement,

I now call Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group.

afraid how it would out, how to achieve integra. tion first with the six, and now with three new
Member States, with a Conservative Group without opposition, Socialists, etc. I must say that
I was, and we all are, surprised at the intense
and spontaneous interest you have shown in our
work; you have made such an important contribution to this question that we may say your
presence did not aggravate matters but rather
was a great help. In this question of the extension of our Parliament's powers your attitude
brought to mind the phrase once spoken by
another Briton: 'We are a nation governed by a
parliament'. I feel this should also apply to the
Community, not today of course, but tomorrow.
This is where we recognize the importance of
your traditions and your experience.
I note, as the first point of difference, that you
accept the conciliation committee as the ultimate
authority, without giving the last word to
anyone. Surely that shows that pragmatisniyour constitution, unlike ours, evolved pragmatically-works at least as well as the written
constitutions of other nations which go into
every last detail and sometimes have to be
modified three or four times a year.

.

Since Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission,
spoke earlier, I would also like to thank the
Commission and especially you, Mr Cheysson.
You took part in nearly all our difficult deliberations, described your position and attitude
and yet managed to prevent us, with our rather
more far-reaching proposals--for I do. not deny
that we considered all the proposals submitted
to us by the Commission inadequate-from being
at loggerheads with the Commission; on the
contrary we won the Commission's support, in
the form of new proposals.

Your expert knowledge and personal commitment, Mr Spenale, together with your flexible
attitude, have revealed a number of parallels
in our ideas and, if I may say so, have led us
all to a general agreement, apart from a few
minor differences of opinion-one of which,
however, is decisive. Otherwise we are in complete agreement, particularly in respect of the
end need for balance.

Why, Mr Cheysson, do we all find your proposals quite inadequate? I think it is because
they simply did not take account of the main
issue, which is the imbalance in the Community.
What is the use of a second reading between the
Council in its present legal status and the Parliament as it stands? There is no point in a
second or third reading unless the partners of
this dialogue have the same rights. A second
reading, without a change in legislative powers.
without strengthening the position of Parliament, would be meaningless. The main point in
our whole discussion is, therefore, how to persuade the Council no longer to act as the sum
of national interests but finally to become a
Community institution.

I also thank Mr Kirk for his interest in this
matter and I think Mr Spenale will agree that
our thanks must be extended to his entire group.
I must admit that I think we were all a little

According to the Community's constitution, the
Council was to be as much a Community insti~u
tion as Parliament. Unfortunately, in practice
this is not so. That is understandable, however,

Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, honourable
Members, ladies and gentlemen, may I first
extend my very real thanks, and that of all my
group, to Mr Spenale for his report and his
excellent work.
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and I do not blame it for this. The ministers,
who are officially appointed by their governments, by their national parliaments, certainly
could not suddenly support European formulas
without having European legitimation, for they
would be afraid to lose their support in the
national parliaments and governments. So I do
not blame them. This imbalance derives from
the system of the treaties.
The European Parliament, however, is organized
according to groups, i.e., it transcends national
limits. It is based on public and not private
decision-making procedure. There is not anonymity. We are responsible for our statements
in public and before our people. Even if I as a
German take up French or Italian interests, I
may represent them at home in my own constituency and say: that is the European formula.
The imbalance both in terms of legitimation and
of the institutions simply compels us to concentrate on the real issue, namely how to
strengthen Parliament's legal position.
I also admit that it was very difficult for the
Commission, and no easier for us, to pick out
one aspect and decide it at a time when the final
constitution of the Community has not yet taken
shape; for neither the Commission nor we ourselves are a constituent assembly. That is the
problem. We have to presume a form of constitution which necessarily and methodically incorporates the question of budgetary powers.
Moreover, as Mr Kirk said, we expect further
proposals for reform from the Commission in
respect of revision of the treaties, as the Paris
Summit Conference had promised the people of
Europe. I would like to stress one point in particular, on behalf of my group.
Mr President, following the Council decision of
21 April 1970 on the replacement of Member
States' financial contributions by the Community's own resources, both the Commission and
the Council proposed to strengthen the European
Parliament's budgetary powers' accordingly. This
cannot be done unless the treaties are revised.
And the debates in all the national parliaments
were based on the assumption that Parliament's
legal position can only be strengthened by a
revision of the treaties. You can read up the
debates in the national parliaments, stating that
this was a precondition, a conditio sine qua non
of the national parliaments' approval of the
Community's financial autonomy.
My group also considers it essential for this
House, if it is to obtain real budgetary powers,
to have a part in legislation and legislative acts
with financial implications. This is the case not
-just here but in the national parliaments too.
More than ninety percent of budgets are fixed

by advance legislation; but the national parliaments have a part in the legislation, we do not.
And if budgetary power only extended to the
other five or ten percent, we could simply
proceed to the agenda. Consequently that is the
decisive issue: how should one formulate this
Parliament's share in legislative acts?
Mr President, on behalf of my group I would
like to remove one error. Various press agencies,
including Agence Europe, recently stated that
my group had shifted its position on Parliament's
last word with regard to budgetary powers. May
I state expressly in the name of my group that
in our resolution-and it was my motion for
a resolution too, Mr Sp€male, as you will surely
confirm, and I remember the first reading in
this House when I made just that criticism
before the Commission-we adopted the legal
stand, which is based on the currently valid legal
position, that in budgetary procedure we have
the right to reject the budget as a whole or, as
we put it ~ow, in individual parts. No-one must
question this last word on budgetary matters.
That is our demand and that of this group.
The question of participation in legisl~tive acts
is a different one. Mr President, I would be
grateful if this question was finally incorporated
into the constitutional structure of this Community. On behalf of my group I may state that
we can only accept a federative structure for
Europe. If one speaks of Europe's identity today,
one cannot dismiss or put in question the identity of the Member States or even the European
regions. That is to say, our constitutional model
for this Community must include the so-called
two-chamber system: the Chamber of States on
the one hand, in which the national States are
represented, and on the other hand the freely
elected European Parliament.
Mr Spenale, if I accept this model, however,
neither the Council nor the Parliament can have
the last word regarding legislative powers. That
is why I have much sympathy for the proposals
of the Political Affairs Committee and Mr Kirk
regarding a conciliation committee. And I am
most grateful to you, Mr Spenale, although you
originally took a different view, for adopting
our views and accepting the idea of the conciliation committee as such. I would not like to call
it an arbitration committee, as it was called in
the German translation, for that would mean
that the committee members were not free but
had to represent the opinion of their body. What
we want is a conciliation committee which takes
account of the views, the various ideas and
attitudes of the representatives of the two institutions; that is, we want finally to depart from
the situation which continually ·arose in the
dialogue with the Council, where the Council
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listens to our opinion but the President of ·the
eouncil is then unable to consider it because the
decision-making ·procedure was completed in
.aOv.ance in the Council as a collective body.
•Open warfare on the one side, entrenched posi.tions on the other, that is not a dialogue, at least
not one leadiDg up to decisions.

.

Although I accept the .conciliation committee
in principle, this still leav.es the question-and
;here I ·com.e to the· main issue of our whole
discussion-of how the :conflict is to be solved,
if Co.uncil and Parliament have equal rights; :for
:conflict is bound to arise if we are to have a
<Wtal Community, in which Parliament will
,perhaps be more progressive while the Council
is more -:!restrained. Our proposal, which we will
'foDmUlate in detail this afternoon, is what I
proposed in the committee, munely that theore:tieally the Council.etf :MiniSters ·should l'etam the
·last ·word. During the !first and second phase, I
WBI therefore ·accept ~aph. 14, 'the first and
'SeeOnd lllternative, wlume Mr Speaale states ihat
.any body with a luger .majemty can o:veJ.Iride
the other :body. If :fue c~n committee
reaches a conclusion and refers it back to the
1~\Hl~. &ad. Aldiament, ·the comliet :will of
-eoUrBe ·have W. '&e 'ftSolYed ·dili'ing a final stage.
'Mr Kirk suggests -one i!hou1d simply leave the
;matter ~. This will then fO!'ee the ·conciliation
~mittee 'to reach a cOnclusion.
I -do not y.et know what final .Qeeision my group
will .reach this afternoon. But l quite agree with
.1\lr .Spenale .t.bat unless this .conflict is sokoed •
.there is.a-great ·J:isk that the-Community resowe
·will he blocked because -one ;Council vote can in

.practice render the entire progress of the Community illusory.

:our,

or rather my idea-l should qualify ittends in fact in a dif:ferent direction. I would
say: let us in theory leave the Council the last
word, but on two conditions-and I am most
grateful that the Political Affairs Committee
s:lso considers these conditions a minimum requirement for such a solution-firstly: the last
meeting must be a public one if the Council
theoretically retains the last word; and ::;econdly,
the Council unanimity required to override a
strong majority in Parliament no longer exists
if there is even one abstention. Mr President, I
cannot imagine a three-quarters or two-thirds
·majority in this House in spite of the groups, the
political tendencies or the national groups without at least one Counci,l Member supporting this
majority. But if this one Council member
abstained-he need not even vote against-this
would force the Council to engage in a dialogue
leading up to a decision.
_. tJ;aeory the Council has tbe last wol'd. In pract..joe. if one Council Member abstaiDed this would

not :then be .the only way out of an impasBe as
it is now-for that is what abstentions in 'the
Council .come to at present_.but a means of
forcing a dialogue, and then a dialogue leading
up to a decision, with Par.liament. That is why
I consider ·this a realistic solution which •the
Commission must approve; it is a way of
strengthening Parliament without laying too
much theoretic value ·on :the Council's legal
status.
Mr President, I believe the -following consideration also proves the logic and necessity of such
.a halamte: in Paragraph 9 of the motion for a
resolution 'YOUr Committee on Budgets rightly
suggests that the question of the Comm~'s
own resoui!Ces cannot be answered without consultation :with the national p81lliament:s.
Y.ou know that ,our motion for a resolution .also
.differs from ~e Cornin.Jasion's original proposals.
The Co:tili:XtisSion ha4 proposed more: '.The
Cou~cU, acting o~ .a proposal from the Commission and by agreement with the Assembly,
may make1 .p110VIision ·h n:ew liesour.ees ~- the
Colnmunity .or 18mEmd :the [assessment lbuis tbr
the (llAUiiJ1$1Ni~ l'Xisti•g ft!SODrces. '!'he :Oolmeil
:Siudl · a<:t 'ilauim.'0USI7 aad ·the .tblseD:i.bly :by a
:majaity of its Members anal .of three fifths: -of
1:he tV<Stes '.cast.'
·
Mr PreSid~nt, even if I were to go so ·far as to
add up the total funds of an the Member States
and declare them to be European funds, it wodld
be· quite impossible for ith~i! Community ~
tions alone, without eoB&Ultiltg the national
parlialnents, to grant the Community priority
rights to Wllimited access .to these reSOW'~. A
federative state structure does not allow a smaller unit to be arbitrarily weakened by the larger.
Consequently, as we stated quite clearly in both
committees and in Mr Spenale's resolution, the
national parliaments must have a say, according
to their conStitutions, on own res~s and, for
example, on the question of raising the VAT
rate from l to·~/o.
As Mr Spenale has rightly said: if I reduce this
sovereignty, this autonomy of the Commission,
I must at least give it a limited freedom of mov.ement with which it can have .some access to -the
necessary funds. A.nd I agree with Mr Spenale
that tf the Member States pay 14 /o VAT, this will
prove inadequate in a few years. Estimates of
the amount which 14/o would produce vary. You
kaow that there is still a great deal to be settled,
such as the basis of assessment. Some estimates
vary by 39 or 400/o. But let us assume that· J!J/o
really would amount to 6 or 7 thousand million
units of account. Today, on the basiS of the 1974
draft bu«lget, 'We haV'e finenei~, reseur$$ of
.abQut 6 thousand mWio11 uni~. ot aceount for
tAis Comm~y. We eo"Mr ihe·· ~·s
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requirements by Member States' contributionswhich will no longer be so as from 1 January
1975-, customs duties, agricultural levies and
the 1°/o VAT. But we must assume that the
duties will be constantly reduced, because of
the system of preferences, the liberalization of
world trade, etc., and agricultural levies will
fall too. Now, for the first time, the world
market price for cereals is higher than the
agricultural price level in the Community.
Regional policy, development policy, these are
all issues with which we will be faced in · the
next two or three years. If we want to give the
Community sufficient room for manreuvre, 111/o
will not be enough; we need 'l!l/o. There was a
proposal to leave it at that level. We did not
agree and I am most grateful to Mr Spenale
for saying 'no' to the proposal. Now I must make
the national States understand that the financial
development of the Community can only take
place within a precise framework. I think that
'lfJ/o VAT would be acceptable here.
Mr President, I would like to add a last point.
And I would ask you, Mr Spenale, to consider
it here with us. If we allow Parliament the last
word in legislative procedures with 3/4 of the
votes, then the sum of so and so many legislative
acts might create a financial total so great that
the 20/o VAT and the other revenues can no
longer finance these legislative Community acts.
Without realizing it we would then have gone
beyond the framework which we set the national
states.
Mr Spenale would rightly say: 'yes, for that is
the case today too'. If, for example, the Council
of Ministers decides upon legislative acts, and
the total funds of one thousand million are not
adequate, as happened in the case of Supplementary Budget No. 4, then the national parliaments would simply have to approve supplementary amounts. All right. But they still have
critical powers and can draw the appropriate
conclusions with regard to their government or
its members. This would not be the case if we
left the last word with a majority in this Parliament. That would run contrary to the federative
structure of the Community. And that is why
I think it would be better to choose a method
by whicll we can force the Council of Ministers
into a dialogue leading up to a decision on an
equal basis with this Parliament. This would
strike a balance between the delaying element
in the national States and the progressive element of the European Parliament, which would
also lead to a balance between the institutions.
I would like to conclude here, Mr President. We
do not want conflict with the Council or the
Commission. The Commission is our natural

partner. What we want is a dialogue leading to
a decision between Parliament and the Council
on an equal basis, in which the Commission can
play the part assigned to it by its constitution.
Finally, Mr President, may I say that our potsi..
tion has obtained some support, in fact yesterday, when the national representatives of our
group met in Namur. We know that this reform
-whether what you suggested, Mr Spenale, or
our proposal-can only be achieved with the
support of the national parliaments. That is why
I say to all the groups: what we are proposing
here must and can only be proposed with the
support of our national parliaments and our
parties. I request, therefore, that acting in close
concert with the national parliaments and
national parties, we should rnove towards a
solution which will take us a step forward in
Europe.
Many thanks.
Applause)

President. - The Socialist Grup has informed
rne that it has allocated the 30 minutes' speaking
time at its disposal as follows:
-

10 minutes for Mr Vals, group chairman;

-

20 minutes for Mr Patijn and Mr Gerlach.

I call Mr Vals, first speaker on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Vals.- (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle..
men, on behalf of my group and before giving
the floor to my friends Mr Patijn and Mr Gerlach, who will be speaking on specific problema
and technical aspects of Mr Spenale's report, I
shall merely draw attention briefly to the im·
portance for the future and the highly political
nature of the text before us.

Like the President o.f the Commission, I shall
be very brief. Indeed my task has been eased
by the fact that Mr Spenale, whose competence
in this field is generally acknowledged, has for
many months defended the positions of my poU..
tical group.
We now have a text which, whilst it may not~
unanimously approved by the House, Will, ac·
cording to what we have just heard from Mr
Aigner, the first spokesman, secure a sufficient
measure of agreement to ensure a comfortable
majority. This text, if it is adopted by the Council, will contain the seeds from which may grow
a true political community in which th~ repre-
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sentatives of the peoples of the Community,
namely the European Parliament, may initiate
but also retain control over the various policies.
Many things have been said, as you know, about
the balance between the institutions of our Community. Moreover, the most vehement reactions
have come from the countries which have recently joined our Community, and I do not think
I am exaggerating when I say that this criticism
has been strong enough, if not to prevent, at
least to delay the entry of one of them into the
Communities: I mean of course Norway.
This institutional imbalance and the particular
technocratic features which have become associated with our Community can no longer be
tolerated in view of the extent to which relations have intensified between our countries, and
it is essential, while awaiting the achievement,
no doubt still remote but desired by many of
us, of European political union, that within the
Community, at least in the budgetary field, there
should be genuine democratic control.
In the particular area with which we are concerned today, which constitutes the first stage
in the establishment of this control, we must as
a parliament be able to vet and instigate amendments to proposals which sometimes leave us in
doubt that they are in the real interests of the
peoples we represent.
The last time I spoke on this subject, I pointed
out to the Commission that this point was extremely important to us. I am happy to learn from
the President and from the Commissioner responsible in the first instance for the discussions
which took place between Parliament and the
Commission that the atmosphere surrounding
these contacts was excellent.
I had stated that we should judge the Commission on the proposals made to us following the
debate which is taking place today. I should like
to restate the opinion of my group on this subject: we shall judge the conduct of the Commission on concrete proposals.
I shall conclude by saying that we, the socialists,
are issuing a solemn warning: we shall not tolerate the granting to Parliament of powers which
fall short of what our Assembly expects and
which fail to give us the power of decision on
Community affairs which the peoples of our
States demand.
(Applause)

}"r_esident. - Since Mr Vals did not quite use
up all his speaking time, Mr Patijn and Mr Gerlach together have 23 minutes.
I call Mr Patijn on behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mr Patijn. - (NL) Mr President, as the chairman of my group, Mr Vals, has just outlined,
we are at the present moment faced with a
particularly important decision. The European
Parliament is talking about its own powers. We
could go so far as to say that this is a decision
wider in its scope than the powers of Parliament
itself. It concerns the whole of the institutional
development of the Community, of an organization for economic cooperation towards European
union, whatever form this may take.
The Socialist Group therefore attaches great importance to this debate and to the decisions that
we are about to take as we are taking a further
step on the road to this European union, whatever this may eventually comprise. We are already quite aware that the present institutional
structure as anchored in the Treaties of Rome
and Paris is quite insufficient for the purpose
of constructing a truly European Community.
If in the next few days we are therefore going
to talk about the budgetary and other powers
of this Parliament, we must do so in the light
of the development that I have just outlined.
Only against this background can we really justify the decisions that we are now going to take.
It will not surprise you that the Socialist Group
has looked forward with some excitement to the
proposals that the Commission is to submit. You
will remember that a fellow-member of my
group, Mr Spenale, last year even threatened
to put to the vote a motion of no confidence in
the Commission as the Commission appeared to
remain in default. It did not come to this, but
it was an indication of how great the importance
is that we attach to the decisions that we shall
be taking tomorrow.
The Socialist Group is able to associate itself
with the general outlines of the Commission's
June proposals regarding budgetary powers. We
consider that these proposals in principle agree
with what was arranged in 1970, when the Commission promised that it would submit proposals
to extend the budgetary powers of Parliament.
Yet a large majority in the Socialist Group was
of the opinion that the prospect outlined in the
Commission's proposals was too restricted. In our
opinion the Committee on Budgets was therefore
right in proceding to develop these proposals
further, amongst which the matter in particular
of approving expenditure is an entirely new element and one that we welcome.
And now for the report itself. Let me start by
heartily congratulating on behalf of the Socialist
Group the Committee on Budgets on the enormous task which it has fulfilled. I should here
once again like to stress how the rapporteur in
particular, Mr Spenale, has fought not only
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during this summer but in past years as well
for the powers of this Parliament, especially
when Parliament's budgetary rights were at
stake. In addition we are also grateful to the
Political Affairs Committee and its rapporteur,
Mr Kirk, and also to the working party of the
two committees who so ably supported it.
The report that has been submitted to us breaks
down into four parts: the motion for a resolution, the explanatory statement, the working
hypotheses and the opinion of the J>olitical Affairs Committee as drafted by Mr Kirk. On the
last three matters I shall say little so that I can
concentrate entirely on the motion for a resolution. Besides, it is clear that, if there are differences between the text of the resolution and
the working hypotheses, which as I hope and
expect will be working hypotheses not only for
Parliament but also for the Commission, the
resolution will have to be taken as a point of
departure.
Is there no German translation? Is there a German translation now? I think that we shall have
to go back to the old building after all, Mr President. I am happy to go on but there is no sense
whatever in doing so· if there is no translation.
President. - The German is not yet coming
through. Wait a moment, Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn.--+- (NL) Mr President, may I suggest
that you initiate a lunch interval at this stage.
President.- The German translation is coming
through now.
Mr Patijn. -r (NL) On the motion for a resolution, I should like, on behalf of my group, to
go through two of the three chapters, the question of audi1 ...
President. - Ladies and gentlemen, I note that
the English interpretation is not working properly. I therefore have no choice but to suspend
the sitting f<llr lunch.
May I ask tpe House for proposals as to when
we can resu~e.

whole situation once again in the Committee on
Budgets. For this reason I should like to ask
that this afternoon's sitting be scheduled for 4
o'clock, so that we still have an hour after 3
o'clock for consultation with the groups.
President. - I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. - (D) Naturally the political
groups' wish should be respected. However,
given that we have limited our own speaking
time, I feel that we should bring things forward
as follows: lunch break until 2 p.m., group meetings from 2 p.m. and plenary sitting at 3 p.m.
Otherwise, Mr Lucker, I fear we should be letting ourselves in for a night sitting, which is
something that should be avoided as far as possible given the significance of the topic.
President.- I call Mr Lucker.
Mr Lucker. - (D) Mr President, I should very
much like to take up the suggestion made by
my colleague Mr Fellermaier. I had already considered it, but as you know, there is a working
lunch today in which a great many Membe.rs
are taking part. It is quite impossible to allow
only one hour for the working lunch. Therefore,
although I fully understand Mr Fellermaier's
point of view, I should like to ask him to agree
to continue the plenary sitting at 4 o'clock so
that we have time between 3 o'clock and 4
o'clock to complete our deliberations in the political groups.
Mr Fellermair.- (D) Agreed.
Mr Lucker.- (D) Thank you very much.
President. -

I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk. - I was only going to say, sir, that
since there is still no English translation and
in the course of the morning there has not been
French translation, Dutch translation and German translation, the matter is probably in the
hands of a higher power than ours as to when
we meet at all.
(LaughteT)

I call Mr Lucker.
Mr Lucker, chairman of the Christian-Democratic Group. - (D) Mr President, the European

Conservative Group and my own would like to
meet again this afternoon for an hour, as we
decided early this morning that amendments to
the Spenale report should be submitted by 6
o'clock this evening since it is quite possible
that Mr Splmale would like to examine the

President. - We shall therefore suspend the
sitting until 4 p.m.
I would remind the House that the deadline for
tabling amendments still stands at 6 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at 4 p.m.)
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Preaident. -

The sitting is resumed.

10. StQtement by the PTeBident on the situation

in Chile
President. - In agreement with the political
groups I wish, as President of this Parliament,
to express our horror at the trial of political
prisoners in Chile and our full support for the
step taken by Mr Waldheim, Secretary-General
of the United Nations, in requesting the Chilean
GQvernment to refrain from putting Louis Corvalan, Secretary-General of the Communist
Party of Chile, on trial and to act accordingly
in any other such cases which may arise.
11. Statement by the President

President. - I would inform the House that,
in view of the various technical incidents which
have affected the simultaneous interpreting system and impeded our work this morning, even
obliging us to suspend the sitting, I have sent
a telegram to the authorities responsible, in this
case the Luxembourg minister Mr Buchler. I
shall now read the next of the telegram:
'To my great regret and despite the assurances
of your architects and technicians, I have
aaam today had occasion to note that the
simultaneous interpreting system was not
working satisfactorily in the Chamber of the
European Parliament. We have had to interrupt the sitting several times. I must convey
to you my disappointment and concern, and
ask you kindly to take the necessary technical
steps immediately to ensure that our proceedings can take place under proper working conditions.'
12. Strengthening the budgetary powers of the

European PaTliament (cont.)
Pnaident. - The nen item is continuation of
the debate on the report drawn up by Mr Spenale on behalf of the Committee on Budgets on
the communication from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council on the
strengthening of the budgetary powers of the
European Parliament. I would remind the House
that the Socialist Group has divided its speaking
time among three speakers and that we shall
now be hearing Mr Patijn1 then Mr Gerlach, for
ten minutes each.
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. - (NL) Mr President, I naturally feel
like asking for compensation in the form of

extra time in order to have my speech heard,
due to the fact that there is a gap of three hours.
I have not in fact included this. I only hope that
the European technological Community will once
again be established so that we may be able to
meet without hindrance. But, loyal as I am, I
shall under your guidance restrict myself to the
10 minutes- that you have still kindly allotted
me. In my contribution I had come to discussing
the motion for a resolution itself. And I do think
it is a pity that I have to do this at the present
moment, while the groups whom we had allowed
an extra hour's -meeting time have evidently not
yet returned from their .deliberations. I shall
nevertheless not hold up proceedings further
and shall continue with my address, though I am
sorry that the Conservatives and the Christian
Democrats are not present.
As to the motion for a resolution I should like
to deal with two main points on behalf of my
group; the question of auditing will then be
spoken to by Mr Gerlach. In the first place I
should like to talk about the creation of own
resources. As a group, we concur with the principle laid down in this that the Community will
as from 1 January 1975 be able to have disposal
over its own resources by a Community procedure. We are aware of the fact that in 1970 we,
and Parliament concurred with this, took it upon
ourselves to finance the Community entirely by
means of own revenue. The procedure that has
been framed for this purpose in paragraphs 5 to
9 inclusive we can approve in principle. But we
were somewhat surprised to find that in section.
A one paragraph, paragraph 9, suggests something quite different. If it is a matter of making
own resources available to the Community, then
in our opinion it cannot at this stage be stated
that the annual percentage of VAT. may in the
future perhaps be able to lie between 1 and 'lfJ/o.
In our opinion this basis is wrong. In 1970 we
went along with a percentage of 1e/o with the
knowledge that the estimates of Community expenditure justified a percentage of this kind,
but at the same time knowing that we were unlikely to require the whole of this percentage.
The Community now wishes to collect an advance by jacking up this percentage from 1 to
20/o, or at least creating a possibility of doing
so. Our group is of the opinion that this passage
is out of place in the resolution. Revenue must
be given to the Community to the extent that
there seems to be a need for it. In our opinion
paragraph 9, which refers to this additional own
revenue, should be scrapped in its entirety. An
amendment to this effect has just been tabled
by our group.
I then come to the passage about which other
speakers have already said that it will be likely
to take up the best part of our debates and
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which is particularly important. Why is the
paragraph on approval of expenditure so important, Because in fact, as Mr Kirk has stated, we
shall thereby be taking an advance on the legislatory powers of the Community. Mr Kirk did
not want to do this. Because we wish to approve
the Community's expenditure by the procedure
indicated here, we are of the opinion that we
should do so, but precisely for the opposite reasons. So we consider ourselves bound in principle by this procedure for the future as well,
if next year we are once again going to start
discussing the legislature. But why have we proposed this procedure? Why has this point been
included in the report? Because we had received
only very limited indications on the part of the
Commission as to the way in which the Commission envisages the legislatory powers. If for the
second stage of economic and monetary union a
second-reading procedure which is binding as
to nothing comes to be adpoted we would consider this quite unsatisfactory and we are therefore particularly happy that paragraphs 10 to
14 inclusive have been taken up into this passage
by Mr Sp€male and the Committee on Budgets.
Together with Mr Aigner of the Christian-Democratic Group I am convinced that the Commission's proposal is quite insufficient. We as a
group can therefore align ourselves with a large
majority with the procedures of paragraphs 10
to 14 inclusive, and we shall submit merely an
editorial amendment to paragraph 13 which does
not in fact essentially alter the procedure.
We consider ourselves fortunate that Mr Spenale has, with his inventive genius, offered us
the solution of paragraph 14, which the large
majority of our group has been able to accept.
As far as confirmation of the budget is concerned, I can be brief. We can associate ourselves
with the proposals and see no need for further
amendments in this case.
Perhaps I may further briefly make just one
final remark before leaving the floor to my
friend Gerlach to talk about auditing. The majority of the Socialist Group, as you will have
noticed from my address, go along with the
proposed resolution, subject to the amendments
we have put forward. We are nonetheless
convinced that upon this resolution being adopted the work has only been half done. In the
first place the Commission has to state its opinion on our proposals, and we hope that it can
adopt these proposals as its own. We hope that
the Commission will in this matter too be able
to comprehend and accept its responsibilities.
After that the battle with the Council and the
governments of the Member States commences.
We are sure that this will be a difficult battle
to get what we want accepted by the Council

and to get all governments to fall in with this.
But from the budgetary powers of 1970 and the
battle that we had on this account in 1969 we
have learned that Parliament can play an important role in this. A great role has been reserved for Parliament and of the governments we
ask only that they fully understand what it
means if they were once again to put this demo·
cratic control so long demanded by the parliamentarians into cold storage.
(Applause)
President. I would ask all Members kindly to
remain seated and not to move about in the
Chamber.
I call Mr Gerlach on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Gerlach. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. One thing that has arisen from all
the discussions we have held on the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament is agreement on the fact that the concept of budgetary
powers should not be too narrowly defined,
including as it does the following stages in
budgeiary procedure: Community regulations
concerning finance, the fixing of Community
income, i.e. own resources, discussion and formulation of the budgetary plan, in the light of
multiannual financial forecasts, and finally the
simultaneous and subsequent control of the implementation of the budget. I should like to limit
my remarks largely to this final aspect.
We all know that the European budget as laid
down by the Council and Assembly, looks quite
different from the executed budgetary plan
which emerges at the end of a financial year
in budgetary accounts. Budgetary control is
often regarded by the parliamentary bodies of
our Member States as tiresome and secondary,
and the same goes for the Administration of the
European Parliament. And even if lately th~re
has been a change of heart about the use of
public funds, this must still be stressed. Socalled public poverty requires better criteria for
establishing budgetary priorities, and here I
would raise the apparent contradication between
the omnipotence of the powers of formulating
the budget-the a priori power-and subsequent
control of the execution of the budget-the a
posteriori power. It should be an exclusive duty
of our Assembly to scrutinize the efficacy of
the funds eamarked for individual Community
policies on the basis of the experience of the
last budget, in order to work out for ourselves
the criteria necessary for us to work on the
formulation of budgetary plans in full awareness of the facts. In the final analysis it does
not depend on whether the council acts by this
or that majority, but rather that we should have
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our say in the budgetary sector on the basis of
well-founded technical competence. During all
the arguments about a new institutional balance
in the budgetary sector it should not be forgotten that we still have work to catch up on and
and structural changes-also involving the
Secretariat-are necessary if further tasks are
to be dealt with.
However, back to tl,.e starting point-the control
of the Euro~an budget. It was brought home
to us this year how important it is to have not
only subsequent but also simultaneous control
of community finance-by four supplementary
budgets which together amounted to 20% of the
yearly budget. I do not want to go into details
here-for example, by discussing the butter
affair. The fact is that the flood of work involved in individual community policy from the
budgetary point of view can no longer be dealt
with. And here I definitely include the European Parliament. Thus it would only be logical
for the European Parliament to continue to
demand simply the creation of a European Court
of Auditors, which can alone as an independent
body-in conjunction with the control by the
European Parliament-ensure that it ts not
merely a self-sufficient bureaucracy which takes
decisions at the European level, taking decisions
against the wishes of our people and making
the taxpayer defray the expense without any
guarantee that his money will be spent soundly
and economically. This is particularly so for a
system of own resources, it makes no difference
whether community income goes under the
name of taxes, contributions or own resources.
The valuable activity and experience of the
Audit Offices of our Member States suggests
that a body of this sort would be useful as a
guarantor at community level. Even the commission has recognised this after initial hesitation and as a result has proposed that a European Court of Auditors should be set up in the
context of its proposals on the strengthening of
the budgetary powers of the European Parliament.
In order to ensure that the activity of this Court
of Auditors corresponds to our wishes from the
outset, however, it seems to me that the commission's proposals need to be supplemented and
made more precise in the details of Article 22a
and b.
Thus, the Commission in Article 22a(2) should
take up the proposal that the members of the
Court of Auditors should be elected from
amongst people who are particularly well qualified for the work. It should not be merely a
question of office.
In order to make it clear that the members of
the Court of Auditors are independent, they

should only have their appointment revoked by
the Court of Justice on a demand from the
Council or Assembly-not the Commission,
which as the executive body of the community
is bound to be most subject to control. Accordingly Article 20a(7) should be formulated
differently.
The present wording of the commission's proposed Article 22c seems to me to be much too
centered on accountancy rather than the principles of effective public financial control. It is
not merely a question of the Court of Auditors
checking the accounts of the community bodies
and policies, it is above all a question-this is
the main basis for its creation-of its being
given the power to check the organizations in
the Member States responsible for the raising
of community income and community expenditure. Furthermore, it should be made clear in
this Article that all documents which the Court
of Auditors considers necessary should be made
available at is seat so that a comprehensive
judgment can be given on disputed budgetary
transactions, which may not always be apparent
in ordinary budgetary accounts.
Finally, the Court of Auditors should draw its
justification from the fact that its work must
lead to sound financial management Community operations. By this I mean principally that
community work, and in particular the work of
the European Parliament, should constantly be
examined to determine to what extent it could
be carried out with fewer staff and less material.
In order to stress that the Court of Auditors
that we want should not be a passive body it
must be made clear that the Court of Auditors
can take its own initiatives and can report at
all times on matters of particular significance
to the community bodies. It should be called to
account particularly when submitting reports to
the council and the Assembly. Here we have an
important request by this House that it should
be able to rely on this body in carrying out its
work, allowing for the fact that the independence of a European Court of Auditors must not
be affected.
In Article 22d of the Commission's proposal
mention is made of the Statute of the European
Court of Auditors. In my view, this Statute must
contain the following elements:
1. It should govern the relations between the
Court of Auditors and the bodies for the
internal control of the communities;
2. It should lay down the conditions under
which the member states should take over
auditing work within their own sector on
behalf of the European Court of Auditors;
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3. Finally it should establish that until the
entry into force of Statute, the regulations
of the present Audit Board are still to be
used in so far as they are compatible with
Articles 22 and 22c.
This means that we can already take a step
towards the European Court of Auditors, which
has its roots in the present European Audit
Board. We should not wait until all the legal,
technical and perhaps even political barriers
have been pushed aside, but should already take
a step towards more effective control of community finance. In conclusion, the European
budget should not hide elusively behind opaque
veils. The community should learn from the
mistakes of the Member States and should be
in the vanguard of healthy public financial control, which is fully accessible and does not
repeat or exceed the mistakes made by the
Member States.
Ladies and gentlemen, this time it is not a case
of finding the lowest common denominator-as
it has been in so many community policiesbut rather of finding the highest. However, in
the formulation of a future European Court of
Auditors, the widest possible range of stipulations emerging from the constitutions of the
member states should be taken into account.
Only then, when the Parliament is ready to
assume its control duties-and above all when
it is capable of doing so-and protect the
budgets of the institutions and its own budget
from l.ftldue expenditure--only then can it
demand increased budgetary powers. I should
like today to draw attention to a danger-and
now I am expressing my personal opinion-!
am afraid that we have already lost sight of the
standards of responsible budgetary management.
(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Rossi on behalf of the
Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Rossi.- (F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, our group would first of all like to pay
tribute to the two rapporteurs, both to Mr Kirk
for his very substantial contribution and to
Mr Sp{male for the perseverence and finesse
with which he has for years handled the
problem of Parliament's budgetary powers.

Mr President, I do not think I need to bring
the problem into focus; that has already been
done by the rapporteurs. I shall merely present
two initial observations.
The first is that we are in an extraordinary
situation, since we have before us a budget 970fo
of which is beyond our control and 30fo within

our grasp. This budget has been compared with
an iceberg 950/o of which is below the surface.
It seems to me that this is a situation we should
get ourselves out of.
Second observation: in 1970, when we were
already defending the budgetary powers of
Parliament, our concern was the dual one of
the control and autonomy of Community finances. We had to give pride of place to autonomy
and to be more amenable where control was
concerned. Now our task is to correct this
anomaly.
But we also know that there are problems
internal to Member States and institutional difficulties, and for this reason our group does not
wish to adopt an extreme position but will
endeavour to pick out the concrete factors which
will make progress possible and enable Parliament effectively to perform the function which
is proper to it.
Therefore, Mr President, I should first of all
like to point out what is for our group the
importance of the new resources. To begin with
the amendments proposed in article 20 on the
form under which the new internal resources
are to be created, we say that shortfalls are
likely to occur. Leaving aside funds required
for aid to agriculture, which will affect the
volume of the levies, the double tariff reduction
due both to the tariff reductions and at the
same time to the enlargement of the Community show us that over the next decade the
Community resources on which our calculations were based in 1970 will diminish. We must
therefore think in terms of the new resources
and on this point, moreover, we share the view
of Mr Spenale in proposing that the maximum
VAT rate should be increased from 1 to 2°/o.
Other formulae could have been envisaged, but
this one would certainly be the most straightforward from the point of view of the relations
between Europe and the countries of which it
consists. At all events it seems of paramount
importance to bear in mind that we are at present living on a budget of 5,000 million u.a.
which represents approximately 1Ofo of VAT,
and if we wish to advance beyond that with
all the ambitions we may have in the field of
the environment, social policy, regional policy
and research, it is easy to see that the 1Ofo formula envisaged will soon prove adequate. I
think, moreover, like Mr Spenale, that, while
retaining the principle of unanimity in the
Council and the double majority in Parliament,
it would be more appropriate, where the new
resources are concerned, for the Assembly to
have the final say. Indeed, politically we feel,
like Mr Spenale, that it would be preferable
for the ministers to take their decision first and
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to obtain the necessary authority within their
national political framework. The position of
Parliament would thus become more straightforward. I am moreover convinced that the
parliamentary control which would flow from
this would be much more concrete artd more
effective than that which has so far been exercised on the national contributions to the Community budget. But we understand that from
the point of view of procedure, it would be difficult to obtain from public opinion in our
-countries authority to impose new taxes. This
is why-as I have said before and will say again
-we support the realistic solution proposed by
the rapporteur of increasing the possibility of
new resources to 2°/o. After this problem of new
:resources, on which I wanted to be brief, while
stressing the need to face up to it, for it will
be an even more thorny problem before very
long, I should like to dea1 with the problem of
control.
President. - Would those of you who are
speaking in small groups do so outside if possible? You are drowning the speaker's voice.
Mr Rossi. - (F) Thank you Mr President. I
was saying, on the subject of control, that one
of the most serious objections which have so
far been raised in connection with European
·integration is undoubtedly the relative obscurity
in which Community business is conducted and
in particular the secrecy which surrounds the
decisions of the Council of Ministers. To remedy
this, first of all the Vedel Group, then the
Commission proposed in turn that Parliament
should be given the power of a suspensive veto
or the power to force a second reading. The
second reading solution has the advantage of
not requiring any revision of the treaties, for it
fits within the normal development of the consultative power Parliament exercises, but on
this point I wonder why this proposal only
envisages decisions of principle having particular financial implications extending over
several years. I am not one of those who want
Parliament to be debating these questions from
one year's end to another, but there are a certain number of problems which we should be
here to discuss. I think a yardstick could be
found here and I should like the Commission
to make us a proposal on this matter. Nevertheless, Parliament could not consider the
second reading solution as complete and sufficient in itself, especially when we reflect that
the new proposals on powers have been drawn
~p with an eye to the extension of our legislative powers. From this point of view proposals
need to be submitted by next year, I think, so
that they can be considered in the report on

the transformation of relations between the
Member States as a whole into a European
Union.
Then there is the highly controversial problem
of the final say and codecision.
First of all, our group clearly approves, as I
have just said, of the second reading proposal
in the event of disagreements between the
Council and Parliament. Speaking here on behalf of my group and not in a personal capacity,
I would point out that my group expresses a
definite preference for the 'non-stop' codecision
procedure proposed by Mr Kirk.
Of course we are aware of the difficulties. Let
me mention just two of them. There is the difficulty of assessing in what way the Council
of Ministers has taken a negative position on a
proposal of the Assembly. Who could make this
assessment? And how?
The second difficulty seems to me to relate to
the fact that both the President of the Council
of Ministers and the President of the European
Parliament are bound by the deliberations of
the Council and Parliament respectively, and
that their area of manoeuvre is very narrow.
But the point at which Mr Kirk's proposal
becomes revolutionary is when he proposes that
the Council meetings should not be limited to
· the members of that body, but that in addition
to the ministers representing the nine Member
States they should include, if I undersiand the
proposal correctly, representatives from the different political groups in Parliament. Here the
proposal acquires fundamental importance, for
this wo1,1ld enable us to penetrate the obscurity
surrounding the decisions of the Council of
Ministers, which from the institutional point of
view would without a doubt be a considerable
step forward.
It is in this connection that our group rather

considered this debate between the last word
and codecision to be, if not a false problem, then
a problem which we had to try to 'dedramatize'.
Indeed, if we opt for the 'last word' approach,
we must be cle~r in our minds that the idea of
a three to one majority in the House is a pretty
hypothetical solution, when dealing with subjects which are so controversial that such a
majority is hardly ever likely to occur. But also,
and especially, let me say this again, open access to the decision-making process of the Council and the last word of Parliament, in the last
analysis, each produce results, from the point
of view of the rights of Parliament, which are
much the same.
On the other hand, our group attributes great
importance to the phrase preceding the disagree-
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ment which we have just been discussing and in
particular to the fact of ensuring that, where
proposals having financial repercussions are
concerned, we should be consulted before the
Council and before the governments have begun
to draw up their positions.
I now come to the question of the adoption of

the budget.
Parliament has always interpreted the Treaty
of April 1970 as conferring the prerogative of
wholesale rejection of the budget. Some have
already compared this formula in a way to a
nuclear deterrent, saying that the rejection of
the budget would have such grave consequences
that the House could never exercise this power.
For this reason it would perhaps be more appropriate for Parliament to keep to rejecting
those parts of the budget on which no agreement could be reached with the Council. This
approach is certainly a judicious one, but perhaps it does not conform to the spirit of the
Treaty. In spite of everything, I think it would
be a good thing and I have already heard
several speakers refer to this this morning-to
consider a possible amendment to the Treaty on
this point.
A quick word about the interpretation given by
the Political Affairs Committee to the application of article 149 in cases where the revision
procedure in accordance with article 266 is not
possible. This proposition comes up against some
appreciable obstacles, since article 149 speaks of
proposals, while the Treaty, with regard to the
Budget, consistently uses the term 'draft'. It
seems a little unrealistic therefore to say that
the budget submitted by the Commission could
not be. amended by a unanimous decision of the
Council. I am not optimistic over the reception
the Court of Justice might give to any petition
placed before it.
Finally, before concluding, I should like to say
something about the Court of Auditors.
Our group indeed thinks that the European
Parliament should be involved in the appointment of members of the Court of Auditors, for
example through the Committee on Budgets. It
also approves the proposal according to which
the Court would have to submit to Parliament
not only the annual report on proceedings of
the previous year but also a programme indicating the financial studies envisaged for the following year. We feel indeed that this idea
extent imitates the happy innovation of the
programme of activities of the Commission and
could thus make a major contribution to the
prevention of fiscal fraud which seriously
threaten the smooth conduct of Community

1

affairs and at the same time seri<>usly damage
its image in public opinion.
I shall conclude with two observations.
Firstly, the powers of Parliament present more·
than anything a problem of information. There
is thus a need to avoid the discrepancy between
information from members on a particular
subject and the reality of facts and procedures.
A short ' time indeed after the submission to
Parliament of a proposal from the Commission
(this is true both for the budget and for more
day-to-day matters) the proposal is generally
amended and redrafted, changed by groups of
experts and ad hoc committees which means
that the text on which Parliament has to express
its opinion is not the final one and frequently
reduces our deliberations to a mere legal
formality.
Secondly, it is a historical fact that the powers
exercised by parliaments come to them through
budgetary powers: the right to vote on taxes,
the right to control defence matters. We must
follow this path: for this Parliament it is the
normal process whereby we may gain the
features· of a real representative body of Euro. pean democracy. But we must also ask ourselves
if it is still true that it is on the strength of
their budgetary powers that parliaments still
decide upon their budgetary options and steer
the administrative and political courses ·of
Member States. It is true that parliaments
influence public finance through their legislative
powers. The Council of Ministers at Community
level however performs a deliberative function
and takes the vast majority· of decisions with
financial implications, and these do not come
under the control of Parliament. We should
therefore be making real progress if only Parliament could be involved in the exercise of
legislative power in a more substantial manner
than through its present consultative functions.
This development might take place more rapidly than we think if Member States and ·the
Community institutions showed their . determination to give effect to paragraph 16 of the
communique of the Paris Summit. Within this
perspective our group remains open to any
suggestions whereby Parliament could be associated less .sporadically with the process of
deliberation which would be reflected. in . the
granting of powers of codecision in the preparation of Community legislation.
We have today the opportunity of foraing a
breach in the present situation in which the
Council of Ministers alone holds absolute power
of decision. Now that the concept of plauralistic
democracy has become a reality and the parliamentary function has become critically important, we, the European Parliament, must show
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great vigilance. Let us ensure that responsibilities which are being delegated daily are
transferred from the national parliaments to
the European Parliament and not from the
national parliaments to the Council of Ministers.
Perhaps the openness of the decision-making process to which I referred earlier could be a means
of taking over a first phase of this control.
Failing this my fears of a loss of democracy
as the Communities develop would prove to be
well founded and the hesitation of the national
authorities to delegate new powers to us would
then be justified.
(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Pounder on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.

Mr Pounder. - Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, there can be absolutely no doubt in the
minds of any of us here today that this debate
centres on the most important and fundamental issue facing this Parliament at this
time, a fact that you, sir, have already amply
recognized through the very generous time
allocation which you have made to those who
wish to participate in this debate. I hope, sir,
not. to abuse the right which you have given
us.
As my colleague Mr Kirk said earlier today,
the subject matter of this debate, the need to
strengthen the budgetary powers of Parliament,
is almost certainly one of the most vital issues
ever to come before this House. But at the
outset, sir, on behalf of the European Conservative Group, I would like to express appreciation
to Mr SpE'male for the tremendous amount of
work and thought which he has given to his
report. I believe that this document in time
will be regarded as one of the historic reports
to be presented to this Parliament. It represents
a firm basis for the powers which everyone in
this House seeks to acquire for this institution.
I realize that there are probably quite a number
of people in this Chamber who would have
preferred to see even more radical proposals
contained in the report. But the fact of the
matter is, as Mr Kirk states in his excellent
opinion, that the strengthening of the powers of
Parliament is and will be a continuing process
and that what we are considering today is but
the first, albeit very important, stage of that
process. If this Parliament is to evolve as an
effective forum, then we must secure the right
to play a full part in decisions right across the
spectrum of measures which have financial
implications. If the political institutions of the
Community are to enjoy the understanding of
the general public-and remember, without that

understanding there can be no progress-then
it is right that where the Council reaches a
decision concerning a proposal of the Commission, amendments to which may well have been
proposed by Parliament, then that decision
should be reached in public or at any rate not
in conditions of secrecy. For secrecy breeds
mystery and mystery breeds public hostility.
It may be quite wrong that this should be the
pattern, but I think everyone of us in this
Parliament is a politican of sufficiently long
standing and experience to know that it is one
the quirks of public life that secrecy somehow
is interpreted by our constituents as something
mysterious and therefore something which
arouses their instinctive hostility. But the cornerstone of parliamentary efficacy expressed
in practical terms lies in the need for the
establishment and enforcement of a meaningful
conciliation procedure: without provision for this
all our efforts could be barren and sterile.
Now in this matter, the European Conservative
Group fully supports the concept envisaged and
detailed by Mr Kirk in his opinion, and in due
course we will be tabling an amendment to
give effect to that concept.
Ladies and gentlemen, the real yardstick by
which any proposal should be judged is simplicity of operation and clarity of purpose. By both
of these criteria Mr Kirk's suggestion of an
automatic conciliation procedure in the event
of disagreement between the Council and Parliament, coupled with a clear-cut procedure for
that conciliation, is laudable and worthy of
support. If the institutions of the Community
are to be effective we must then acknowledge,
as Mr Spenale brilliantly elucidates in his
explanatory statement, that sometimes in the
past decisions affecting expenditure were taken
in a cavalier manner. Financial forecasts have
sometimes been pretty inaccurate. Financial
management has on occasion been haphazard.
Supervision has sometimes been inadequate, and
instances of fraud have been all too frequent.
By any yardstick, Mr Spenale's indictment is a
swingeing one. But there is surely no-one in
this Parliament who could stand and disagree
with the strictures which Mr Spenale has
detailed. That being so, these practices must not
be allowed to continue. Thus, we must ensure
that the necessary remedies right across the
board which have been detailed should be effective.
For this to occur. Parliament must be vigorous
and at the same time sensitive to public opinion.
Personally, I am confident that it will be possible to inject the changes which are urgently
sought and which are known and acknowledged
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to be urgently required. Arbitrary decisions of
great importance determined in secret tend to
create public suspicion. Inadequate financial
forecasting as highlighted by the need for the
subsequent introduction of massive supplementary budgets gives an unfavourable impression to the general public. The apparently haphazard supervision of expenditure as manifest
in regrettably frequent instances of fraud
results in general public disenchantment with
the Community. There is no-one in this Chamber who is not familiar with the maxim 'no
taxation-without representation'. Yet as matters
stand, this Parliament appears to have been
prepared in the past to accept limitations of
its powers which no national parliament would
tolerate for one moment. But of course it was
not then quite so important because our national
parliaments retained national fiscal control.
But we are now moving into a new ball game
and Parliament must exert its undoubted
influence. Gone are the days when this House
can or should merely make hostile noises of
protest before finally acquiescing with docility.
No-one is going to give us powers. Mr Sp{male
has said this on many occasions both in committee and indeed in plenary session. Nobody is
going to give us powers as an ex gratia expression of generosity. I do not think this has ever
happened in the development of any parliamentary democracy in our own countries and
it is certainly not going to happen here.
We must therefore know the powers the we
seek and we must be prepared, quite remorselessly, not to shrink from the challenge of
obtaining those powers. As the day of 1 January
1975 draws ever nearer, after which the Community will be financed from its own resources,
let us for a moment examine the situation which
could arise on that date in relation to parliamentary expression of opinion. I know there are
Members of this House who claim that a national parliament cannot refuse to ratify the national contribution made to the Community as
this debt is comparable to one resulting from
an international agreement. Even though that
be the case, a very serious situation indeed will
arise in January 1975 as the Community moves
away from the concept of national contribution
and enters the domain of own resources.
As things stand at present, a situation would
then exist which simply could not be accepted
were we considering our national budgets in our
national parliaments. Unless changes are made,
there will be no parliamentary and therefore
no democratic involvement, unless the power
of co-decision in the determination of the Com-

munity's revenue and expenditure is vested
equally in this House and the Council.
I realize that we are not directly elected by the
voters in our own countries, and I would venture to suggest that there are probably few
people in this House who do not look forward
to the day when direct elections take place. But
for now, we, sitting in this European Parliament, are the only persons in the Community
who have direct and total responsibility to the
electorate of the Member Sates. It is therefore
absolutely vital for the democratic development
of the Community that this House should have
a say in the finances of the Community which
is no less than that which would pertain in our
own national parliaments.
I turn now to one of the two specific joints in
Mr Sp{male's report on which my group has
particular thoughts. I refer first of all to Paragraph 9 and to the fixing of a rate of VAT.
There is so much uncertainty about the sum
which 1°/o of value added tax would raise-and
our information is that 10/o would be sufficient·
for several years to come, and that is frankly
the best estimate which is available-that my
group feels this is not the time to embark upon
a discussion about a 2°/o VAT level, when there
is so much uncertainty, very grave uncertainty,
about forecasting procedures and a host of possibilities which could upset these forecasts. Let
us set that against the fact that all that is
required at the moment is less than one half of
10/o of VAT.
I think, as does the European Conservative
Group, that Paragraph 9 is really a subject for
another day. We will therefore, in due course,
support the amendment tabled on the order
paper-! think it is No. 3-which seeks to delete
that paragraph.
I said a few moments ago, Mr President, that
in due course the European Conservative Group
will be expressing very clearly in amendment
form its views on Paragraph 14. I think that
Mr Kirk's report and his speech earlier today
-although I realize he was speaking on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee-indicate
fairly clearly the lines along which the European Conservative Group is thinking.
May I make now some reference to the section
in Mr Spenale's report which concerns the proposal for a Court of Auditors. We all recognize
that the present auditing procedures and methods are inadequate. It is essential that a Court
of Auditors as outlined in the Commission's
proposals be established and be established
quickly. But it is also vitally important that the
Court should be clothed with sufficient powers
and administrative machinery to ensure that it
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.will be able effectively ·to detect and expose
financial frauds and irregularities regardless of
of the Community activity in which they may
arise. There is no system at present which really
effectively detects and punishes fraud, ye
frauds do exist, perhaps on a sizeable scale, and
such a situation creates .gnawing discontent
amongst our coi)Btituents, understandably and
rightly so.
It is absolutely necessary, of course, that the

members of the Court of Auditors should be
appointed in agreement with Parliament. Mr
Kirk made reference this morning to the Ameriean advise and consent procedure, with which
I think we are all familiar. This procedure may
well provide an adequate model for the ascertainment of the parliamentary agreement which
we seek. However, in making this assertion, it
should be clearly understood and recognized
that the Court should be absol1,1tely independent
of national or political pressures.
During the July part-session this Parliament
'kindly accepted an amendment from the Europeen Conservative Group to the effect that the
Court of Auditors should report to and be at all
esercise of its rights of control. This means
that Parliament should have the right to request
the Court to examine expenditure whenever
Parliament considers this to be necessary. It
should thus be possible for the Court not merely
to engage in historical auditing functions, important though these are. What is surely even
more important is that the Court should be
empowered to investigate in depth matters
wlrich may come to light during a current
period. Whether those matters concern irregularities or not is irrelevant. It could equally
be a case where Parliament has requested the
Court to examine a category of expenditure.
The European Conservative Group considers
that Parliament should have this right to request the Court to make these examinations
wiM!never Parliament so decides.
I would conclude by submitting to this House,
Mr President, that Mr Spenale's report and the
tremendously important issues which are raised
therein give us an unrivalled opportunity to
set in motion a sequence of events which will
ultimately lead to the establishment of a truly
effective Parliament. There are some honourable Members in this House may be critical of
various aspects of Community policy, whether
it be the agricultural policy or the Social Fund
or the projected Regional Fund. Right across
the policy spectrum there are bound to be
differences of personal opinion. But as a Parliament, I do not believe that we should become
over-involved in detailed matters of policy while
there is an overriding issue which we must

pursue with single-mindedness and determination until we have acquired meaningful powers.
All else is of secondary importance. We must
subordinate our individual partisan passions,
preferences and prejudices. We share one goal
which transcends all else: we want to make
the Community really effective, truly democratic, and in this we have a vital role to play.
The goal can only be attained, however, if this
House acquires real power and influence. It
should also be remembered that in the final
analysis we in this House are the custodians
of the hopes and aspirations of our constituents.
Today marks a first landmark along that road.
We must seize the opportunity and hope that
history will regard this day, and indeed tomorrow's vote, as perhaps the most important thing
that this Parliament has ever done.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR BURGBACHER
Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Bourges on behalf of
the Group of Progressive European Democrats.
Mr Bourges. - (F) Mr President, colleagues,
the Group of Progressive European Democrats
has participated actively in the Political Affairs
Committee and Committee on Budgets in the
preparation of this important debate today. On
behalf of my Group I should like to pay tribute
to our rapporteurs, Mr Spenale and Mr Kirk,
whose personal activity and fruitful work have
made it possible for us to hold a useful discussion and to achieve a broad concensus on a
subject which is a vital but difficult one.

The positions of my group are motivated by
the wish to reconcile wisdom with urgently
needed progress in the process of European
integration. Certain suggestions which have
been made by previous speakers testify to their
desire, which is also ours, to readjust Parliament's responsibilities in such a way that this
House can fully assume its role and be closely
involved in the common venture in accordance
with the wishes expressed by the Heads of
State or Government as the Paris Conference
in October 1972. Our concern is to strengthen
the powers of control of our institution and to
increase our influence on Community decisions.
It is within this context we feel that the pro-

posals which have been submitted to us on
budgetary matters should be considered and
they should also be considered in the light of
future developments towards European union
taking into account the effective development
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of relations between the institutions over recent
years. We can only express our satisfaction at
the role our Assembly has played in developing
close cooperative links with other institutions
and in consolidating its mission and prerogatives. We have to acknowledge, and I am glad
of this, that, thanks to our insistence and determination, there are fortunately no issues on
which we have not had the opportunity of
expressing our opinion and of calling upon the
Council and the Commission to render us an
account of adion taken on our resolutions.
To indicate the direction in which, as the texts
on which the Community is founded stand, we
should be channelling our efforts to secure a
fruitful dialogue with the other institutions I
shall refer to the procedures adopted jointly
with the Council for the preparation and adoption of the budget and for dealing with proposals with financial implications. These proce-=
dures, as we must realize, have not fully taken
effect. Certainly they are relatively recent but
we think that their application which Parliament must ensure will give to this House the
means of exercising on the most crucial affairs
of the Community the power of control which
the heads of state solemnly ask it to assume.
In the same order of ideas I should like to
stress that the Group of Progressive European
Democrats attributes great importance to the
measures which the Commission and Council
were called upon to take by the Paris Summit
to improve their relations with the Parliamentary institution. I think, Mr President, that it
is your duty to ensure that they are put into
effect and in this my group assures you its
support and confidence.
The observations I have sought to make on the
means at the disposal of this House to assume
its role and which I know are relevant, will
not distract our attention from the adjustments
which will be made to the Community when
European union is achieved. This prospect
which is close at hand must give us a sense of
pragmatism. This is not a doctrine but an adjustment to legal and political realities and an
indication of our desire to perform a useful
function.
This is the reason why, without ruling out
limited alterations to the existing treaties, the
time does not seem to have come to apply
fundamental reforms which would upset relations between institutions and would in any
case have to be carefully adjusted to allow for
a totally· new situation which would arise with
the creation of European union. This is why,
Mr President, it does not seem to us to be either
the obvious or appropriate thing to do at this

time to take away powers from the national
parliaments and in so doing create the need
for constitutional reforms in certain cases in
order to make available new Community resources. The problem will no doubt arise in
these terms in the near future and we have
this well in mind. European union is a major
venture with which we resolute!;; identify. We
are so firm in our conviction that we have no
doubt when the time comes that the representatives of our peoples in our Member States
give their consent, as they did when the treaties
setting up the Communities were ratified, to the
transfer of rights conferred on them by their
various constitutions.

will

I should like to add to these considerations,
Mr Preaident, our concern to contribute all in
our power, in accordance with the wishes expressed by the Heads of State or Government,
to achieving the maximum degree of effect in
the conduct of Community afafirs. From this
point of view, the proposals which have been
submitted to us for adoption are in our opinion
cumbersome and contain a certain number of
drawbacks without representing any particular
advantage for Parliament, whereas they constitute a certain risk of sometimes slowing down
the decision-making process by calling on the
Council to reconsider compromises which may
have been secured with difficulty.
We fully approve of the creation of a Court
of Auditors. It would in our opinion need to
be a body having real moral authority and
functioning independently for the benefit of
Community institutions. Parliament has more
than once shown the importance which it attributes to control of all income and all expenditure. The prestige of the new institution, its
composition and its terms of reference would
need to provide a guarantee of effective control
over the administration of Community funds.
These, Mr President and colleagues, are the
observations I wished to present on behalf of
my group; they will be reflected in our votes
or in the submission of amendment proposals
during this debate.
(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Lenihan on behalf of
the Group of Progressive European Democrats.
Mr Lenihan. - Mr President, I would like to
support the remarks of Mr Bourges in recommending a pragmatic approach to this problem
of strengthening the powers of the European
Parliament and in particular strengthening the
budgetary powers. It is the concern of all of
us that we have a substantial increase in the
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Parliament's budg~tary powers which must begin by 1 January 1975 and should increase step
by step until .full European union has been
achieved. This must be the objective. The manner of achieving that objective is the question
on which there is some disagreement.
In my view there is no point in seeking the
illusion of padiamentary power unless we have
the reality, !fld in this respect we must face
the fact thafi, nation states exist and national
parliaments exist at the present time. How then
should we approach the problem? The most
important immediate aspect is to get this Parliament more involved in decision-making as
regards financial expenditure. It is in this area
before decisions are reached where we can give
niost practical help, and I feel that the suggestion put fotward this morning by Mr Kirk is
a substantital step in this direction, namely, that
some form of consultation council, representative of Parliament and the Council of Ministers,
should be established to sort out budgetary
·differences that arise between Parliament and
'the Council of Ministers. I believe furthermore
that the procedure under which proposals
. eventually come here to the Parliament from
the Commission is at the moment inadequate,
and that, if such proposals came directly to
Parliament from the Commission and then proceeded with Parliament's opinion on the Commission proposals to the Council of Ministers,
and if this could be written into the Treaty, we
would have a much improved situation.
I mention these two aspects because in my view
it is in power sharing and co-decision that we
can make progress in this- Parliament. We must
realize that as far as the Community as a whole
is concerned there are three institutions, and
these institutions must evolve as a coordinated
whole: each of these institutions has its place
and has a contribution to make, and the Council
of Ministers and this Parliament should, in my
view, be involved, as somebody mentioned, in
a bi-cameral manner in the decision-making
process. Similarly the Commission must continue to have its powerful and effective role
to play. It is in the coordination of the three
institutions rather than creating a confrontation
situation between either -or all of the three institutions that we can make real progress in the
Community as a whole.
Our Group believes that the proposal in subparagraph (c) of paragraph 14 allowing for
Parliament by the majority of 75% to have
:the final say in regard to proposals could at
this stage of the development of Europe's institutions could give rise to an unnecessary confrontation situation, and that it would be far
better now to establish a conciliation machinery

in which genuine power sharing and genuine
decision-making could be arrived at between
Parliament and the Council of Ministers prior
to any final decision.
Similarly, in regard to the setting up of the
supervisory machinery, the Court of Auditors,
our -group feels very strongly that this Court
should be independent, should be of a really
quasi-judicial nature, and for that reason we
are opposed to some amendments put down that
would in some way tie it over-closely to Parliament or to governments or to parties. Once
established, the European Court of Auditors
should be a truly independent Court and act
in a truly judicial manner. These views are put
forward in order to ensure that we proceed
genuinely on a step-by-step basis, and that we
do not move into any situation that might give
rise to a confrontation between the institutions
'of the Community. We have much progress to
make between now and 1980; progress in ·the
field of achieving economic and monetary union,
progress in the achievement of a real social
policy, progres in establishing on a firm and
permanent basis a regional policy. All of these
very important matters must move step by
step along with the reform of Parliament and
the improvement of Parliament's powers in
every area as well as the budgetary area. We
must, between now and 1 January 1975, take
the first step by improving our situation in
regard to increase budgetary powers with the
development of the own resources system of
revenue: but it is very important that, in doing
that, we set up a machinery within the Community whereby we can supervise the important decisions-and the important decisions are
the decisions made on expenditure--before they
are made. It is by being in on these decisions
through some conciliation machinery and
through a system that will enable proposals
to come us first and, through us, to the Council
of Ministers and, in the event of a difference,
to this conciliation machinery, that is, by being
in on the practical continuous decision-making
by which expenditure is allocated, that we can
make a real contribution towards the powers
of this Parliament rather than by an alternative
system which may appear logical but may easily
set up a confrontation between this Parliament
and the other important institutions of the
Community.
All the institutions are important: the Council
of Ministers is important, the Commission is
important, Parliament is important. We should
evolve towards an executive that really means
something and we should participate in the
decisions by the Commission and the Council.
It is in that way that we can make progress
towards the future, and it is in that direction
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that I feel at this stage we should bend all our
energies. Thank you, Mr President.
President. -

I call Mr Brinkhorst.

Mr Brinkhorst, Member of the Council of the
European Communities. - (NL) Mr President,
I am glad to make use of my entitlement as a
Member of the Council to speak before the European Parliament. Except for the occasion when
a former member of this Parliament, Mr Vredeling, at present minister of Defence in the
Dutch government, briefly took his leave, this
is the first time since the Dutch government
took office in May this year that a minister of
the crown has been able to address you. A
minister who has European affairs as his special
responsibility. Since under present procedures
discussion in the Council takes place behind
closed doors, I ppreciate it all the more greatly
to be able to put some thoughts before you. In
doing so I am no doubt anticipating ·thoughts
that amongst others have been aired by Mr Kirk
with regard to conciliation procedures, and
which have also just been supported further by
Mr Rossi. Through my being here the Dutch
government wishes to emphasize the importance
that it attaches to the debate on budgetary
powers. Nearly all speakers have correctly
emphasized that this debate is of unusually great
importance for the future of the European Communities. I should like to think of it being in
fact a test case on the structure that the European Communities will acquire in the years to
come. In the government statement and in the
recent speech from the throne by the Queen of
the Netherlands emphasis was placed on the fact
that for the Dutch government strong but above
all democratic institutions are a necessary condition for the bringing about of a European
union. Democracy at European level is a condition for the exercising of legitimate authority
at European level. This is not a question of
institutional dogmatics. This Holland of ours has
often been reproached for being a land of
theologians, who are considered to be of the
strictest. But it is bitter necessity for control to
be exercised over those who have authority.
Only then can the risk of estrangement be
circumvented and only then can the citizens
-particularly for the new generations for whom
brotherly coexistence in Europe is a fact, and
who have had no part in the disagreements
amongst brothers in the past-be found ready
to harness themselves to a true European
integration. In the light of this fact I should
like to deal further with the relationship
between the Council and the European Parliament, a relationship which is indeed one quite
different from that between the Commission

and the European Parliament, there being a
direct and daily connection with this institution.
We welcome the fact that growth has taken
place in the past 10 years in mutual cooperation
between the Council and European Parliament.
On the part of the Dutch government I express
the wish to state that we wish to make every
effort for the coming about of a true dialogue
between the Council and the individual members
of the Council on the one hand and the European Parliament on the other ha1;1d, in the
process of which increasingly more responsibility
will be granted to the European Parliament,
particularly at a legislative level also. Only by
a transfer of power from a national to a European scale can we prevent existing democracy
at a European level from being eroded. For the
Dutch government there is an unbreakable bond
between the extension of the Community in the
direction of European union and the expansion
of the European Parliament's powers. I should
once again like to emphasize that this must not
be seen as an attempt to seek cover, but as a
proof of our conviction that European citizens
are entitled to decide over their own future.
Seen in this light the budgetary powers of the
European Parliament, to which the Commission's proposals are at present limited, occupy
an essential position. It has already been said
in Mr Splmale's report that there is a clear connection between the budgetary and legislative
powers of the European Parliament. In the same
way that we shall devote ourselves to improving
the legislative powers, we shall also strive to
improve the budgetary powers. And as we see
it today, this cannot mean other than true
budgetary rights. The Council has moreover, in
our view, also assumed a political oligation to
do so in the declaration that it made on tbe
occasion of the Treaty of 22 April 1970.
Mr President, I spoke of the necessary support
of the people. There has recently been
increasingly more talk of the need to arrive at
the development of an own European identity.
The Dutch government supports this aim. This
also comprises a need to delineate the composition that such a European identity should have.
We have too long neglected to make a choice
among the various possibilities that arise with
regard to the development of European integration. The time has come to speak clearly of the
political aims of Europe. Because the process of
European integration has too long already been
enacted within a political vacuum. The Dutch
government is of the opinion that the European
Community should grow into a civil power, that
is to say a power that is aware of its responsibilities in the world and does not avoid these.
Not in the sense of a superpower, participating
in 'big power games', but much more a power
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making its eonstructive contribution to worldwide· developments in the field of trade and
development aid. A power, too, that stands out
by proper management of steadily shrinking
natural resources, by a reconception of the
quality of existence. And by a harmonious
balance betwee~ the desire for equality for all
and individual freedom and between social
justice and individual development capabilities.
Only such a Europe offers the opportunity both
of an internal dynamic development and of
acceptance of its external responsibilities in the
world. Only such a Europe will be in a position
to apply its great power to aims that can be
based on a wide consensus of its citizens. Only
such a Europe can form an element of stability
and progress, instead of the former element of
uncertainty, dividedness and inequality.
Mr President, I appreciate the opportunity of
making this short statement, so that you can
take note of the spirit in which I am attending
your debate of today and tomorrow, the great
importance of which must once again be
emphasized, on budgetary powers.
(Applause)

President. - Thank you very much indeed for
that statement, Mr Brinkhorst.
I call the rapporteur, Mr Spenale.
Mr Spenale, rapporteur. int~oduce

(FJ I just wish to

a point of order.

I should like to ask the members of the Committee on Budgets to meet at the end of the
sitting, since about ten amendments have been
presented to us and some of these clearly are
beyond the capacity ·of your rapporteur to reply
personally. I must therefore ask the committee
for its opinion.
Thank you, Mr President, for allowing me to
make this announcement. I gladly invite the
authors of the amendments to attend the meeting
if they wish to present any explanations.
President. - Thank you, Mr Splmale. We shall
take note of that.
I call Mr Dewulf.
Kr Dewulf.- (NL) Mr President, I am particu-

lady pleased to be called upon to speak as a
Flemish European after the Secretary of State
from Uolland.· I should first like to make some
general remarks, then to make a proposal as
regards budgetary powers, then subsequently
volunteer some views on legislative powers, and
end on a political note. Mr President, the European Parliament is now about to take a decisive

step regarding the enlargement of its powers, a
decisive step the thanks for which are due to
ourselves, to the continued efforts of this Parliament, to the authoritative rapporteurs and to
spokesmen such as Mr Furler, Mr Scelba, Mr
Splmale, Mr Aigner and Mr Kirk, who have done
all the groundwork leading up to this crucial
moment. Thanks to the clear promises that we
have forced from the Executive, this Parliament
is now faced with the peculiar fact that we on
the one hand accordingly occupy a strong position, but on the other hand must consider wisely
and with due reflection how far we can proceed
technically.
What precisely is the strong position of the European Parliament? On the one side the due date
of 1975 as regards the system of own resour~.
This due date has imposed a coercive calendar
on the Council. On the other side, the Coun~il
has had to admit and has put its seal to the
promise that it wil~ amend the Treaty in order
to meet the demands of the European Parliament.
There can be no doubt that the Executive's proposals on the one hand meet up with the logic
of the moment and on the other hand with the
tactical evaluation of the way in which this
limited amendment to the Treaty can now bring
this Parliament a good deal further. I think I
am right to say that the question has now arisen
for us, as it had for the Commission, of how
from this strong position we can define our
attitude to the greatest effect but yet with the
greatest wisdom.
Will Parliament use this opportunity of in this
way capturing a strong position for that further
progress to which so many speakers have already alluded, or shall we, as we say in Flanders,
want to bite off more than we can chew, and
in the rather artificial atmosphere we sometimes
get in here, want to progress too dogmatically,
too theologically with proposals that in the game
between the institutions are virtually a priori
unacceptable to the Council, so that we shall
eventually find ourselves back here in the same
frustrating position?
If we choose the first hypothesis: to procede

wisely from a strong position, we must of course
first consider-the rapporteurs have given us a
particularly good deal of help in this respectwhether the Commission's proposals, even
though they be limited in their extent due to
the present situation, are substantial and consistent. After the first debate that we had after
the formation of the working party I feel that,
on reading and hearing what the rapporteurs,
Mr Spenale and Mr Kirk had to say, fundamental agreement has now been reached on the
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plan put forward by the Commission, subject to
some particularly interesting proposed amendments. It is a good thing that we are now fundamentally transmitting on the same wavelength
to the Council.
Yet, I should first like to make a comment on
the budgetary powers, a point on which Mr Spenale has written little in his report, on which
today he once again seems to have said little
and which was not sufficiently brought into the
light of day in the Commission's document
either, Mr Cheysson.
It surprises me indeed that, in a very discreet

way, a nonetheless essential point regarding
Parliament's general budgetary powers continues
to be left in nebulous vagueness from which the
Council will profit in the long run, namely this
subtle difference, laid down unilaterally by the
Council, between so-called automatic or obligatory and non-automatic or non-obligatory
expenditure. It is said, the Commission says, Mr
Spenale says. 'We are sorry about it, it is rela.
tively artificial and we hope that within a very
short time this subtle difference will be done
away with.' In this debate today on budgetary
powers we shall have to discuss this matter more
deeply and more fundamentally. Why? Because
this difference, in the way that it is now made,
undoubtedly sets a very clear limit both to the
European Parliament's budgetary powers in the
strict sense of the word and to its potential
budgetary powers. Because, before we start talking about legislative powers-! shall do this too
in the second part of my argument-which lie
somewhere further up the river as far as budgetary methods are concerned, we shall nevertheless have to do some very clear speaking on
the actual powers in relation to the budget itself.
We cannot declare ourselves agreed on so-called
ad hoc agreements which were a feature of the
previous .budgetary procedures in April 1970. I
indeed believe that we must now make concrete
progress in three directions. First and foremost
we must reach agreement on the objective
criteria according to which automatic is distinguished from non-automatic and obligatory from
non-obligatory expenditure. On the other hand,
it must be our express wish that non-obligatory
expenditure shall not unnecessarily be restricted
in favour of automatic or obligatory expenditure.
In other words, and I say this to the Council, we
cannot accept the procedures under the so-called
Harmel List of 1970, in which the Council unilaterally and broady laid down everything on
which it should decide alone and sovereign. The
third aspect of this matter is that we can no
longer accept any regulations that automatically,
and therefore automatically obligatorily, lay
down the financial consequences once and for all
in conjunction with the decisions taken.

To make this clearer, let us take a quick look at
these criteria. What expenditure is automatic or
obligatory? First of all, that proceding from ·the
EAGGF guarantee machinery. Secondly, that
proceding from the Guidance section of the
EAGGF or financial packages decided upon in
consequence of a formal decision by the Council,
for example within the framework· of the Euratom longterm programme. But then all other
expenditure would be non-automatic and nonobligatory, such as administrative expenditure
in cases I and II, operating expenditure in cases
III, the expenditure of the Social Fund and all
to soon-as from the next budgetary year-that
of the Regional Fund? To get some .idea of the
importance of this aspect of the budget debate
and of the budgetary powers, I have worked out
after a quick calculation that at present already
12. 70fo of the total budget could be . brought
within this non-obligatory category of expenditure. If the regional fund is added to this, we
arrive at a good 220/o, nearly a quater of
the total budget, which expenditure would
therefore not be obligatory and lie within the
scope of the European Parliament's potential
powers. And what is yet more important in the
near future: this kind of expenditure will evidentally be the most rapidly growing in the
next few years. The time may well come when
the non~bligatory expenditure may even com•
prise 5~/o of the budget.
This is why it is so important .for Parliamen.t's
potential powers at budgetary level-the arrangement that Mr Scelba made some time ago
with the Commission comes to mind amongst
other things-to be appreciably extended here.
The Council must undertake in the future no
longer to promulgate two kinds of provisions,
that is to say automatic machinery and figures
that are laid down definitively, ex cathedra, in
the form of a regulation.
I now come to the second part of my argument.
If we as a European Parliament were to associate

ourselves with what Mr Kirk and the European
Conservative Group proposed with such great
dynamism when they entered this ParlialJ.le~t,
namely that Parliament must make use of the
powers that lie within its reach-and therefore
on a budgetary level also-the question would
then arise of whether there is room for legal or
legislative powers. Mr President, I want to be
quite realistic in this matter; it is evident that
the Council will make no concession whatever
in this sector, legally at least. We must therefore
firstly consider carefully what we ean attain
without' amertding the Treaty and that is already
a lot-I would remind you of Mr Scelba's proposals-and then, as far as amendment of the
Treaty itself is concerned, we must above all
from the point of view of legislative powers take
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a direction and create a precedent that take us
further on the road to political and European
Union. We are consequently all agreed that at
the present stage at least a mediation or conciliation machinery must be instituted if there should
be no agreement between the Council and Parliament on legislative transactions with financial
consequences.

Mr Spenale. - (F) No, Mr President, I do not
wish to speak as rapporteur. I would simply
like to reply to the remark which has just been
addressed to the Socialist Group whom I alone
am representing on this bench, but I will stand
down for the moment for Mr Fabbrini whose
turn it is. I will speak later on.

The question that is central to the point is to
know how and in what spirit such conciliation
procedure must be pursued. Not dogmatically!
It is not a matter of considering whether the
Council or whether Parliament should have the
last word. We must not be afraid of clearly
following this line. We are concerned here with
a joint decision by the Council and Parliament.
Mr Spenale asks, as if on grounds of doctrine
and principle, that the last word be with Parliament, but structurally speaking he awards this
to the Council because the parliamentary machinery is so cumbersome and hard to set in motion.
In some of his proposals Mr Aigner gives the
last word to the Council de jure, but de facto
gives this to the European Parliament.

President. - Mr Sp{male, I shall enter your
name on the list of speakers.

Now, to press on dogmatically like this to the
last word is not relevant in present circumstances to either party. I therefore fully support
the creative proposals made by Mr Kirk and the
European Conservative Group, to promote co:Qlpromise, discussion between the two institutions,
with the committee concerned in such discussion
playing the central part. Mr President, although
my speaking time is more than up, I should like
to end with a final remark that is political in
nature. I shall do so in French, because I am now
addressing myself to the chairman of the Socialist Group.
(The speaker continues in French). It is clear-

and I say this for the benefit of the chairman
of the Socialist Group-that the press is currently following our debates wi1h interest. And
as the press is not always informed of the
technical aspects of the problem, it could easily
divide us up into purists and hardliners on the
one hand, and moderates and softliners on the
other.
The Socialist Group-perhaps I should not make
this remark but it is in my nature to be frankbeing in opposition in terms of French politics
and not having any British Labour politicians
in its ranks in terms of European politics might
feel freer to defend a position which in public
opinion would be that of the purists and hardliners. On the other hand I prefer the position
of the British Conservatives who are conducting
a 'Battle of Britain' of a new kind, and I pay
tribute to their wisdom and courage.
President. -

I call the rapporteur, Mr Spenale.

I call Mr Fabbrini.
Mr Fabbrini. (I) Mr President, fellow
Members, we have followed and shall continue
to follow with great interest the debate, which
in many respects is not new, on this engrossing
question which has been taken up by our Parliament on a number of occasions.
I should like to begin by repeating today what
have said on other occasions, and that is that
we shall not fail to give our support to .any proposal which is aimed at increased democratic
control in the Community. The concept of
strengthening democratic processes in the Community goes far beyond mere changes in the
existing relationship between its various institutions. To us democracy means full, active, authoritative and wholehearted participation in the
decision-making process of the whole body of
the people in every country in the Community.
This participation is already limited enough in
the affairs of individual States, but, as everyone
must agree, in Community affairs it is completely non-existent, And it is with this broader
aspect that our political group is concerned in
considering the question we are discussing today.
We hold to the belief,. which has been expressed
in other circumstances, that we must be active
in working within the limits of our possibilities
for a redistribution of power. In other words,
to the belief which maintains, and in our judgement maintains legitimately, that a large part
of the powers which are today vested in the
Council should be transferred to the European
Parliament, and that no power held by national
parliaments should be transferred to Community
institutions, neither to Parliament nor, less still,
to the Council, until the part played by d,emocratic processes in Community affairs has been
radically strengthened and there has been a
profound change of direction in the economic
and social policies of the Community itself.
W€

It is from this standpoint, as I have just said,

that we base our judgement on the documents
now under study, above all of the proposal by
the Commission, on which, or so it seems to me,
there has been very little discussion. This proposal by the Commission is completely unac-
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ceptable to us. In our opinion it aggravates the .
problem, not solves it. It aggravates the differences between Parliament and the Council,
and it aggravates relations between Community
institutions and national parliaments. It would
in fact introduce, if it should be accepted, two
radical changes in article 201 and the Treaty of
Luxembourg. Provision is made in fact for an
increase in the rate pertaining to own resources,
which means for the most part an increased rate
of VAT, whereas the Treaty of Luxembourg laid
down very explicitly that the rate of increase
should not exceed 10fo. And lastly it takes away
from national parliaments the right to approve
or not Community provisions both for the establisment of additional own resources and any
increase in the rate applying to existing own
resources.
I was saying then that the Commission's proposal
aggravates the differences between Parliament
and the Council, and above all those between the
institutions of the Community and national parliaments-! said so in July and I want to repeat
it today-for the simple reason that it deprives
national parliaments of additional powers but
maintains substantially unchanged all the
powers of the Council of Ministers, since they
would hardly be abated at all by the second
reading procedure, which has been proposed, a
procedure which would not even scratch the
surface of the Council's power of decision. So
I must reiterate that because of these considerations we have been, still are, and always shall
be utterly opposed to any proposal, from whatever quarter, which takes this particular line, of
withdrawing powers from national parliaments
and vesting them in the Council. This is our
position. ·We hold the view that this Parliament
should have been much firmer and more decisive
in its opposition to the Commission's proposals,
certainly firmer and more decisive than it has
shown itself to be up to now from the speeches
made by members of other political groups.
Having said this, I should like to present a few
comments which I feel it is my duty to make
about today's debate, in particular about some
of the arguments developed by Mr Kirk in the
first place, and then by Mr Aigner. Mr Kirk said
this morning, and he meant it as a joke, that it
was not his habit to move to the left, and that
he only did so now for technical reasons. I do not
think that he needed to tell us that; that moving
to the left is not one of his habits it is easy
enough to see from the contents of his report,
and also from what he said this morning. We
had all understood perfectly well that this was
not his habit, and his reports today, both written
and oral, merely confirm it. Mr Kirk said,
repeating a saying which is not only used in

England but in other countries too, that politics
is the art of the possible. We say it in Italy too,
and I sbould think it is said almost everywhere.
True, politics is the art of the possible, but it
often happens that dangerous defeatist tendencies hide behind the possible, 'or what is
assumed to be possible. What is possible, or
thought to be possible, is always the result of
subjective assessments, so that what is considered possible becomes a kind of umbrella for
sheltering under in a spirit of resignation and
surrender. It seems to me that Mr Kirk, both
in his oral and his written report, has in fact
shown us an example of this spirit of ·defeatism
and surrender. I can see that he is surrendering,
but I can understand why, and I also feel moved
to express to him my moral support. I also
understand well the statement made this morning by Mr Sp{male, when he said that Parliament
must be very careful about the danger of putting up proposals which appear to be or in faet
may be a step backards when compared with
what Parliament has stood out- for up till now,
since by doing this it would lessen its chances
of playing a more decisive part in finding a
satisfactory solution to this particular problem,
and in a more general sense to other problems
as well, ap.d would increase the strong resistance
which we always meet in the Council every time
we bring up the question of transferring some
of its powers to the European Parliament. To
quote from Mr Kirk's report, 'What your Rapporteur· attemps to do in this paper...'-this is
a kind of preamble to his subsequent proposals' .. .is to set out proposals which, substantially,
extend the real powers of the Parliament concerning both acts with financial itriplications and
which are realistic in terms of acceptability to
the Council.' He goes on to say that 'the Par..:
liament must move some distance towards
obtaining the power of the purse at the beginning of 1975, but it is naive to imagine that it
will be able to obtain everything it would ideally
desire in this respect.' And then again· he continues; 'It.. .'-meaning the Commission-' ... is
faced with the immediate need of securing a
system of effective Parliamentary control for
the 1975 budget, and clearly the less radical the
proposals the more chance there is of their
acceptance by the Council.' Well, it seems to me
that these two extracts from Mr K~rk's opinion
which I have read out, which he reiterated in
so many words this morning, show that attitude
of surrender which I mentioned earlier on.
Because if, in the investigation we are ·conduct-:
ing, we accept as a basis what he is suggesting,
and try to discover what might appear to be
realistic and so acceptable to the Council, if in
our investigations we adopt the principle suggested by Mr Kirk, that the less radical the
changes proposed the more chance there 'is of
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their acceptance by the Council, in my view we
shall only acquire the illusion of increased power

which later on in his report Mr Kirk says he is
anxious to avoid. Like this, we shall be going
cap in hand for a few crumbs .of power to the
Council, because we should always be looking
for proposals which the Council would be likely
to consider realistic, and for that reason alone
would be able to accept. Our view on the other
hand is that to be realistic does not mean giving
way, or adopting a .defeatist attitude: we think
that being realistic means in fact being fully
aware that when it comes to the question of the
powers of the Parliament-today we are talking
about budgetary powers, but in the future, as
Mr Kirk has himself said, we shall have to raise
the question of legislative powers-, on this
question we are and always shall be in a position
of acute conflict with the Co"uncil of Ministers.
It is a conflict between those who express their
~itimate wishes and demands, as our Parliament does, and those on the other hand who,
illegitimately in our view, are unwilling to give
away anything, but are anxious to preserve
intact the powers accorded them by the Treaties.
It is a conflict which will be repeated every
time, I say it again, we debate the question of
the European Parliament, and it will be difficult
to resolve it in this Assembly, within these four
walls, unless we can on the help of other bodies
in the Community to obtain our just demands.
I mean by that in the first place our national
parliaments; in this continual conflict which we
have ·with the Council we must have the support
of the national parliaments, which surely can no
longer tolerate a situation in which powers
which are taken away from them, instead of
being transferred to the European Parliament
which they themselves have elected, are still
in the hands of the Council.
When we come to study some sections of the
Spenale paper, especially the first section dealing
with revenues, we are prepared to accept that
point 7 represents a step in the direction which
we Communists have always prescribed, both in
the debate in July and to the committees concerned, that is to say a direction which recognizes the need to safeguard the rights of national
parliaments. But although a step forward has
been taken with the inclusion of point 7 in
comparison with previous attitudes, we think
that this paragraph is still too general and insufficiently clear-cut. It is in any case less precise
than the last part of Article 201 of the Treaty
in force, and ought in our opinion to be reviewed
and given some finishing touches, and the substance of the last part of Article 201 should be
inserted for the record.
Regording point 9 of this motion for a resolution,
we feel that the proposals it contains do not

depart from the proposals by the Commission
with which I strongly d_isagreed at the beginning.
This applies both to the VAT percentage, in
which point 9 suggest an increase, now chargeable-even though the Treaties so far stipulate
that, for the time being at least, the rate must
not exceed 1°/o--, and possibly, though here we
should like some clarification by the rapporteur,
to the procedure which is advocated. Substantially, what we are asking is this: would there be a
Community procedure, cutting out the national
parliaments, as is advocated in the Commission's
proposal for a modification of Article 201, or a
procedure which will comply with, or at . any
rate is intended to comply with, the regulations
contained in Article 201 concerning approval by
national parliaments of any Community decisions on own resources? In the first case, that is
to say if point 9 implies the suppression of the
rights of the parliaments, we should be utterly
against it. If the second case is true, and that
would not happen. then we think that point 9
ought to be reframed so that it incorporates, as I
have said, that part of Article 201 which deals
with·the powers of national parliaments.
Another question, which seems to have been
debated here this morning more than others, and
about which, though I have not had time to study
all the amendments submitted by Members,
there appears to be the greatest divergency of
opinion, is that of the last word, that is to say,
who is to have the last word. J\lthough the
machinery he proposes is complicated and not
very easy to understand, and something of a
hotchpotch, Mr Spenale has suggested conditions,
which I will not go through again here, whereby
the last word would be conferred on Parliament.
Mr Kirk's. and Mr Aigner's proposals do not, I
think, intend this. Mr Kirk has proposed that the
last word should be taken away from the Council
but not given to Parliament either. In that case
it would accordingly be conferred on the conciliation committee which is envisaged both in
Mr Spimale's motion and in the scheme put
forward by the Political Affairs Committee. Now
we do not feel that this proposal is on the right
lines for increasing the powers of the European
Parliament. Mr Aigner for his part proposed this
morning on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group, unless I have misunderstood him, though
I think that I understood him correctly, that the
last word should be left with the Council of
Ministers, though on the condition that its final
decisions on acts with financial implications
should be taken in public, and that its decisions
should be unanimous; and when he says unanimous, he rules out the possibility of abstentions,
so that if even a single minister abstains there
will be no unanimity.
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I find no difficulty in accepting that both the
first and the second solution, that is, both Mr
Kirk's and Mr Aigner's, would bring about an
improvement in the existing procedure. Both
instances would in fact allow us to take a tiny
step forward; we should be going in the direction of codecisioin, if Mr Kirk's proposal were
to be adopted, and if the second proposal is
adopted in the direction of decisions in public
by the Council of Ministers. But in my opinion
both these solutions, Mr Kirk's and Mr Aigner's,
settle for a position which is very far from
achieving everything that Parliament has been
calling for up till now; one only has to refer to
the various resolutions which Parliament has
prepared at different times on this delicate subject. So that we cannot approve either Mr Kirk's
or Mr Aigner's solution, and we shall urge
Parliament to adopt the solution set out in Mr
Spenale's motion for a resolution on the last
word, which ought, in our opinion, to be given
to the European Parliament.
Just before I finish I wish to add two short
comments. One of them is on the Court of
Auditors. During the debate in July on controls,
I stated that we had always been, still were,
and always should be in favour of strengthened
controls of all kinds over the financial activities
of the Community, since we wanted the management of finances to be a model of probity and
good sense; for that reason we are in agreement
with the proposal for the establishment of a
Court of Auditors. On the conciliation committee, we think that the composition proposed
by Mr Kirk, although on the large side, is preferable to the one put forward by Mr Spenale,
because in the event of a dispute about any
matters with financial or budgetary implications
between Parliament and the Council we should
in fact be faced with a dispute of a political
character which could not be resolved by a
committee composed of the President of Parliament, the Council and the Commission, but
which could on the other hand be resolved only
by a political body, by an instrument, a conciliation committee that is, made up in such a
way that all the political parties present in this
Assembly were represented. This is the proposal
we feel we should accept, and accordingly we
shall request Mr Spenale to revise what appears
on this subject in his motion for a resolution.
Mr President, I have finished, perhaps in less
time than I was allowed. Some members may
be wondering, after what I have said, what our
position is, and how we shall cast our vote
when the time comes .to do so. I feel that it is
too soon for us to be able to decide at the
moment, since much will depend on the way
in which the basic criticisms we have advanced

are taken into account, and on the subject matter
of the amendments still to be presented by other
members which we still have to study and
assess. So we shall wait and see what happens,
and, as I have said, what account is taken of the
criticisms I have expressed on behalf of my
Group. We can only hope that the waiting is
worth while, and that instead of going backwards it will be possible to formulate some
concrete improvements on the lines of the ·criticisms I have presented in the name of my
group.
President. - Thank you, Mr Fabbrini, for not
using all of your speaking time.
I call Mr Artzinger.
Mr Artzinger.- (D) Mr President, I should like
to make two points and the first concerns the
Community's financial autonomy, which Mr
Spenale has discussed in his report and also in
his speech this morning.
I recall: a lecturer - when I was studying economics - saying that the State is the only body
which can manage to see that all its expenditure
is covered by its revenue, that is, that its expenditure is not restricted according to a given
amount of income. Later as a politician, I have
had to learn that, while this is certainly true
in theory, in political practice the levying of
taxes is subject to considerable restrictions. The
fact remains that the State can create revenue.
What, then is the position as regards our European Community which is supposed to be analogous to a State? Mr Spenale's report gives a historical sketch, then he defines financial autonomy in this way: the power to adapt common
resources to the needs of common policies by
common procedure. I agree with this definition.
And now we find that, according to the laws
in force up to now, the European Parliament
and the Community as a whole are not financially autonomous.
The Commission has submitted a proposal designed to correct this-and we appreciate it. We,
in the Committee on Budgets, have been reluctant to depart from this proposal. It provided
however, that this Parliament should, by majority vote, on a proposal from the Commission
with the unanimous consent of the Council, vote
the creation of new resources. We in the Committee on Budgets thought that this went too
far, and we formulated the provision now· contained under paragraph 9 of tlie resolution.
In our discussion we assumed that we cannot
expect to get the national parliaments to concede us an unlimited right to create resources,
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even if this decision can be blocked by a unanimous vote in the Council. I am not discussing
here whether this assumption is right or not.
Anyway, we in the Committee on Budgets have
for this reason departed from the Commission's
proposal and made the proposal now found under
paragraph 9. Now, to my amazement, I see a
proposal for an amendment deleting this subparagraph. ~is is not the moment to discuss
the proposed~amendments. But, before we begin
discussing iridividual points, I should like to
point out that financial autonomy in the sense
described, that is, having the power to create
revenue to cover needs, is quite simply an attribute of any genuine State. If we want a European Community which really works, we cannot
dispense with this right. God knows, we have
already reduced it in paragraph 9 to derisory
size, but, to proceed now to delete this, too,
w9uld be-if you will excuse the expressionself-castration, no less.

in these alone. It should have a greater say in
legislation generally. I have said before both
here and elsewhere that a Parliament lacking
a legislative function is a constitutional paradox
and even an anomaly. A Parliament, to be effective, needs three <l"equisites: a legislative function; the power to interrogate the executive and
bring it to account; and an appropriate function in budgetary and financial matters. This
Parliament is making steady progress in all
these directions. In the particular context of the
European Parliament, however, these functions
must fuse with and take account of the rights
and functions of national parliaments. I was
therefore very glad to hear Mr Aigner's unequivocal statement this morning that any solution
in the European Parliament is only possible with
the backing of the national parliaments. I would
add only this-the backing of the national parliaments depends on the finding of a solutio~
giving them an appropriate participating role.

This brings me to my second point, which I am
most anxious the Commission should hear. I
beg the Commission to understand the point of
this debate. Today we are fighting for budgetary
powers for the European Parliament. Tomorrow,
we shall be fighting for more powers for the
Commission. We regard our present campaign as
initiating institutional reform. We have been
accused of jeopadizing the institutional balance.
Well, let me say that I have never noticed any
such balance. This morning, the rapporteur, Mr
Spenale, gave us an excellent account of the
Council's position. In fact, that institution has
suffered up to now from an excess of weight
which has now to be reduced. I therefore ask
the Commission to understand that we are not
fighting here for our cause alone; but for its
cause as well-tua res agitur.

Mr President, as the rest of my speech must
necessarily focus on points of crit-icism may I
say at once that in my view there is a great deal
indeed to be commended in this report, along,
of course, with Mr Spenale's long and dedicated
labours. In particular I welcome Articles 20 to
23; I regard the setting up of an effective and
independent Court of Auditors as a very great
and welcome step forward.

President.- Thank you, Mr Artzinger, for not
using all your speaking time.
I call Sir Derek Walker-Smith.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. - Mr President, in
the short time in which I propose to trespass on
the patience of Parliament I shall confine myself
basically to the two main matters of controversy
here, arising respectively out of Articles 13 and
14 and Article 9 of the Resolution. Each raises
matters of fundamental importance and each is
now the subject of an amendment. However, in
order to put my remarks into an appropriate
setting may I for a moment make one or two
more general propositions by way of background ..
I think that the European Parliament should
have a greater say in budgetary matters, and not

Coming now to Articles 13 and 14, I agree with
the concept of a conciliation committee to seek
an appropriate solution in consultation where
there are disagreements between institutions of
the Community. I do not agree with the concept
that this Parliament at the end of the day should
automatically prevail over the Council of Ministers, themselves of course responsible to their
own national parliaments. Nor of course would
I agree with the converse proposition if it were
put forward. In particular I do not agree with
the formula in Article 14, based as it is on the
test of a greater majority as between institutions. It is at best a dubious principle when you
are seeking to adjucidate between two institutions essentially disparate in character, in composition and in functiop. The result is that in
Article 14 we have a formula of considerable
complexity. It gives the impressioon of seeking
decisions by slide rule instead of the customary
simple processes of parliamentary democracy. I
certainly cannot see it awaking any responsive
echo in ordinary citizens, but I can see it provoking a hostile reaction from those citizens'
representatives in the Council of Ministers.
I favour the alternative concept of the conciliation committee as set out in paragraph 21 of
the Kirk Report, and now set out in greater
detail in his amendment. I would not of course
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favour a conciliation committee which was able
to impose its own decision on the Council and
on Parliament, because this would derogate from
the powers and status of both. Of course, Mr
Kirk's concept does not have this effect. It is
true that this conciliation procedure would not
in theory tie matters up so neatly as the Spenale
solution, but things tied too tightly generally do
not breathe too easily. It is also true that the
principle is pragmatic. It envisages ultimate
agreement if efforts are persisted in. This is
surely not an unreasonable assumption amongst
reasonable people. But though pragmatic, such
conciliation procedures are not peculiar to countries with unwritten constitutions, as the example of the United States procedure shows. I believe it to be a natural procedure for the European Community, which of its nature depends
on a permanent and continuing conciliation procedure between nations, between political parties, between interests and between institutions.
I therefore advocate these procedures in this
context and will support the amendment giving
effect to them. I would also support, as I previously said in a more general context, any
efforts to get the Council to debate these and
all legislative matters as far as possible in public.

identified with the role of increasal of taxes it
certainly will not improve the regard in which
it is held. It would be a case of inviting odium
in the absence of P.resent necessity and of demonstrable benefits. Mr President, wise men do
not do such things and therefore unlike the
Communist Group I have no doubts about these
matters and shall certainly support the amendment to delete paragraph 9 in the sure and confident belief that the resolution will be the better
without it.

I come then to Article 9. I can state my objections shortly, but they are fundamental. It is
a basic principle of taxation that you do not
levy precepts until you can establish a definite
and related need which justifies them. This principle of course is rooted deep in the realities of
human nature. People like benefits but do not
like paying for them. Therefore the carrot of
benefit must always proceed the stick of taxation. This fundamental principle is breached
here and flagranthy breached because there is
no need so far proved. The figures we have indeed negate such a need. They show that so
far we fall short of spending the 1Ofo and we
will not reach even that figure for at least some
years. It follows it is impossible to establish
present need even in remote outline, and that
means that as of now this proposition is irrelevant and academic.
Of course it may be that further and indeed
substantial expenditure may be incurred in
future in the application of regional or social
policies, and we all look forward to progress
on these lines, but so far, Mr President, there
is no ghost or glimmer of any financial assessment of those matters which could remotely
justify the doubling of the VAT contribution at
this time. Not only is this Article 9 and its proposal irrelevant, it is an irritant to public opinion. Ordinary citizens are bound to resent what
they will see as an arbitrary and unnecessary
increase in the absence both of benefit and of
proved need. If this Parliament comes to be

us still contain clauses which seriously jeopardize national independence, particularly-this is
the issue we are dealing with today-in the field
of taxation. Without going into the technical
details of the problem I should like to re-state
here our basic policy, which we have defended
ever since we took our places in this House.
Nobody in our opinion should be able to decide
for the French or for any other people. What
would happen tomorrow if this were not so?
Nations should not be placed under the risk of
having imposed upon them a policy or measures,
the decision on which was not taken by them
but by men whom they did not elect, some of
them advocates of social reaction and obscurantism which our peoples want no part of.

(Applause)

President. -

I call Mr Bordu.

Mr Bordu. - (F) Ladies and gentlemen, colleagues, I am fully aware of the importance of
the debate which has begun in this Assembly,
especially as it concerns the very life of our
institutions. I am also aware of the efforts-of
which I approve and which I hope will be continued and developed-which are being made
to confer· more powers on the European Parliament, so that it may achieve full enjoyment of
·
its democratic prerogatives.
It seems however that the texts submitted to

As far as we are concerned we say that France's
policy should be decided in France and nowhere
else. We have not spent decades defending our
national independence to abandon it today.
Nevertheless, ladies and gentlemen, colleagues,
this statement of principle should not lead you
to believe that we lack the will to make our
contribution to the Community. We are ready
today, as we shall be tomorrow, to seek acceptable solutions which strike a balance between
the maintenance of national independence and
the requirements of a European organization
founded on the desire for social progress for
the greater good of the workers of the Community, of democracy and of peace. This is tantamount to saying, to conclude this brief intervention, that we consider that national indepen-
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dence and Community development should be
neither in opposition nor in contradiction to one
another.
President. -

I call Lord O'Hagan.

Lord O'Hagan. - Mr President, I am not a
member of either of the two committees of this
Parliament which have been dealing with this
subject for some months, and I am therefore not
qualified to go into some of the detailed questions that the motion for a resolution throws up,
as other people have done, nor shall I attempt
to deal in my brief remarks with the relationship of this Parliament to the national parliaments and so on.
However, I do wish to intervene briefly, because
like other speakers I feel that although the
Chamber is half empty and many Members are
talking about other things, this is a very important debate in the evolution of this Community. Because by the year 2000 I will still
be under sixty and still, I hope, a Member of
this Parliament, I have a personal interest as
well as an intellectual and emotional commitment to the evolution of the institutions.
I hope that at that time the people in the ComQlunity will look back at this as the time when
this-Parliament stopped being a mere cardboard
show pretending to be a Parliament and began
to move towards a true role as a genuine Parliament; not like our national parliaments-we
have had too much potted history today, too
many people thinking back to the recesses in
their minds where their history masters at
school told them something that stuck in their
heads about how parliaments evolved-for this
is a quite different sort of parliament, and we
c~n only lose the thread of its proper development if we keep on harking back, if we keep
on extrapolating from situations that are not
comparable, because we in this Parliament must
attempt to fill the gap, the manifest and growing -gap left by the other institutions between
what they do and what the peoples of the Community want from the Community.
Now, it may be a peculiarly British preoccupation at this moment, especially after today's
Labour Party Conference vote at Blackpool, to
worry about public opinion in the Member
States, but it surely is wrong for so much of
today's discussion to have been on the treadmill
of procedural devices without thinking what we
are trying to do and why we are trying to do it.
Unless we are trying to serve the people of the
Community a bit more directly and with a bit
more force, we will not remember why we are

negotiating with the other institutions, what we
are negotiating for. To someone like myself, who
is probably permanently prevented from
playing a managerial role inside this institution,
it seems to me that sometimes we in this Parliament spend too much time in looking inward
and poring on our relationships with the other
institutions, when we should in fact be shaking
ourselves into a more vigorous relationship with
the peoples of the Community.
Now I am not going to spend a long time making such general statements because I want to
lead on from that to critizing what I understand
to be the short-circuiting nature of the proposal
put forward by Mr Kirk for a conciliation committee. Now I have several fundamental objections to this system. 0 course I approve of the
new accounting procedure and many of the other
- things, which I shall not discuss now, but I think
that we should just look at what we are doing
if we are really going to put the weight of this
Parliament behind this conciliation procedure.
One of the criticisms that Mr Pounder made of
this Parliament was that people did not know
what it was doing on their behalf, and he complained, as did others, about things being done
in secret; Sir Derek Walker-Smith mentioned
the Council in this respect.
What are we doing? We ure subjugating the
Parliament to a new institution of the Community, apparently, which is going to meet
behind closed doors without being directly accountable in the way that I, anyway, and I hope
others, feel bodies should be. I as a non-inscrit
imagine that the group leaders and the magic
circle at the top of this Parliament will get hold
of this new body, so that the plenary session,
the floor, the part of the parliamentary activities that the public read about and know about,
will be deprived of its ability to play a direct
part in the growing budgetary powers of Parliament.
It seems to me that we should examine a little

more thoroughly some of the implications of this
hiving off of one of the major growth points
in the future institutional development of this
Parliament itself because, I think, unless we
examine it a bit more carefully, we may regret
what we have done. It is for this reason,
amongst others, that I shall endorse Mr Splmale's fundamentalist approach-not because I
think his mechanics have the answer to the
public opinion points that Sir Derek WalkerSmith brought up, but because his point of view
is much more in line with what this Parliament
should be seeking to do, which is to retain the
clear right to more to greater control ov:er
budgetary matters. This, I think, is an important
merit.
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Now l believe that we should not allow ourselves to think that today is anything but the
beginning of a long process, not necessarily of
attrition, but not, I hope-and this is a note I
dete.cted in Mr Kirk's speech-not, I hope, an
extension of the suppliant attitude that this
Parliament is liable to take to the other institutions. We must use this acquisiiton of budgetary
powers as a way of knocking into the heads
of anybody in the other institutions who is not
prepared to accept the proposition that this
Parliament is equal to them, and if we start
off by downgrading ourselves we are never
going to reach that position.
Now I mentioned the dangers of being strangled
by history and of looking back too much, but
I also think we should beware of what we were
told in that very kind and friendly intervention
from Mr Brinkhorst because this I felt was not
on the right lines at all. I know he is from a
government that has a particularly constructive
attitude on these matters but even so, all he
talked about was a real dialogue with individual
Members. What does that mean? Cocktail parties? It is no good at all and we must make
sure that the Council is not going to use this
conciliation machinery as a system for individual tete-d-tetes which would prevent a more
genuine institutional relationship growing between our institution and theirs, and I am afraid
that my own worries about this were confirmed
in part by the intervention of Mr Brinkhorst.
The Council is too inclined to patronize Parliament and appears to think that by talking to
us occasionally it can fool us into thinking that
it is listening to what we say and it does not
do for us to allow ourselves to fall in with them
in this regard. I think that the question of
budgetary powers is a test of the sincerity of
the ·other institutions as to whether their protestations about their beliefs in the future of
the European Parliament are mere words or
whether they in fact mean something. We have
had some favourable signs from the Commission-their proposals do not go far enough-but
the real test will now come with the Council.
Today's signs are not good. If the Council is not
prepared to give Parliament increasing powers
over the budget, it is denying the evolution of
the Parliament as a real institution within the
framework of the Community institutions and
unless Parliament gets those powers, however
slowly, there is little point in indulging in the
elaborate series of negotiations and discussions
and evolution of procedures that Mr Spemale has
been doing for so many years with such great
fortitude. Therefore, we must say to the Council, 'We serve notice on you; give us something
decent, because if you do not, it shows us that

you don't r-eally want us to do a job'. I feel that
we in Parliament, however undemocratic we
may be at the moment, have a duty to prepare
the way for a more democratic Community
because unless it becomes more democratic it
will not work.
President. -

I call Mr Dich.

Mr Dich. - (DK) Mr President, my dear colleagues. From this position at the far left of
the House, allow me to drop a little vinegar,
or even a little acid in the European champagne we were served with today. I do this with
all the more regret, since in the course of the
day the bubble seemed to a great extent to go
out of the champagne. Owing to my basic attitude to the European Communities I can
obviously not enter into a discussion of the
details of the various proposals submitted here.
I am all the less able to do this because for me
to make a choice between these different solutions would be like making a choice between
plague and cholera. Therefore I am obliged to
try to say somehing general about the background of my attitude and that of the many
Danish opponents of the European Communities
to the basic problems being discussed here
today.
The day before yesterday on the first anniversary of the referendum in which the politicians
who are in favour of the EEC in Denmark
managed to threaten and force and entice a
majority of the Danish population to vote Yes,
the Danish people celebrated that day with some
of the biggest demonstrations which have been
seen in Denmark for many years. These demonstrations announced quite clearly that the
demonstrators wanted Denmark out of the
European Communities as quickly as possible.
They did so because the period which has passed since we became Members has been marked
for us by an endless chain of broken promises,
promises once made to the Danish people.
They did it because none of the promises of
better economic conditions, of golden times have
been kept other than for some farmers and
tradesmen. For the majority of the Danish
people this period has meant that the economic
burden has increased, prices have risen in the
areas which mean most to the least well-placed
part of the population. Another of the reasons
why-and here I come to what is relevantthe number of opponents of Danish Membership
is steadily rising, is also that the promises that
Denmark's accession would only mean the most
limited surrender of sovereignty have pFoved to
be worth less than the paper they were written
on. Even the declaration by the Summit Meeting
in Paris clearly showed the way in which a
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majority within the European Communities
want the Communities to go. The pro-European
Market politicians in Denmark promised the
population a definite democratic and parliamentary supervision of what was going to happen
in El.lrope-1 suppose it may sound a bit na"ivenaml;!ly that it should be under the control of
the Danish electorate.
I understand that in fact the majority of this
Parliament in the votes we have had during the
last sittings on the Supplementary Budget agree
with me that this supervisory function is lacking in the highest degree, especially as regards
the real rulers, the Commission of the European
Communities. Of course there are some, as both
the Commission's original proposal and Mr Spenale's report and the amendments put forward
show, who would like to expand the powers of
Parliament especially in the budgetary field,
supposedly in order to increase thereby parliamentary, or democratic control.
I am sorry to have to say this, but I think that
this is an error, an illusion. I am absolutely
convinced that it will mean that the actual
decision~ are going to be still further removed
from the ordinary population, from the ordinary
people of our country and that European politics, including tbe important budgetary decisions, will be taken far, far away from individual citizens, and this at a time when more
than ever, on behalf of the existence of democracy, there is need for a real democratic
decentralization of the decision-making processes. But am I not contradicting myself in this
situation by opposing the idea that it should
be Parliament, rather than the Council, which
takes the most important decisions? From a
Danish standpoint I am not. The Danish Parliament adopted a resolution, an extraordinarily
important resolution, on 1 February this year
by which it secured for itself far-reaching control of what the Danish Government does on
Denmark's behalf in the Council.
In addition to a far-reaching duty to provide
information to the Parliament in general and
the special Market Committee in particular, the
Government must also consult the Market Committee on all questions of real significance in
connection with Denmark's relations with the
European Communities.
Prior to negotiations of this nature the Government must transmit its mandate to the Market
Committee and, which is of decisive importance,
ensure that there is not a parliamentary majority against this mandate. The Market Committee
also has the right at any time to require thorough written questions from the Government on
the matters under discussion, especially of
course matters which are of current interest in

the given situation. If it appears during the
negotiations in the Council that the mandate for
negotiations is going to diverge appreciably
from what the Government orignally submitted
to the Parliament and the Market Com:111ittee,
the Government must once again consult the
Market Committee and ensure that there is not
a parliamentary majority against any new
mandate. I suppose this is not a hundred per
cent effective control, because the fact remains
that through its Ministers in the Council the
Danish Government is in a position to agree to
decisions which are binding on Denmark and
which the Danish Parliament thereafter is
unable to alter. But it is the most far-reaching
type of control which is possible now that we
have finally become Members of the European
Communities. It is obvious that it would not be
in the interests of either the Danish people ot
of the Danish Parliament that this kind of control apparatus should be impaired in favour of
an alleged Parliamentary control as here, for
instance, with the Communities' budget. This
control which partly owing to the very small
number of Danish Members of the European
Parliament, partly also because the Luxembourg
compromise principle of unanimity which as we
know is not valid in a parliament, would mean
that the so-called control would be completely
illusory for Denmark.
Finally I would like to comment in parenthesis
in this connection that I have seen with amazement a proposal to amend the Council's decision-making procedure which the Socialist
G~oup, and this I suppose included the Danish
Social Democrats, has submitted to Parliament.
This proposal aims, as far as I can make out,
quite clearly at undermining the principle ·of
unanimity of the Luxembourg settlement. This,
together with the possible expansion of Parliament's powers, will completely alter the basis
of one of the costliest promises given by the
Danish pro-Market politicians before the Referendum of 2 October last year. I am sorry to
have to talk about this but I considered it important to bring up these two things in association so that people can understand why I feel
myself under an obligation to the increasing
number of Danes who want Denmark out of
the European Communities. The last Opinion
Poll says, incidentally, that this number has now
risen to almost half the population.
I am therefore obliged to vote against any proposal which aims at expan'ding the powers of
the European Parliament and thus in reality
restricting those of the Council and thereby also
the Danish Parliament's opportunities of controlling developments within the Communities.
On the other hand I could-! will concede this
and I also expressed it during the discussion on
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the supplementary appropriations-have he
brilliant idea that the Council's opportuni ies
for control might be secured vis-a-vis the dis ositions of the Commission. This is someth ng
which is really badly needed. Let me add, f' ally, that I must admit that as a whole I am m re
than sceptical as to the possibility of the Da 'sh
Parliament and the Danish people exercis ng
any influence or any control over what is h ppening within the European Communities I
think that I can sum up my attitude to this ost
concisely by quoting a verse from a li tie
nursery rhyme which was extraordinarily po ular in Denmark up to the time of the Refer ndum last year. I will refrain from singing i , I
will simply quote one verse of the song. he
first verse goes like this: 'And the fox said to
the hen, come in and be my friend, and the nd
said, before the fox ate it,· we little ones m st
also have our say in what is going on nd
there's a lot more I should have said now I
inside.'
President. - I call Mr Bersani, and would sk
aim to be brief.
Mr Bersani. - (I) Mr President, I shall do y
very best · to comply with your very pro
request. It would be superfluous, I think,
emphasize the importance of the debate
which our Parliament is engaged today.
number of members have already emphas· ed
that it is one of the most important we h ve
had, not only because of the immediate ef ct
of the decisions we are to take but because of
the, effect these decisions are likely to hav if
we look further ahead to future constitutio al
deve~opments in the Community. My collea ue
Mr Aigner has rightly declared that our deb te
is full of 'constituent' implications. Our coli agues Mr Spenale, Mr Kirk and Mr Aigner h ve
given us a very full expositions of the ra ge
of questions involved in the possible opti ns
now before Parliament. In practice, as is so
often the case with debates of a highly politi al
character, there are two interlocking or opp sing lines: one which is more pragmatic an
in favour of tackling step by step the knot
aspects of the situation, and the other whic
more concerned with being consistent in he
universal application of the principles which lie
behind what we are doing to bring about a f ly
democratic Community.
It has been said, and I share this view, that in

practice there has been shown to be a diff renee of opinion on tactics, and not on strate y.
There is a clear statement of agreement on he
final outcome and basic objectives which we
want, and I feel that from this point of vi w
the debate has resolved a number of dou ts

which had arisen when we began our discussion.
Some members must have been wondering
which of the two choices would be the most
expedient. While we firmly believe in the need
to imbue all our actions with that element of
consistency which I have already mentioned, I
think that we can only hope to organize ourselves better if we are realisitic about the actual
facts of the situation as it is, and that. it will
only be later on that we shall be able to determine what is likely to enable us to move forward more quickly. We have of course already
had experience in past years of this matter of
powers. If President Scelba were here he would
have been able to recall for us the activities
behind the scenes which as time went an
developed round attempts to reach political
agreements, which in the end, after a certain
amount of trial and error, were brought to, a
formal conclusion. I feel that if we now ·look
back and analyse from a political standpoint
what has happened in the past we can all see
what effect this method has had on speeding
up agreements on political matters even· when
we were faced with complicated and difficult
·
situations.
There are some questions on which the majority
of us are in agreement. On the other hand there
are others on which we hold very divergent
views. Let us see what questions we are agreed
on. We agree, above all, on the need to make
every effort to see that the authority and powers
of Parliament are not increased only in -regard
to matters of direct budgetary concern, but; to
a greater extent, also for legislation with financial implications which accordingly directly
involves the authority of Parliament. The decisions which we are debating are closely tied up
with the important development provided for- in
the 1970 Treay for 1 January 1975; this·is supposed to authorize full financial autonomy -for
the Community, as part of its political development, and the establishment of a new system of
relationships between the different institutions.
we are also in agreement on the questiqh of a
controlling body-the Court of Auditors:_and
on the need for us to draw up a new code of
law incorporating these innovations by changes
in the Treaties. (In point of fact this was accepted in principle by the Council and Commission when the 1970 Treaty was drawn up.)
Alongside these points of agreement there are
other points on which our positions remain
apart. The main problem, really, is changing
the existing powers of the Council of Ministers
over budgetary matters and in the field of legislation, particularly legislative decisions with
financial implications. At present the Council
of Ministers has absolute powers of decision,
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and this situation must be substantially changed.
How can Parliament be brought up to the same
level, so that it can play a real part when it
comes to decision-making? Whenever this crucial
point is discussed, it inevitably leads to a broader
discussion on the relationship between the institutions. This was brought out, though with different degrees of emphasis, by all three rapporteurs. Anyone who has a particular constitutional outlook in mind will not only arrive at
conclusions based on this outlook but will also
attach a political force 'to them based on the
same concept. Whereas if anyone makes his
judgement without this kind of standpoint, his
decisions and assessments will of course be of a
very different scope. We Christian-Democrats
have in mind a federal set-up, as my colleague
Mr Aigner has said; this envisages a parliamentary system split up into two chambers, with a
single executive body. The abolition of the
exclusive right to make decisions at present
conferred on the Council of Ministers would
lead to a new and substantial balance of power
with the Parliament.
·
In this form of set-up, the idea of codecision
is no longer-as it may appear to be-a compromise solution, but, in my opinion, effective
abolition of the existing structure and the evolution of a different form of constitution altogether.
Discussion of the real nature of the relationship
between the institutions, and the debate on the
type of federal Community to be established,
cannot fail to influence our conclusions. But
unfortunately it is fatal to arrive at definite
decisions without having first gone into all these
matters thoroughly. Besides, the building up of
our political system has always happened like
this so far, and I referred earlier to the way
in which some of the presidents of this Parliament handled matters by using pragmatic methods, and in the end, though they appeared to
be giving way on certain points of principle,
contributed more than anyone else to creating
the coherent system which we have today. Then
there is the question of the last word. I believe
that we must above all hold firm among ourselves to the principle, which cannot be infringed, that Parliament should have the power to
reject the budegt in toto. This was recognised
in 1970, in this Parliament, by the then President-in-office of the Council, Mr Harmel, as
will be remembered, in unequivocal terms, and
in fact he made reservations about the opinions
of some of his colleagues on the Council. This
already implied confirmation of the existence of
a basic power of decision. There remains the
other difficult question, involving the whole
matter of procedure, the difference between the

formula .proposed by my colleague Mr Spenale
and what I might call the Aigner-Kirk formula.
The latter, which is based on codecision by Parliament and the Council, was latter made more
precise by being tied to certa~ specific conditions; complete unanimity on the part of the
Council, and a public debate between the two
institutions, which will oblige the Council to
give reasons in public for the position it takes
up. (This not only represents a solution of a
procedural matter, but by putting the two institutions on the same level it is for us ChristianDemocrats a step in the right direction as
regards the constitutional character of the Council of Ministers). There is a whole series of
amendments on this subject. The political groups
have undertaken to find a solution which is sufficiently broadly based to give everyone, including the Council itself, specific responsibilities.
Whatever system is chosen-and this applies too
to codecision between Parliament and the Council which my group considers to be the most
practicable solution in the present situationmust in any case be consistent with the principles proper to a democratic community, and be
geared to work towards the full and complete
realization of this aim. There must of course be
real codecision, without any misunderstandings.
Then there is the question of the conciliation
committee. We now have a clearer idea of this
too. In fact I think the debate has been useful in
this respect, that our various propositions have
been coming closer together. The idea that there
should be a trial period before final approval
is given to any changes envisaged in the Treaty
is to be welcomed, or at any rate I would suggest that it is not dismissed a priori. The period
ahead of us can be usefully employed if, by the
end of our debate, we have managed to obtain
a clearer idea of what we want with a clear
majority of parties in favour.
The last question is the one dealt with in paragraph 9 of the motion for a resolution. It opens,
up, rightly so in my view, the question of the
general financial framework within which the
specific question of increased budgetary powers
is to be set. It is a matter concerning the policy
commitments of the Community, which has not
only been enlarged in a geographical sense but
also in respect of items of policy which brook
no further delay, such as social policy, regional
policy and the other major policy fields. I continue to feel, though I realize that there would
be much opposition, particularly from public
opinion, in our present inflationary situation,
that alongside the question of increased authority it is also the right moment to consider, of
course with the safeguards implicit in the system proposed, allowing the Community to operate with greater financial scope. 1 believe that
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be taken when the debate has been concluded.
Otherwise I cannot understand how the business
can be dealt with under the proposed procedure.

these two things in prospect ought to go for
together.
I should like to conclude by reaffirming y
sincere hope that by the end of this debate we
shall have had the courage and good sens to
reach positive and clear decisions on pol cy,
which will allow us to emerge from the oldrums in which our efforts to create a re lly
democratic community have been lying. By
broadening the powers and authority of the arliament, and setting in motion a process of
democratic readjustment of the balance of po er
and authority between the different instituti ns,
we shall really be able to create a situa ·on
which will be a decisive step forward in
advance towards European political union.
Unless there ·is real progress in this field, t
can be 'no real or lasting success.
13. Change in the agenda
President. p.m.

We shall now break off until 10

The enlarged Bureau has decided that the
ceedings will continue as follows:
-

-

on resumption of the sitting Mr Spe
will reply to the points made by
various speakers during the general
bate;

e-

we shall tlien consider the amendme ts,
but the vote will not be held u til
tomorrow morning.

I would also point out that the Committee
Budgets will meet as soon as the sitting as
been suspended and that the groups will be
meeting from 10 p.m.
I call Mr Spenale.
Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, thank you
the announcement you have just made b
ha.ve sincere doubts on the wisdom of the rocedure which has been proposed. Today we s all
be discussing the amendments. When someb dy
says there is nothing more to be said on an
amendment we shall pass on to the next, nd
tomorrow, without any conclusion having b en
drawn from today's debate, it seems that we
shall know how we are to vote. This proced re
seems rather eccentric to me. I would h ve
though that, once an amendment had been
cussed, we should take a vote, and, if we
at midnight having only dealt with ten ou
twenty, we should carry on the next day
deal with the remaining ten, but the vote sh

President. - Mr Spenale, I have ne~ authority
to change a decision of the Bureau. Parliament,
however, may decide otherwise.
I call Sir Tufton Beamish.
Sir Tufton Beamish. - Mr President, I confess
that I am very confused and I do not know
what procedure we are going to foil.low. As I
unterstand it we are breaking up now and we
are going to come back at ten o'clock, and I also
understand that Mr Spenale will make a speech
and that all the amendments which we have-1
have 13 so far, and I think there are ·others
to come-will be moved and that o:ne opposer
only is going to be allowed. Well, that is going
to take some two or three hours.
I see I am apparently wrong, but this is what
we were told this morning. The President told
us this morning that he had decifled where the
amendments were concerned that one Member
might move an amendment, and only one Member might oppose it, and they would each get
five minutes. We all heard that.
Is that the procedure which is to followed tonight? It does seem to me to be an extremely
arbitrary procedure and, I would have thought,
one which is quite out of accordance with our
Rules of Procedure. I would therefore like to ask
you exactly what is going to happen this evening when we come back, and also whether
Question Time will follow all the voting tomorrow, or whether Questiion Time will be at ten
o'clock as it is meant to be.
Presid~nt. I would point out that in the
Bureau's opinion tonight's debate should be free
and no limit should be placed on the number
of speakers.

Question time will not commence until after
the vote tomorrow morning, which should be
later than 10 o'clock.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I agree with Mr Spenale.
The amendments overlap to some ex,tent, and
we have got to discuss them and explain why
a more radical proposal is required, and so on.
This is very difficult, and if we separate the
explanations from the voting, we shall get very
confused. It is unrealistic: I doubt whether we
would get anywhere.
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My feeling about the Bureau's decision is this:
this Parliament is sovereign. The Bureau may
ha.ve reached another decision on some other
occasion. But, the fact that we are sovereign
means that we are in a position to decide our
own agenda. Therefore, I would suggest that we
resume ot 10 o'clock tonight and deal with the
simpler and less controversial amendments. I
think we could agree to discuss and vote on these
very quickly and then limit the late sitting and
break up at 11 o'clock or 11.30. Tomorrow we
can ·deal with the difficult proposals together
with the debate and voting. In this way, I think
we can keep our heads above water.
President. - Before we can decide that, we
must hear the other speakers.
I call Mr Sp€male.
Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, I think that we
are facing a double difficulty. On the one hand,
as I said earlier, I would find it difficult to
return tomorrow after an inconclusive debate
today and cas't my vote. On the other hand, I
think that what has led the Bureau to submit
this proposal, in all its wisdom, is that the
Groups would in the meantime have to draw up
their positions. I am wondering therefore if it
would not be possible to reverse the procedure
and arrange for the Committee on Budgets to
meet this evening since the groups will be meeting at 10 p.m.; in this way their work will be
done. Tomorrow morning we can meet at the
time the groups should have met. Thus we shall
have got through the work in committee and in
the Groups and we shall undertake the work in
plenary session, as it should be, after the work
in co~mittee and in the groups.
President. - I call Mr Behrendt.
Mr Behrendt. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Bureau was assuming that
amendments-it seems there are about fifteen of
them-would be ready in all six languages by
9 p.m.--otherwise, the debate cannot proceed.
If the Committee on Budgets meets now, the
groups could let us hear the results of their
discussions, which is necessary before we make
up our minds. After the Group meetings from
9 to 10 p.m., the debate in the Assembly should
be resumed at 10 p.m. Then we can speak in
support of our amendments--taking into account
the results of the meeting of the Committee on
Budgets-and discuss them, which will leave
only the voting for tomorrow morning.
You, Mr Aigner, are saying that it will be
impossible to vote on everything together tomorrow morning. I feel almost inclined to say that

we should-, in that case choose someone-an
extraordinary chairman-from the Committee
on Budgets, who knows exactly which amendments depart furthest from the original, to prevent complications arising during voting. Anyone who has been in the Chair knows how
difficult this is, but it must be possible.
At all events, we consider the best arrangement will be for the Committee on Budgets and
the groups to hold discussions now, and the
amendments and the remarks by their tablers
would follow. Tomorrow morning, from 8.30 to
10 a.m. the groups will meet to decide whether
they support or oppose the amendments, so that
voting can proceed as quickly as possible.
That is the view of our group. We have considered every possibility. Finally, reluctantly, we
have decided on this. Our chairman was not at
all happy about it, indeed none of us were, put
we could see no other solution.
President. reached.

I would like a decision to be

I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani.- (I) Mr President, I agree largely
with what my colleague Mr Behrendt has said.
If we want to get to the voting stage for tomorrow morning, we have to accept the time !!hortage as it is. I personally think that the time
allotted, though certainly very tight, is enough
for the Committee on Budgets and the groups
to have further consultations before resuming
at 10 p.m. And then, as there is a fixed agenda
to be got through from 10 p.m. onwards, we
shall be able to see at the end of that what
stage -we have reached. I feel that, in view of
the limited time available, it would be sensible
to keep to the agenda agreed by the· Bureau,
of which my colleague Mr Behrendt has given
us the details, without excluding the possibility
that towards the end of our discussion, if the
point arises, there might be some small changes.
But in any case the decision made by the
Bureau, all things considered, will give us our
only chance of being able to finish our business
tomorrow.
President.- I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. - (D) The problem is not merely
one of how to conduct the debate. The problem
is that votmg is going to be so complicated if
explanations and voting are completely separated. Therefore, I find Mr Sp{male's proposal
very attractive and should like to alter my original suggestion, because that we do not know
whether all the amendments will be ready in all
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Mr Aigner

the languages in time for the meeting of the
Committee on Budgets. I should not want there
to be complaints-justified complaints-in the
Committee on Budgets, because the translations
were not there.
I would propose that the Committee on Budgets
meet from 9 until10 o'clock this evening, followed by the groups. We can thus prepare our
position and shall not need to hold a late night
sitting and we can begin tomorrow morning,
preferably half an hour earlier, and discuss and
vote on the amendments under pressure of time
-and that may be no bad thing. This will be
more compact. We must also bear in mind the
others in our organiztion. With regard to night
sittings I am not thinking so much about the
Representatives, but about the translators and
so on. Now, the Committee on Budgets will be
sitting until 9 o'clock tonight, at least, perhaps
until 10 o'clock; this will be followed by the
group meetings-and the interpreters have to
be there-and then the night sitting. This is
quite unacceptable.
Therfore I suggest that we consider arranging
the meeting of the Committee on Budgets for
9 p.m. By that time, all the translations will be
ready; then, at 10 o'clock, with the results of
the Committee on Budgets meeting known, we
can have the group meetings. Tomorrow morning we can begin half an hour earlier and hold
concentrated discussions and be clear about how
we are to vote.

President. - I have received a joint
from Mr Aigner and the rapporteur.

Since Parliament's decision is supreme, I consult
it on the following proposal:
-

at 9 p.m. commencement of the work of
the Committee on Budgets;

-

at 10 p.m. meetings of political groups;_ -

-

nG further plenary sitting tonight.
\

I have also received a request to bring torward
the start of tomorrow's proceedings half an hour.
As acting President, I would like to go a little
further. Since there is no Bureau meeting tomorrow, we could start the sitting at 9 o'clock
instead of 10. We would thus gain an hour, and
attendance would certainly be better then than
it would have been tonight.
I put all these proposals tot he vote.
They are adopted.

President. - Is that a formal request, Mr Aigner
and Mr Spenale?

President. - The next sitting will be held tom<?rrow, Friday, 5 October 1973, with the following
agenda:
9 a.m.

-

Mr Sp{male's report on the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament
(vote);

-Question Time;
I remind the House that no topical debate
will be held following question time;
-

Mr Terrenoire's report on a transfer of
credits. The Committee on Budgets has
asked for a vote without debate.

The sitting is closed.

Mr Spenale.- (F) Yes, Mr President. I agree
with Mr Aigner and support his proposal.

.•

14. Agenda for next sitting

It is not simply a matter of leading the dis-

cussions skilfully but also of Members, who have
to vote, being able to understand this subjectmatter which for those not in the Committee
on Budgets takes,considerable time. If we separate these things, it will land us in confusion.

reque~t

(The sitting was closed at 7.25 p.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR : MR BERKHOUWER
President
(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

published when securities issued by
States or their regional or local
authorities are officially quoted on a
stock exchange for the first time.
(Doc. 186/73).

President.- The sitting is open.
3. Tabling of a motion for a resolution
and reference to committee

1. Approval of minutes

President.
The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents received

President. - I have received the following documents:
(a) from the Council of the European Communities, a request for an opinion on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for the
annual report on the economic situation in
the Community (Doc. 182/73).
This document has been referred to the
_ Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
(b) from the committees, the following reports:
-

-

report by Mr Leon Jozeau-Marigne on
_behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee
on the amendment of Rule 33 of the
Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament concerning the quorum in
plenary sittings and of Rule 41 concerning the quorum in the committees (Doc.
. 183/73),
report by Mr Andre Armengaud on
behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee
on the proposals from the Commission
of the European Communities to the
Council for
I. a directive concerning the content,
supervision and distribution of the
prospectus to be published when
securities issued by companies or
firms within the meaning of the
second paragraph of Article 58 of
the Treaty are officially quoted on a
stock exchange for the first time,
II. a recommendation concerning the
content of the prospectus to be

President. - I have received a motion for a
resolution from Mr Amendola, Mr Ansart and
Mr Dich, on behalf of the non-attached Members
of the PCI, Ind. Sin., PCF and SF, concerning
the position of the EEC in regard to the events
in Chile.
This motion Will be printed and distributed as
No 185173, and referred to the Political Affairs
Committee.
Are there any comments?
That is agreed.
4. Membership of committees

President.- I have received from the Socialist
Group a request for the appointment of Mr Van
der Hek as member of the Parliamentary Conference of the EEC-AASM Association and of
the Joint Committee of the Conference, to
replace Mr Broeksz.
Are there any objections?
This appointment is ratified.
5. Tabling of a motion for a resolution and vote

President. - I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz.- (NL) Mr President, yesterday I
made known my intention of tabling a short
motion for a resolution which has already been
mentioned during this part-session, and I have
done so. May I suppose that we shall be dealing
with it now?
President. - That is what I promised. In
accordance with our decision of yesterday, Mr
Broeksz has tabled a motion for a resolution on
the working methods of the Council. This resolution was adopted unanimously by the Socialist
Group, and Mr Broeksz is asking that a vote be
taken without debate. I therefore consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent procedure.
Are there any objections?
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President

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I accordingly put to the vote the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Broeksz on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
The resolution is adopted

1

•

6. Strengthening the budgetary powers
of the European Parliament (vote)

President. - The next item is the vote on Mr
Spenale's report on strengthening the budgetary
powers of the European Parliament.

I have just received, five minutes ago, the
numerous amendments which have been tabled.
I think they will simplify the voting. Be that
as it may, question time must take place today,
and I should not like it to begin later than
11.30 a.m. I therefore ask all Members to do
everything in their power to finish the voting
on Mr Spenale's report by 11.30. It would be
particularly regrettable if question time could
not be held through Parliament's fault.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Spenale, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, I
wanted to reply yesterday avening at the end
of the debate, but at this stage I think it would
be better to refrain,
President. - We shall now consider the motion
for a resolution.

On the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 8, I have
no amendments or speakers listed.
Does anyone wish to speak?
I put these texts to the vote.
They are adopted.
On paragraph 9, I have two amendments:
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Fellermaier on
behalf of the Socialist Group, deleting this
paragraph;
Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Aigner on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group,
worded as follows:
Paragraph 9
Insert the following at the end of the paragraph:
'...from 1.1.1975 until 31.12.1979 at the latest, however, the annual variation in the share of each
Member State in own resources must not exceed
'lfl/o in comparison with the previous year;'
' OJ C 87 of 17. 10. 1973.

Pursuant to Rule 29{4) of the Rules of Procedure
we shall first take Amendment No 4 deleting
the committee's text.
I call Mr Fellermaier to move his amendment.
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I can best justify the the socialist
group's amendment by recalling that section 4
of the decision by the Member States expressly
refers to a level of VAT of 1Ofo. We believe we
should stick to this level in the initial stages of
the new financial agreement. We also believe
that paragraph 9, as it has been worded until
now-'a level of between 1 and 20/o can be
fixed'-could, in a new way, arouse an impression of greed. In addition to all this, we feel
the psychological effects on the ratification
procedures required by the national parliaments
should not be underestimated. In view of the
lack of time and the call by the President, I
shall refrain from offering any further arguments in favour of the amendment, unles§ a
debate should become necessary.
President. amendment.

I call Mr Aigner to move his

Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, I would like to
refer briefly to the socialist group;s amendment;
on behalf of my group, I would like to say that
I regret that it has been deleted. May I briefly
refer to the debate. The original attitude of the
Commission was that the Community should
have totally unrestricted financial autonomy.
We were never of this opinion and supported
instead limited autonomy within limited
financial boundaries, which should be fixed
jointly with the national parliaments. However,
if I agree to this, then this amendment, in the
form in which we tabled it and it appears in
Mr Spenale's resolution, is not a new measure
for creating money, but rather a limitation of
the room for manoeuvre which we, Parliament
and Council, have for supporting the Community's autonomy. If you cancel this section,
then you will have limited this room for
manouvre and I do not need to mention what
the financial situation would look like at the
1il/o rate if the customs duties and price adjustment levies are reduced. If you delete paragraph
9, as you propose, then you cannot support any
new Community activities in this House. Thank
you.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, the Committee
on Budgets has twice adopted a position on this
text. On the first occasion it approved it; on the
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Mr Spenale

second occasion it rejected it after discussions
with the political groups. The Socialist Group,
to which I belong, was by a large majority in
favour of rejecting it. I personally shall-with
a certain regret-abstain because, as I would
remind you, it was envisaged at the 1965 discussions that half of the Community's own
resources, which did not even include VAT,
would be returned to the Member States because
they were excessive. Today, with 1°/o of VAT we
are going to be short of funds very soon. This
solution had advantages in the medium term.
Personally, I shall abstain.
President. - Mr Splmale, would you clearly
state what your committees position was?
Mr Spenale. - (F) At first, it approved it;
yesterday evening it rejected it.

President. - So it accepted Amendment No 4
by Mr Fellermaier?
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Yes.
President. - I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. - (NL) Mr President, may I just
address .a few words to Mr Aigner? It is
definitely not the intention of the Socialist
Group, who tabled this amendment, to question
the fact that by 1975 the Community will be
financed entirely by its own resources. We
tabled this amendment because we did not wish
to commit the Community already at this stage
to obtaining these own resources from VAT. It
is quite possible that when the time comes, other
resources will be available to the Community.
Thus we fully endorse the principle of financing
the Community from its own resources, but at
this stage we do not wish to commit ourselves
to a possible increase in VAT in a resolution
dealing exclusively with the question of procedure.

This is why the Socialist Group proposes that
paragraph 9 be deleted. Yesterday the vast
majority of the Committee on Budgets was in
favour of our amendment.
President. -

Does anyone

else wish to

speak?

After paragraph 9, I have Amendment No 15,
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group and worded as follows:
Paragraph 9 a (new):
A new paragraph worded as follows to be inserted
after paragraph 9:
'9a. Endorses the Commission's proposal that the
European Community should have the right
to take up loans subject to a qualified majority decision of the Council and the agreement
of the European Parliament;'

I call Mr Aigner to move his

Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, amendment
No 14 has still to be considered. However, thifl
of course--and I think there is some confusion
here--ceases to apply in view of the deletion
of paragraph 9. Paragraph 9a is another matter:
this replaces paragraph 9, which has been
deleted. There is just one point I would like to
make about this. The committee was in favour
of this amendment yesterday. 'rhis could merely
be a misunderstanding. The relevant wording
of the German text is, at any rate, wrong.
Mr President, may I make a correction, may
I say how the text should have been worded
here? It runs: 'endorses the Commission's proposal that the European Community should
have the right to take up loans subject to a
qualified majority decision of the Council and
the agreement of the European Parliament.'
If this wording, at least as it appears in the
German text, is retained, then the Council could
say: they think they do not have the right to
raise loans. What we want here for these loans
is a qualified majority of the Council and Parliament. I therefore ask that the wording be
changed appropriately.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale.- (F) The Committee on Budgets
has adopted this text unanimously.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
Amendment No 15 is adopted.
On paragraph 10, I have no amendments or
speakers listed.

I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.

Does anyone wish to speak?

Amendment No 4 is adopted.

I put paragraph 10 to the vote.

I assume the House agrees that, in view of the
result of the vote on Amendment No 4, Amendment No 14 is void.

am~dment.

Paragraph 10 is adopted.
On paragraph 11, I have Amendment No 6,
tabled by Mr Kirk on behalf of the European
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President
Cons~ative Group. Examination of this amendment shows that all that is required is to bring
the English text into line with the other
languages. In accordaBce with the usual practice
the Secretariat will ensure that this is done. I
therefore assume Mr Kirk agrees that this
amendment is void.

Does anyone wish to speak?
I put paragraph 11 to the vote.
Paragraph 11 is adopted.
On paragraph 12, I have no amendments or
speakers listed.
Does anyone wish to speak?
I put paragraph 12 to the vote.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
On paragraph 13, I have five amendments:
Amendment No 12, tabled by Mr Kirk on behalf
of the European Conservative Group and worded
as :follows:
Paragraph 13
Replace this paragraph by the following;
'13. Proposes therefore that, in the event of failure
to reach an agreement
(a) a Conciliation Committee be set up to
which would be entrusted the task of
arriving at an acceptable solution, the
committee in question to be composed of
The Chairman of the Council of the
European Communities and the President
of the European Parliament,
The responsible members of the Council
of the European Communities,
An equal number of members of the
European Parliament who would be
nominated in accordance with a procedure to be adopted by Parliament for
that purpose.
The European Commission would be
entitled to attend the meetings of the
Committee and to participate in its discussions in an advisory capacity;
(b) The solution proposed by the Conciliation
Committee would be implemented by the
Council after ratification (within a maximum period of 30 days from the date of
its adoption by the Conciliation Committee) by the Council by a qualified
majority and by· the Parliament by a
majority of its members and a simple
majority of the votes cast;
(c) In the event of the rejection of the solution proposed by the Conciliation Committee by either the Council or the
Parliament, the matter in dispute would,
after an exchange of views between
Council and Parliament to form the
subject of a debate in plenary session,
be referred again to the Conciliation Com-

mittee and the procedure set out above
would be repeated.'
Amendment No 18, tabled by Mr Aigner on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group and
worded as follows:
Paragraph 13
This paragraph should read as follows:
'13. Proposes therefore that, in the event of failure
to reach an agreement
(a) a conciliation committee be set up to
which would be entrusted the task of
arriving at an acceptable solution, the
committee in question to be composed of
the President of the Council of the
European Communities and the President
of the European Parliament,
the responsible members of the Council
of the European Communities,
an equal number of members of the
European Parliament who would be
nominated in accordance with a procedure to be adopted by Parliament for
that purpose.
The Commission would be entitled to
attend the meetings of the Committee
and to participate in its discussions in an
advisory capacity;
(b) the solution proposed by the conciliation
committee would be implemented by the
Council after ratification (within a maximum period of 30 days from the date of
its adoption by the conciliation committee) by the Council by a qualified majority
and by the Parliar.nent by a majority of
its members and a simple majority of
the votes cast;
(c) in the event of the rejection of the solution proposed by the conciliation committee . by either the Council or the
Parliament, the matter in dispute wouldafter an exchange of views between
Council and Parliament in the form of a
debate in plenary session-be referred
again to the conciliation committee;
(d) in the event of no agreement being
reached at the second attempt, and in the
event of the Commission endorsing
Parliament's views, Parliament's opinion,
established by a majority of half its
members plus one and two thirds of the
votes cast, can only be modified by the
Council aring unanimously.
Unanimit cannot be achieved if even a
single me ber of the Council abstains.
The Couqcil must meet in public on this
occasion.'
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Patijn on behalf
of the Socialist Group and worded as follows:
Paragraph 13
This paragraph should read as follows:
'13. Proposes therefore that a coordination council
should be set up with equal representation
of Parliament and the Council, to seek, in
the presence of the Commission, an acceptable
solution in the event of failure to reach an
agreement.'
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Amendment No 19, tabled by Miss Flesch and
Mr Durieux on behalf of the Liberal and Allies
Group and worded as follows:
Paragraphs 13 and 14
. Replaee these two paragraphs by the following
te~t:

'Proposes therefore that a coordination council be
set up to seek and formulate a common stand.
It shall comprise:
- the President of the European Parliament
- the President-in-Office of the Council of the
European Communities
- the President or a Member of the Commission
of the European Communities
- the responsible Members of the Council of the
European Communities
- an equal number of Members of the European
Parliament who would be nominated in
accordance with a procedure to be adopted by
Parliament.
Amendment No 9, tabled by Mr Lenihan on
behalf of the Group of Progressive European
Democrats and worded as follows:
Paragraph 13
Replace 'coordination council' by 'conciliation
council'.
Pursuant to Rule 29(4) of the Rules of Procedure we shall first take Amendment No 19,
which departs furthest from the committee's
text:
I call Miss Flesch to move her amendment.
Miss Flesch. - (F) Mr President, I should like
to say a few words in introduction of this
ainendment, since it has been tabled here but
has not been commented on by Mr Rossi, the
spokesman of our group, :for the good reason
that it did not yet exist.
As Mr Rossi stated, some of us in the Liberal
and Allies Group are certainly very sympathetically disposed towards the proposal of the Committee on Budgets, towards the solution proposed by the rapporteur, Mr Spenale. I would
even say that our sympathy is sentimental, one
of conviction. On the other hand, Mr President,
we have wondered whether it was realistic to
believe that such a solution could be agreed
to by the other institutions of our Community.
It was these more realistic considerations which
prompted us to reflect on the matter and, in the
light of yesterday's discussions, to table amendment No 19.
This amendment deviates from the amendments
tabled by Mr Kirk and Mr Aigner on two
specific points.
The first point is the composition of the coordination council and in particular the role to be

assigned to the Commission in this council. The
coordination council is not a body in which
voting will take place. By definition it is a body
that should engage in conciliation, consultation.
We considered it absolutely essential that the
Commission should be represented there on the
same basis as the other Community institutions
and that it was undesirable to diminish its role
even if such diminution were in appearance
only. That is why the President or a member of
the Commission would be present in the coordination council in the form that we propose it
should take.
The second point of deviation relates to procedure. Amendment No 19 institutes a coordination council and goes no further. You are no
doubt going to ask me, ladies and gentlemen,
what will happen if, by chance or misfortune,
the coordination council does not come to an
agreement. If agreement is reached in the coordination. council there will be no difficulty: each
institution will proceed in accordance with the
provisions of the Treaty and the agreement will
enter into effect accordingly. If no agreement
is forthcoming, Mr President, we believe that
the institutions should also proceed according
to the rules laid down at present by the Treaty.
You will immediately point out that this is to
a certain extent a retrograde step since the last
word remains with the Council. I am perfectly
aware of this, Mr President, but we do believe
that the coordination council as such is a considerable political innovation. Why? It will
oblige the institutions to get together and conduct discussions and in particular it will ensure
that the basic arguments receive publicity. The
debates of the coordination council will not be
public; nevertheless, its conclusions and the
discussions it conducts will influence the debates
held within our Parliament and they are public.
The discussions of the coordination council will
oblige the Council of the Communities to defend
the position it adopts with arguments based on
substance, not only on procedure. This will
ensure that the debates of the Council of the
Communities are clear and receive publicityand that is what we want. The pressure that
will make itself felt to oblige the coordination
council to arrive at an agreement is, to our
mind, the same both in a procedure which
provides for consultation and then the normal
functioning of the Treaty rules and in a procedure which provides for endless toing and froing
if there is no agreement. The pressure of public
opinion will make itself felt in exactly the same
way.
Finally, Mr President, we believe that amendment No 19 which institutes a coordination ·
council and goes no further falls within the
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provisions of the Treaties. We thus avoid the
need, to amend the Treaties, for such modifications would certainly give rise to very serious
difficulties and, I fear, would very likely not be
adopted the way things stand at present. All
these considerations, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, have prompted the Liberal and Allies
Group to table amendment No 19.
President. - Does the rapporteur agree with me
that Amendment No 19 departs furthest from
the original text, and that if it is adopted the
other amendments become void?

not be our criterion. But if it were I should
still be doubtful whether this proposal wouldbe more acceptable to the Council._ For the
Council, too would then be. subordinated in a
very irksome manner to the conclusion of the
coordination committee, i.e., none of the present
institutions would have the power of the last
word and the committee would be the most
important institution. The Committee on Budgets
has delivered its opinion by a large majority;
I would ask Parliament to endorse that committee's opinion.
President.- I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, this amendment is indeed the one that deviates most from
the initial proposal made by the Committee on
Budgets since all the other amendments do at
least provide for the text coming from the
coordination council to be passed on to the
institutions concerned: the Council and Parliament. In the text proposed by the Liberal and
Allies Group, there is no provision for this consultations at all; the coordination committee
becomes the institution with the power of
decision. That is why-and I much regret it, as
I have a tremendous amount of respect for Miss
Colette Flesch in view of all the work on which
we have been associated in many different
circumstances-my views are for the first time
very far removed from hers. I must say that to
accept the Liberals' text would be an extraordinary renunciation on our part of the principle
we have always held so far. The Committee on
Budgets rejected it yesterday evening by a large
majority: there were twenty of us present of
whom two voted in favour and all the rest
against. I should like to recall the arguments
put forward, since they are valid in part for
the other amendments still to come. Parliament
must not relinquish its role as a permanent
petitioner and, particularly today it must be
very careful. We are told that law evolves; this
is true, but it evolves when there are new and
important circumstances. As regards budgetary
law, we shall never see another change like this
one. Yesterday we had no resources of our
own; on 1 January 1975, the date we are discussing, we shall have our own resources. This
period has been called the final period and if,
at the start of this final period, Parliament gives
up its right to having the last' word on the
generation of expenditure those who come after
us will be deprived of an argument as well.
As regards the other argument, Miss Flesch,
about making proposals which will be more
likely to be favourably received by the other
institutions, I really wonder whether this
proposal does have a greater chance of being .
favourably received by the Council. This should

•

Mr Aigner.- (D) One brief point, Mr President.
I agree, on behalf 'of my group, with what Mr
Spenale has said. I indeed understand, Miss
Flesch, the temptation to say that if this debate
were visible, that at least would represent a
good deal of progress. However, the imbalance
remains, and just as an impropriety remains
improper regardless of whether it is hidden or
open or visible, so this imbalance remains
improper too.
President. - I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. - (F) Mr President, it may not
seem necessary to some Members, but I think_
it is necessary to say this; if, with this new
conciliation procedure, it is known in advance
that if it fails we shall go back to the old system,
it is clear that none of the institutions are going
to be very keen to accept conciliation.
A procedure cannot be very strong if it is known
in advance that in the case of its failure a return
will be made to the old system.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 19 to the vote.
Amendment No 19 is rejected. ·
To make matters as clear as possible, I think
we should split the voting on the following·
amendments. The first matter is the membership ·
of the organ responsible for finding compromise
solutions. This matter is dealt with in Amendments Nos 5, 18(a) and 12(a). Amendments Nos
12 and 18 are identical in this respect.
I first call Mr Patijn to move Amendment No 5. ·
Mr Patijn. - (NL) Mr President, the amendment which I wish to move on behalf of the
Socialist Group does not constitute any major
deviation from the original text of paragraph 13._
On the whole it corresponds to the proposals put
forward by Mr Kirk and Mr Aigner.
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I felt, however, that my text was somewhat
simpler, with the advantage that it leaves the
membership of the coordination council. open
to further discussion, without committing us to
a final decision at this stage. The purpose of the
amendment is to make perfectly clear what was
in fact unclear in the original text, namely that
the members of the coorc:li-*ion council should
be Members of Parliamentc.aod of the Council
of Ministers, since it is these two institutions
which have the final say. I would point out,
although this is not quite clear in my amendment, that in my opinion the coordination council should be composed of all Members of the
Council and an equal number of Members of
Parliament.

particularly grateful for the statement that all
members of the Council are meant, so that the
wording cannot be taken to imply an 'empty
chair' policy. That is why Mr Kirk and we
ourselves wanted a perhaps more complicated
but at the same time clearer wording, but now
that it has become apparent that we are all in
agreement may I say on behalf of my group
that we too accept this wording.
President..- Does Mr Kirk agree that if Amendment No. 5 is adopted, it could become the first
subparagraph of paragraph 13?
Would he then maintain subparagraphs (b) and
(c) of Amendment No. 12?

It is clear that the Commission would not

I call Mr Kirk.

participate in the voting, but would be present
to help the coordination council to find the
solutions required.

Mr Kirk. -

I hope that by stipulating a membership consisting of all Members of the Council and an equal
number of Members of Parliament I have made
it quite clear that there must be a distinction
between the Council and Parliament on one
hand, and the Commission on the other.
I remain in favour of this amendment, because
I should like to discuss its implementation in
the form proposed by Mr Aigner and Mr Kirk.
I am not entirely convinced that the membership
which they propose is the best. I would prefer
to discuss this question at a later date, and for
the time being just make sure that a coordination council is established. Its membership can
be decided later.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, I can if you
wish explain the course of events in the Committee on Budgets.
We had reserved sub-paragraph (
ments 12 and 18 for examination
Mr Patijn's amendment. Mr Patijn'
was voted on and adopted almost

) of amendgether with
amendment
nanimously.

In my opinion, save for a few mat rs of wording, it fully meets the wishes of th originators
of amendments 18 and 12. But it is p to them to
say what they think.
President. - I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, ~n the basis
of what Mr Patijn has just said, t can say on
behalf of my group that we have no objections
to this simplified wording, because it retains
the substance of the matter. However, I am

That would be my understanding,
Mr President. The intention would be to replace
the first paragraph in my amendment and Mr
Aigner's amendment by the amendment that
Mr Patijn has just moved on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
I would have preferred to have it spelt out in
a little more detail but, like Mr Aigner, in the
light of the explanation that Mr Patijn has
given-and as it is absolutely clear that every
Member State must be represented in this council-I think that, in the interests of getting
through the business speedily and not wasting
time, I would be prepared to accept Mr Patijn's
paragraph in place of my first paragraph.
President. - I call Mr Ortoli.

Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission of the
European Communities. - (F) Mr President it
is not my intention to approve or disapprove
of an amendment, but to restate the matter.
Whatever happens, from the moment it is
present as a member or otherwise (it does not
matter which, I do not wish to discuss the
question now, the Commission will retain its
power to make proposals.
Mr Patijn has actually said that the Commission
could be present without actively participating
or at least adopting a position, since it would
be the Council and Parliament that would
pronounce on matters.
I should like to point out that one of the Commissioil's characteristics, its main characteristic
even, is that it is a body that makes proposals,
it is par excellence a proposal-making body. In
consequence it will be useful if, when we con. sider what we are going to do, it is borne in
mind that it should not effect the Commission's
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powers as a proposal-making body. To take an
example, we may find it desirable in this body
to state the proposals that we would make and
which might be those on which the agreement
could possibly be concluded.
President.- I call Mr Lucker.
Mr Liicker. - (D) Thank you, Mr President. I
am very grateful, after the statement by Mr
Ortoli, that we have an assurance that Mr
Patijn's text, which we are now adopting, will
not prejudice the Commission's right of proposal
or initiative. I can even envisage that the Council and Parliament, who will be represented in
this conciliation committee, might well even
request the Commission to make proposals, and
I am moreover fairly certain that the fact that
the Commission will have no voice in this conciliation committee will strengthen and not
restrict the committee's conciliatory powers.
However, Mr President, you appear to have
made a mistake. If I understood the German
translation properly, you said to the Assembly
that an adoption of the Patijn text would in fact
involve doing without subparagraphs (b) and
(c) in amendments 12 and 18 ...
President. -No, no, no!
Ml" Liicker. - (D) That is what it sounded like
in the German translation.

President. - I said just the opposite; that they
would remain.
Mr Liicker. - (D) That is all right then. I just
wanted to clear up the misunderstanding.
President.- I call Mr Fellermaier.

have no difficulty in accepting this compromise,
which is in fact simply an addition.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, I agree with
what Mr Fellermaier has just said, but I should
like to "ask whether it is necessary to put that in
the form of a specific amendment when we are
simply making known the intentions of this
House to the Commission, which has to work
on the basis of the positions we adopt? The
Commission is present here, has heard what has
been said, and is acquainted with the more or
less general feelings of this House on the matter
in question. We could therefore leave the text
as it is; the Commission would still know what
our intentions were.
President. - I call Miss Flesch.
Miss Flesch. - (F) Mr President, on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group, I should just like
to say that, in view of the explanatory remarks
made by Mr Patijn and especially in view of the
fact that it is understood that all members of
the Council will take part in the coordination
committee, the Liberal and Allies Group can
agree to this amendment. I should especially
like to confirm, for the benefit of the Commission, that in our minds too it is absolutely clear
that the Commission will retain all its rights to
make proposals. If that were not self-evident it
should be stated and that is why I wished to do
so now.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is adopted.

Mr Fellermaier.- (D) I am in full agreement
with what my colleague Mr Lucker has just said
and on behalf of my group, Mr Ortoli, I would
like to confirm expressly that we do of course
support an unrestricted right of proposal,
particularly in the complex situation of mediation between Council and Parliament.
Now, Mr President, Mr Aigner asked Mr Patijn
whether we mean all members of the Council.
I think we should meet Mr Aigner's request,
which I support, by means of the following
insertion: 'therefore proposes that a conciliation
committee be set up, which shall consist of all
members of the Council and an equal number
of Members of Parliament.. .' and leave what
follows as it is. In this way we do justice to the
request, and politically we also have the necessary clarification, and I think the House should

We shall :now take Amendment No 12, tabled
by Mr Kirk.
We have to consider whether paragraph 13, as
modified by Amendment No 5, should be supplemented by subparagraphs (b) and (c) of
Amendment No 12.
I call Mr Patijn on a point of order.
Mr Patijn. - (NL) Mr President, on a point of
order. By adopting Amendment No 5 and deleting the first paragraph of Amendment No 18
and subparagraph (a) of Amendment No 12,
could we now close the debate on paragraph 13
and move on to paragraph 14, so that we could
then consider subparagraphs (b) and (c) of
Amendment No 12 and subparagraphs (ii), (iii)
and (iv) of Amendment No 18 and all amend-
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ments to paragraph 14? That would be much
simpler. Now that paragraph 13 has been adopted, could we not go on to paragraph 14? That
would make it much easier.
·
President. too easy.

No, of course not. That would be

Subparagraphs (b) and (c) of Amendment No 12
by Mr Kirk have not yet been dealt with, and
it depends what Mr Kirk wishes to do about
them.
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. - Sir, I wish to move subparagraphs
(b) and (c) to paragraph 13, not paragraph 14.
(At a later stage, I am moving an amendment
which is bound to delete paragraph 14, and so
is Mr Aigner.)
The point of these two paragraphs is to set out
in some detail the procedu;e to be followed by
the conciliation committee. Such a committee
would, one hopes, reach a compromise acceptable to both its constituent bodies, as I ·explained
yesterday, and it is suggested that both those
constituent bodies should then ratify-or not
ratify, as the case may be-the decision of the
conciliation committee, or the proposals of the
conciliation committee, in the form of voting
which is a present customary under the Treaty.
That means in the case of the Council by the
qualified majority laid down, in the case of Parliament by a majority of its members and a
simple majority of the votes cast. That is the
formula at present under Article 203.
We then foresee the possibility of the solution
not being acceptable to either of the constituent
bodies. And at that point it is suggested that the
matter should form the subject of an exchange
of views in public between Council and Parliament before being referred back to the conciliation committee.
I must say at this point, Mr President, that I
prefer Mr Aigner's wording to mine. I think it
makes the position very much clearer. I would
therefore only move paragraph (b) of my amendment and hope that he will move paragraph (c)
of his. In that case we should get a better solution than we have at the moment.

President.- I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, Mr Kirk's subparagraph (b) and subparagraph (b) in my
amendment say the same thing. We could in
fact vote on them together. What Mr Kirk meant
is that if my amendment is voted on, subparagraph (c) in both my amendment and in his
are the same until the final section, where our
wording carries on to (d), while his reaches a
conclusion.
I also now propose that we vote on (b) jointly
and then on (c). We agreed yesterday in committee to vote first on Mr Kirk's (c), which goes
further, and then on paragraph (c) in my proposal. Mr Kirk, I think we shall have to proceed
like that, because otherwise we will lose the
coherence.
President. - And then your subparagraph (d) at
the end.
Mr Aigner. - (D) And finally subparagraph (d),
that is correct, Mr President.
President. - I call Mr Vals.
Mr Vals.- (F) Mr President, I asked to speak
because I was wondering if there had not been
a translation error. I have before me Mr Kirk's
amendment and that of Mr Aigner; however,
in the translation I have been given the two
points (b) are identical.
This made me wonder why Mr Kirk was asking
Mr Aigner-at least according to what I understood from the translation-to endorse his point
of view. I can very well understand the point
of view adopted by Mr Aigner.
President. -

I call Mr Schuijt.

Mr Schuijt.- (NL) Mr President, might I point
out that in the amendment by Mr Kirk and the
amendment by Mr Aigner, the Dutch text speaks
of an arbitration committee? From the legal
point of view, the work 'arbitration' is a stronger
term than 'conciliation'. When I look at the
other texts I get the impression that the sense
is a 'conciliation committee' and not an 'arbitration committee'. May I thus request that the
Dutch text of these amendments be corrected
accordingly?

President.- If I understand correctly, Mr Kirk
is maintaining paragraph (b) of his amendment
and withdrawing paragraph (c).

I call Mr Dewulf.

Mr Kirk.- My paragraph (c) would be delete if
Mr Aigner moves his paragraph (c), which I
would vote for and prefer.

Mr Dewulf. - (NL) Mr President, on a point of
order. By adopting Amendment No 5, we have
automatically incorporated into the Dutch text
the term 'conciliation committee'.

President.- I think Mr Schuijt is right.
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President. - Mr Schuijt and Mr Dewulf are
both right. We shall take it into account that in
the rest of the text the term used will be 'conciliation' and not 'arbitration'.

Mr Kirk. - That probably is the best solution,
if I may be allowed to amend it in that way.

I call Mr Lange.

I put Amendment 12, subparagraph (b), to the
vote.

Mr Lange.- (D) Mr President, please excuse me.
What is meant is not an arbitrator between the
Council and Parliament, but mediation, mediation which must then be decided upon by both
the Council and Parliament. The correct expression is conciliation council or conciliation committee, and I tried earlier to describe it as a textual matter, but did not succeed in making
myself heard. We must say conciliation committee then, as it appears in the amendments
by Mr Aigner and Mr Kirk. This textual change
must be made, otherwise, despite all the reassurances which have been made here, this conciliation, this arbitration committee will turn
into a super-Parliament.
President.- Gentlemen, I think we are agreed
on this.
Once again, what is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale. - (F) I just wanted to ask the
Members who formulated the amendment if
there is not a mistake in their wording. Was
it really their intention to say: 'the solution proposed by the coordination committee would be
implemented by the Council', etc.? In my view,
the implementation of these decisions is a matter
for the Commission.
If this wording has been chosen intentionally-

and I have nothing against it a priori-! would
ask the Members concerned to explain it; the
text must be clear.
President.- I call Mr Lucker.
Mr Lucker. - (D) I think I can fully reassure
Mr Spenale. I am, in fact, in complete agreement
with the heart of his question. I would suggest,
Mr President, that we simply say 'the solution
proposed by the conciliation committee shall
become effective after .. .' I think that makes it
perfectly clear, because we too agree that it is
the Commission which is then responsible for its
implementation.
President. - In French, that would de: 'entrent
en vigueur?'

President.- We therefore all agree.

Amendment 12, subparagraph (b), is adopted.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, we must of
course now stick with Mr Kirk's amendment,
because it departs furthest. If subparagraph (c)
of Mr Kirk's amendment is adopted, then subparagraph (d) of ours would automatically become void; so first we must vote on Mr Kirk's
subparagraph (c).
President.- I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. - I think the simplest way out of
this is for me simply to withdraw my subparagraph (c) so that we can vote on Mr. Aigner's (c).
I am quite prepared to do that, provided we
don't vote on (d) as well, because on (d) we do
not necessarily agree.
President.- Mr Kirk withdraws subparagraph
(c) of Amendment No 12 and supports Amendment No 18, subparagraph (b).
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale. - (F) There is nothing for me to
say, Mr ~resident. It is clear. The committee has
adopted it.
President. - I call Mr Christensen.

Mr Christensen. - (DK) I intend to make some
more general remarks about the voting later but
there is one thing I do not quite understand and
that is the background of Mr Kirk's withdrawal
of his subparagraph (c), since in reality, as far
as I can see, that would be the final word on
paragraph 13 since it would mean leaving out
subparagraph (d). Now if (d) is rejected here
in this House we will then still lack, if I may
say so, a concluding comment in paragraph 13.
Therefore I would like to ask Mr Kirk what his
real motive is in withdrawing his subparagraph
(c) in favour of Mr Aigner's subparagraph (c).
President. - I call Mr BQurges.

Mr Lucker.- (D) Yes.
President.- I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Bourges. - (F) Mr President, I should like
to draw the attention of this House to the need
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for using the same terminology. When we
approved Mr Patijn's amendment, at least in
the French text, we created a conseil de conceTtation. We then adopted paragraph (b) of the
amendment proposed by Mr Kirk, who spoke
of a commission de conciliation. I suppose that
the same institution is intended. The same words
should therefore be used in each paragraph.
President. - I can reassure Mr Bourges. Now
that Mr Patijn's amendment has been adopted,
this term will be used in the rest of the Dutch
text.

then have a separate discussion on paragraph
(d), on which I do not agree with Mr Aigner
and which I wish to vote against.
President. - I call Mr Bourges.
Mr Bourges. - (F) Mr President, this debate
is a complicated one and I must all the same
support what Mr Patijn said a moment ago.
In paragraph 13 we determined the composition
of the committee. In this same paragraph too
there is discussion of the problem of conciliation procedure, which is the subject of paragraph
14 in the motion for a resolution. We are now
blithely voting on the proposals of subparagraphs (b), (c), etc ... we are suddenly going to
discover that paragraph 14 no longer has any
mison d'etTe. I am not so sure that this is a very
proper method to adopt in respect of the Commission's proposals.

Mr Behrendt. - (D) Mr Kirk, I have a question
for you. In the translation it sounded as if you
would withdraw your paragraph (c) and (d)
would thus become void. I can only see sense
in that by assuming that if you withdraw (c)
you are at the same time in favour of paragraph
(d) in Mr Aigner's amendment. Otherwise it
would be pointless.

(Applause fTom the Socialist Benches)

President. - I call Mr Kirk.

President. - I call Mr Lucker.

Mr Kirk. - Can I reply first to Mr Christensen
and then to Mr Behrendt?

Mr Liicker. - (D) Mr President, just two remarks. It would of course be simpler for all of
us if we were to vote today on the basis of the
text prepared yesterday by the Coinmittee on
Budgets. At that time paragraphs 13 and 14
were condensed, so to speak, and if I remember
rightly it was suggested that if paragraph 13
were adopted in the Aigner version, as happened
at the meeting yesterday evening, then paragraph 14 could be deleted. The procedure now
is really rather complicated, since we are debating and voting here as if there had been no
meeting of the Committee on Budgets.

Mr Christensen, the point here is that the Aigner
text, as it affects the way in which the matter
would be handled when it came back to Parliament, is, in my view, certainly better than
mine. According to my text, the matter in dispute would, after an exchange of views between
Council and Parliament, form the subject of a
debate in plenary sitting. That would mean that
we would first of all have an exchange of views,
and then a debate on the exchange of views.
This seems a highly cumbersome procedure, and
I can't quite think how I drafted it that way.
Mr Aigner's text states that the matter in dispute
would, after an exchange of views between
Council and Parliament in the form of a debate
in plenary session, and so on. This is really what
I meant, and it is very much better.
The other significant difference between the two
is, of course, that if we adopt Mr Aigner's text
we leave out the last few words of mine. I
agree that for greater clarity I would prefer to
have them in. Nevertheless, if the matter is
referred back to the conciliation committee, it
follows automatically that the procedure will
be gone through again, even if we adopt Mr
Aigner's paragraph (d).
In reply to Mr Behrendt, the point that I made
-and I hope this time'we will get it absolutely
right-is that I am quite prepared to withdraw
in favour of Mr Aigner's (c), for the reasons
that I have just given, but on condition that we

I would have preferred it, Mr President, if we
had voted on the basis of Mr Splmale's report
this morning. You have chosen a different procedure, which is your prerogative. I have nothing against that, but we must now be prepared to
accept the somewhat cumbersome consequences.
However, I think we could agree to Mr Kirk's
proposal, which is a compromise and makes the
whole thing a lot easier; all he is saying, after
all, is that he wants a separate vote on Mr
Aigner's subparagraphs (c) and (d) and that they
should be discussed again. We can agree to that.
There is something else that I would like to
refer to, and that is my second point. Only one
small word is involved, but it could have important consequences. In subparagraph (c) the German text reads: 'in the event of the rejection of
the solution proposed by the conciliation committee by the Council and Parliament'. I assume
that this should read 'by the Council OT Parliament'. We also have to set the procedure in
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motion if one of these two Community bodies
rejects what the conciliation committee proposes.
We have to take that into consideration. I assume, that the responsible committee draftsmen
agree to this...

Mr Gerlach -(D) And/or!
Mr Lucker.- (D) 'And/or' would be better still!
May I then add something to the proposal, Mr
President? Mr Gerlach has made the suggestion,
which I consider better still, that we should say:
'and/or'. That makes it absolutely clear.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, I should like to
tell Mr Lucker that he should have addressed
his criticisms to me and not to the chair. If we
do not possess a text from the Committee on
Budgets it is because it was not possible to get
rid of amendments nos. 12 and 18 since the Committee on Budgets is not able, without the agreement of the draftsmen of these amendmentswhich are the political groups-to prevent them
from being laid before the House. That is the
first thing.
The second thing is that on an important point
of Mr Aigner's amendment the Committee on
Budgets gave 8 votes for, 8 votes against with 3
abstentions. Consequently to have adopted
elements from a text would have been to give
majority approval to a text that had not received
it. This being so I decided that I would not be
helping matters if I tabled a supplementary
amendment which I should have had to explain
in full.
President. - Thank you, Mr Spenale, for your
word of explanation.
Does anyone else wish to speak?
I put to the vote subparagraph (c) of Mr Aigner's
Amendment No 18, which Mr Kirk has accepted.
Amendment No 18, subparagraph (c), is adopted.
I ask Mr Aigner whether we must still vote on
subparagraph (d) and whether, if that text is
adopted, Paragraph 14 should then be considered
void.
I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, please excuse
me. This material really is rather complicated,
and Members who were not present during the
discussions are having a hard time of it. I hope
they will be patient. Certain things simply cannot be put in a less complex way. May I now

say categorically that if we adopt subparagraph
(d), paragraph 14 will of course be deleted, because this subparagraph amalgamates paragraphs 13 and 14.
President. - I call Mr Fellermaier, with Mr
Aigner's consent.
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Mr Aigner, subparagraph
(d) is no substitute for the original paragraph 14,
because at the end of subparagraph (d), where
it says, 'if even a single member... abstain.s,' etc.,
the wording is completely different from that in
paragraph 14. So whatever happens we must
have a separate vote on paragraph 14, following
13(d).
President.- I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, this objection is
valid only if subparagraph (d) is not adopted as
it stands. It can of course, be adopted in a different way, that is more or less in the form discussed yesterday in the Committee on Budgets. I
can perhaps, in my capacity as rapporteur, make
the following comments on the outcome of these
discussions in the committee: In paragraph (d)
the second line of the sentence reading-! shall
read it out slowly-'and in the event of the Commission endorsing Parliament's views' was
deleted; the reason for this-and I cite the committee- is that by doing so would be making
the Commission to all intents and purposes the
final judge and thus elevating it into a position
that neither I nor, I am sure, anyone else would
like to see. We do not want in any way to reduce
the position accorded to it in the Treaty.
There were difficulties, Mr Spenale-this is what
you said-with the outcome of the vote in the
sentence in the second paragraph 'if even a single
member abstains etc.' I believe-though this is
something we should not actually be arguiing
about - that it should say 'with 8 votes'. It is
an amendment to shorten, to delete, and it failed
to win a majority. And if an amendment fails
to win a majority, the sentence concerned remains unchanged. In other words, it was not
deleted, because the amendment to that effect
failed to win a majority. But let us not argue
over this. In any case, for procedural reasons
which I accept, this sentence is up for discussion
again today.
Mr President, one more thing on this subject:
this subparagraph (d) supplements the conciliation procedure, which Mr Kirk's amendment
wanted to close by the permanent repetition of
the mediation procedure, by saying that the
continual pressure to achieve a solution would
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render the final word, or the final stage, unnecessary.
That may be possible in this or that case under
English law. Common sense prevails there. But
a similar attitude in the Community has yet
to develop. That is why I and my group feel it
would be dangerous if a final settlement is not
found in the conciliation procedure-that could
lead to the Community being forced to a standstill. That is the reason for sub-paragraph (d), for
if the conciliation procedure is twice repeated,
and there is still no result, then what we are
proposing here in sub-paragraph (d) would take
over. Mr President, please excuse me for having
attempted yet again to make this clear.
President. - I call Mr Spenale.

Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, I wish to state
that we voted in the committee first on the first
sub-paragraph, then on the second and finally on
the third. What you have said in respect of the
third sub-paragraph, Mr Aigner, is certainly
correct in your mind, but it is otherwise in mine.
For the following reason. You stated that, in
respect of (d) a vote was taken on an amendment
designed to delete it and it was not approved
because there were 8 votes for and 8 votes
against. This was not the case, we voted on (d),
no amendment was drafted and the result of the
voting was 8 votes for and 8 votes against. The
sub-paragraph did not therefore go through ...
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr Spenale, there was a
amendment deleting paragraph 2, tabled by Mr
Patijn.
Mr Spenale. - (F) No, we discussed (d) and
there were 8 votes for and 8 votes against. If I
had submitted this morning a text from the committee the (d) would not have been on it. It is
therefore preferable that matters should remain
clear as they are at present.
Personally speaking I would add that the fact
that (d) was voted on does not in my opinon
imply the deletion of paragraph 14, since your
proposal, Mr Aigner, covers, if I may say so,
what was in paragraph 14 under point (b):
Parliament decides on matters by half plus one
of its Members and by two thirds of the votes
cast while the Council's decisions are passed
unanimously.
That is why Mr Patijn was not entirely wrong
when he said it was already the subject of paragraph 14. But that does not mean that point (c)
has already been removed and that no one has
the right to propose its retention. The voting
on your sub-paragraph (d) does not necessarily

entail the deletion of paragraph 14. If it did,
I fear you would no longer have a majority.
P.resident. - I call Mr Christensen.

Mr Christensen.- (DK) Well, things are not
getting any easier, the confusion is just about
complete, but perhaps we are getting confused
at an increasingly high level, or so at least we
might hope. As far as I can see, the position is
now that we are to vote on sub-paragraph (d).
What we are now discussing is, if sub-paragraph
(d) is adopted, does this exclude the possibility
of paragraph 14 (c)? I think it does and I will
return to this later but I would now like to add
that I am against sub-paragraph (d) for the following reasons: in sub-paragraph (d) the Parliament is for the first time accepting a right of
veto in the Council, against the Treaty. I am not
going to discuss here whether or not it is reasonable for the Council to have adopted a right
of veto at the moment which does not accrue
to it in accordance with the Treaty. But I would
find it absolutely reprehsensible if by adopting
sub-paragraph (d) Parliament should subscribe
to this right of veto which at present is a fact
in the Council. In the coming votes I shall base
mine quite simply on the premise that I do not
want something to be accepted here with regard
to these budgetary powers which involves alterations in the Treaty-and I think that the full
consequence of sub-paragraph (d) would be an
amendment to the Treaty because it is laid down
in black and white that there must be unanimity
in the Council.
President. - I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. - Mr President, can I explain very
briefly why my group is not prepared to vote
for paragraph (d), whether it has the second
sentence in or not. It is rather important to
know whether it includes the second sentence,
because, if it does, it gives the last word to
Parliament and, if it doesn't it gives the last
word to the Council. There is therefore a very
considerable difference of principle in this.
In either case, however, we would not be prepared to accept it, for the reasons that I gave
yesterday. I do not believe it is realistic at this
stage in our development to imagine that the
Council would accept Parliament having the last
word in these financial matters, and indeed by
projection-because we are doing this with the
intention of carrying it through in all our legislative procedure-in all other matters referred
by Council to Parliament.
Equally, I am not prepared to accept a situation
where the Council has the last word. It is for
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that reason that I have argued all along for the
necessity to avoid a last word. The only way one
can do that is by voting against paragraph (d)
and the whole of paragraph 14. Once that is
done, the pressure which Mr Aigner mentioned
is brought to bear on the conciliation committee
and on both institutions to reach an agreement.
I am not pessimistic as he appears to be about
the spread of Anglo-Saxon commonsense on the
continent of Europe. I believe it started a very
long time ago, when Saint Willibrord first came
here and converted the Luxembourgers, and it
is still going on. I believe that this is a system
that can work perfectly well in this institution,
and there is no other system that will.
President. - I call Miss Flesch.
Miss Flesch. - (F) Mr President, I would just
like to say that we too believe-and would like
to make this clear-that the fact of having voted
in favour of sub-paragraph (d) does not necessarily entail the deletion of paragraph 14. That,
as Mr Spimale has said, affects a certain number
of votes.
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Very good!
President. -

I call the rapporteur, Mr Spenale.

Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, before voting
takes place I should like to have a reply from
Mr Aigner and from his Group on whether, a
vote in favour of his paragraph (d) implies that
paragraph 14 is completely deleted. The way in
which the vote goes will depend on the reply
that is given.
President. - Would Mr Aigner like to answer
Mr Spenale's question?
Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, I tried to speak
earlier to answer Mr Spenale. May I say that
what Mr Spenale says is quite right, that subparagraph (c) of paragraph 14 remains in
substance as it is. We shall have to vote on this.
That is obvious, because this is not a conclusive
stage. The only difference is that it cannot
remain a part of paragr:aph 14, but-and this
is a textual question-will have to be added
to paragraph 13, which already contains the
other parts of the procedure.
May I say one more thing, Mr President. In
tabling this amendment, my group wants so see
both bodies, Parliament and Council, at the
same level of decision-making. We can achieve
this by the signle vote veto. This is something
which is, after all, provided for in the Treaty.

It is the basic element in the Treaty, in Article

148, I believe.
At this point, Mr President, I would categorically like to say what Mr Kirk has said, and that
is that both of the final paragraphs must be
retained, otherwise the whole thing will no
longer function. Here I support the opinion that
if this Parliament gets a 3/4 majority, then at
least one Council Member will have to be
present to support this political wish, because
otherwise Parliament will not get a 3/4 majority.
However, if that is the case, the Council then
cannot outvote Parliament. But it will not put
it to the vote, because it would lose. What it
in fact would do is return to a dialogue with
this Parliament leading to a decision. That is
the idea which lies behind this amendment. And
it is this amendment that we now have to vote
on. Then we must vote on what Mr Spenale has
said and if that version is then adopted, it will,
as I have said, have to be added on.
President. -

I call Mr Christensen.

Mr Christensen. - (DK) It comes as a surprise
now-and that is why I have asked to speak
on a point of order-to hear Mr Aigner proposing that sub-paragraph (c) should be attached
to sub-paragraph (d) if (d) is adopted, for if that
happens and sub-paragraph (c) is retained in its
full version then there is a state of contradiction between sub-paragraph (d) and the last part
of paragraph 14(c), in that we first ask for a
final decision and then for a final, final decision,
and we cannot do that. Either it must be the
Council in accordance with sub-paragraph (d)
which has the last word, or it must be Parliament and therefore Mr Aigner must choose to
stick to subparagraph (d) and reject subparagraph (c), otherwise he will be exposing this
Parliament as a parliament which adopts things
which are really illogical and in sharp contradiction to each other. It is as if we were a football club playing off semi-finals and finals. How
many finals are there supposed to be?
President. - Does the rapporteur agree that
Amendment No 18 (d) should be put to the vote
sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph?
Mr Spenale.- (F) Yes, Mr President, I agree.
I just wanted to say that Mr Aigner's point; (d)
and point (c) of paragraph 14 are not incompatible. The difficulty is that it seems as if paragraph 13 is being put into effect and that afterwards paragraph 14 will be put into effect. No,
if subparagraph 14 (c) is retained, when Parliament pronounces on a matter it has two-thirds
or three-quarters of the votes cast. If it has
three-quarters of the votes cast, it has the last
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word. If it has two-thirds, the Council can step
aside provided there is unanimity. Two procedures are not going to be applied in rapid
succession. There is a single consultation and it
is possible to know from. the quorum what will
happen next.
President. -

Does anyone

~

wish to speak?

I put to the vote the first subparagraph of
paragraph (d) of Amendment No 18.
The first subparagraph is adopted.
I call Mr Spenale.
Mr Spenale. -

(F) For the sake of clarity I
should like it to be understood that the words
'and in the event of the Commission endorsing
Parliament's views' in the text we have just
adopted, are to be deleted.

now been adopted by Parliament. I personally
ask you not to adopt this amendment, because
if, on the one side, we are unwilling to accept
the Council having more power than Parliament, then we cannot expect the Council, for
its part, to accept a parliamentary preponderance. This is what I said yesterday. You cannot
demand a European identity and ignore the
identities of the national Member States.
And for this reason I believe that it should be
our aim to achieve a dialogue leading to a
decision on the same level, and that, now that
the House has adopted this proposal, is what
we have succeeded in pushing through. Mr Spenale, we should leave it at this attempt. You
say no, I want more. That is what this House
now has to vote on.

Is this in fact so, Mr President?

However, Mr President, if Mr Spenale's amendment to retain 14 (c) is not adopted, then whole
of paragraph 14 must be deleted.

President. -

President.- What is the rapporteur's position?

Yes, certainly.

Mr Spenale.- (F) Thank you.

President. - I put to the vote second subparagraph of paragraph (d) of Amendment No 18.
The second subparagraph is adopted.
I put to the vote the third subparagraph of
paragraph (d).
The third subparagraph is adopted.
I put to the vote paragraph 13 so amended.
Paragraph 13 is adopted.
I am informed by Mr Lenihan that he withdraws
Amendment No 9.
I call Mr Broeksz on a point of order.
Mr Broeksz. - (NL) Mr President, I do not
think that is any longer necessary. I did believe
that paragraph 13 could not be put to the vote
before we voted on paragraph 14, because the
latter is complementary to the former. Now we
have only adopted half of it. But it is done now.

President. - How that paragraph 13 is adopted,
I would ask Mr Aigner, who has tabled Amendment No 17 deleting paragraph 14 what his
position is.

Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, this debate
shows how difficult these things are.
I admit that, personally, if we had been able to
think this over carefully and if the text was to
remain as it is now, with, as Mr Kirk himself
said, the Council having the final word, I should
regret not having voted in favour of Mr Kirk's
text, because if we are not going to be able to
maintain the principle of the Assembly having
the final word, it certainly should not be
granted to the Council. The only reason that we
voted for Mr Aigner's text was because of this
hope; otherwise we should have preferred the
other text. For this reason it would perhaps
have been better to begin with 14, and then
we would have known how to vote on the
earlier parts.
Logically, sub-paragraph 14 (c) should be
retained. I formally draw the Assembly's attention to the fact that, if it is not, the basis of
all Parliament's principles will be destroyed and
our successors will be deprived of the possibility
of reclaiming the final word in the future. In
fact we are asking now for the final word, and
if we relinquish it now, we will never be able
to get it back in the future, because, there will
not be any further fundamental changes in the
Community's supply of resources.
(Applause from various quarters)

Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, may I return
to what we said on this point before the vote.
Paragraph 14 (c) of the motion concerns the
question of the final say for Parliament. This
could be appended to the proposal which has

President. - Because of Question Time, I would
ask all speakers to be as brief as possible.
I call Mr Patijn.
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Mr Patijn. - '(NIJ) Mr President, m view of
what Mr Spenale ltas just said, I shan :be very
brief.

·ln .my

general introduction yesterday. I
-mentianed that the v.ast majoritycof the·Socialist
Group was in favour of paragraph .14. Today
the ·m.ajor.ity df ihe members of our group are
in favour of -retaining sub-paragraph ~(c). And
why? Because we feel jhat, if Parliament ·is now
:deciding what its own powers are to be, it
wauld, ;by dropping sub--paragraph ·M(c), imply
:that it ·does not after all wam to have the final
-say. I should be e.xtremel'Y sorry if paragraph
l4•(c) were dropped, not •because ·of the present,
·but because elf Paruiam'ent~ fu.ture 'role in the
Communities; to be a real Parliament, we must
have the powers which we demand now. I do
most strongly w;ge you to .adopt para~h 14(c).
11he vast majority of the Socialist Group will
vote in favour of it.
(Applause from the benches
Group)

00/ :the SbcitJlfst

Council and Parliament :mwu1a operate on an
equal footing ·as regallds ·budgetary ,pow:ers.
President. - I urge you all to ensure '·that we
can begin Question Time at 11:30. If that .floes
not come about, it is not my 'faUlt ana •no :};ittme
shall be atiachea ~ because I am doi:ag .all
in my power to see that we can 'begin at 'U.Sl>.
I call Mr Christensen.

Mr Christensen. - (DK) Mr President, thank
you for the recommendation ana l shall try 'to
comply with it but 1 would not wish to lea~ it
unsaid that it may be the 1atilt t:Jf this Pailiament and its Bureau that we ha'\Te llltlded in
a situatiC>n in which we are lit:ttndst redttced to
an hysteribal treatment of these matters. l would.
like to drhw ·a1tentitm to this. Bttt 'I wCIUld ilay
that there was apparently a misunderstani'.ltng
between myself and Mr Aigner 'becaut~e I
thought that Mr Aiener meant that we were
.:to inclu'de j>'ara~ ((!) w'h'al 'he w~ puttmg
'his llYgtllt1erits 'the ~~ ':'fu'ne. Whm he ftwugh't-

.'this
,Jlr 'Ber.trand. - (NL) lrlr President, I feel that
"1ft Patijn is over-simplifyiilg . matters. We too
are in principle in favour of giving Parliament
the final say, but the decision which we must
take is Oft1y a :pr0Vmcmall "ORe a tre~ ·buli_getary powers. But the legistative powers which
must follow in order to giV'e purpose and
meaning 'to the decisions which we take today
a-re far ·more important. Tt~ftay we 'tak~ ·a pragmatic "tand in order to enatile 'F>atliament to
p1ay a part with the Council in this first phase
of budgeta-ry 'po'\1\tel"S. In 'the Pdl.itieal Affairs
'Committee, however, we shall, on the basis of
Mr Kirk's report and my own report, shortly
go a step further in plenary sitting and ask for
legislati17e ;powers 'to 'be c-onferred on PaTlisment
'WhEm the Treaty is chanRed· Thus it is not fair
to ·make out that ·in principle we are not ·in
bvour of giving Parliament t!he final mry. Under
present circumstances we feel that the intermediate solution proposed in Mr Aigner's
al:nendtnent is politically ·ihe most viable ·formula
'tor obtaining a true strengthening of Parliament's powers.
Finally, I would urge you to vote in any case
on Mr Kirk's Amendment :No 13 and MrAigner's
amendment No 17, both -proposing that para_graph 14 be deleted, but that is incidental. I
wish to explain the Christian Democrats'
attitude towards the question of strengthening
Parliament's powers. Parliament should, in
prinCiple, have ·the :final .u,y, but tn tile !~)resent
rsittlation, we feel tftllt in ·the ihitiallpMae, 1the

t.-rn

·W1i$ fh:uw · l U!l.'$!tstood

lt-:wd that 'iMis

might w~l 'be dtme- if.~~ wtmfl!d 'tci ao it
but he aJWarently ;Uriaks like me tb.a* if we ·ao
it we will be being' completely illogical in our
~I!Bm-~ '~re tAt-e, :'ill 'Wtiidt I
ttgPee 'With ihint, :m&tlhere~ 1: ::asu.t 't'Efject·'the
'idea ·ef dding 110. llt(tj~ .tt .d tbe -rno:re ~
t am thet~ 'stailctiA« ·~ :my :e~ togibal W!w
"that JI .flo' ·not li&Sire dletiChhlmts m ihe 'l'r8&ty
·at this time. It 'tire 'J>Ui 1n 'J>al'argWph. (e) we also
find atn'SielvC!S ~y ill a sltmlticm. "W~e
'Wt! lui:v.e to a1tet' ·ttae T,teat<f 'ad i ~ar.dly blllve
to tell my()ne ·m tthia Asserslbly \hat 1!ais
probllb~ mea'nS that ._,e 'WOutd 1b~ Oll'e Meltlber
State the less.
'I can adSG cbaw your attentiml to -the iaot ihat
in '1be .li;st ~ we aft talking a)out a
paP:liatnewt<.s b~ .powers, abbut more
power f()t ·the Pa~. We are Teally .going
about t:hings back to front, <beCaUse lit milfht .
l'e-ally 'have 'be$1 more ll •queStiml df 'lhalRing .ms
into a Parliament, which it is not, not even in
'the sense of the 'l're:4y. There it is 'still ~ply
an assentbly with all the trroblems WhiCh lhat
entails.

May I -Sa¥ in ·conclusion that 'it is '8S Mr .:Bertrand ·said, I do 'llOt :tbihk lllhat 1his .is a -fihal
discussion. We Shall have an oppo-rtunity to talk
:about it ·onee, twiee and perhaps 'three more
times and I -Mpe -that these ~ -'Nill
enable .'11:$ to talk ·a9nt boW we eaa definle wkat
this ·oonciliation 'bod!r ds t6 -eompriBe, beeiNlse
if everytliing we do not agree on ·is to ·be referred to this ·cohciliation bOdy .I think there will
be 'Cha<* ftaJn the Vfllt1 ·~· But I t8o -aot
want tb ctbSS that brWee W&M l ..came to it.
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·President. __._ Gentlemen, we must now reach
a decision on paragraph 14. To begin with, I
shall ask whether Mr Kirk and Mr Aigner are
m~intaining their amendments or withdrawing
them. That seems to me to be the most important question now.
MJ;' Kirk is signalling that he is maintaining his
amendment deleting paragraph 14.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr .Aigner.- (D) Mr President, I hope we are
not going to lose our patience now. This is the
final· point to be discussed; the others will be
dealt with quickly, but this is the decisive point
for the whole picture, and ·for this reason I ask
you not to become impatient because of the
few· minutes needed for this particularly
. de.cisive point.
(Applause)

I am very grateful that Mr Christensen admit. ted thl\t he was wrong.. I noticed. ~_t~ly
· that be. must simply have :rlris~der$tood ;me,
and that i$ why I did not re~ct.
··
Now to

~e

amendment itself.

Mr President, ·may I briefly say once again that
we must· differentiate.. These are two different
kettles of fish. We also have section 18. Here
we say quite categorically that as ·far as the
budget is concerned we still demand, on the
·basis of existing rules, that this Parliament
ha~ the. right to the final say, to reject or not
to rej~ct the budget, or to reject or not reject
parts. of it. Let us not forget that. Nobody can
alter that, there can be no doubt about that.
But here we have something completely new.
Here we are dealing with legislative power,
albeit limited by the passage-..because we
·included this line into the budgetary procedure-'laws... which have significant financial repercussions'. Of course that is not a . separate
process. It is the beginning of le~islative power.
I would ·really like to ask you to consider this
because, among other things, Mr Splmale, it
affects not only the constitution of this Community, but also the constitutions of our Member States. If we assume this legislative power,
that is demand the final say, and then-may I
· take· example-enact a market regulation of
2000 million u.a., then, in accordance with the
formuia ·'European law· has priority over national law', that market regulation is binding on
each and every member ·state. That is clear.
Now, sufficient such regulations could add up to
a sum which would cost the Member States so
much that the constitution on which this Treaty
is based would no longer :Permit.· it. Today you

rejected the application to raise the level of
VAT to which the Community is entitled to 20fo,
and have thus denied the Community room for
manoeuvre. Now, if we were to enact a whole
series of such regulations, using our 'final say',
and the Community found itself facing legallybinding debts which far exceeded what 10fo VAT
enabled it to pay, then the member states would
have to meet the bills. That is constitutionally
inacceptable, not only for the Community, but
also for the individual member states, and for
that reason I feel we should, in theory, leave
things as they stand: the Council has the final
say, but in practice we can force the Council
into a dialogue with Parliament. I therefore
move that amendment No 17 to delete· paragraph 14 be adopted.
President.- I see that Mr Kirk and Mr Aigner
wish to maintain the amendment deleting the
whisk of paragraph 14.
· I cal Mr Bourges.
·Mr Bourges.- (F) Mr President, on behalf of

our ~roup, we have tabled an Amendment
proposing that paragraph 14 (c) be deleted. For
the reasons already disc;ussed by the previous
speakers, it ties in with the proposals by Mr
Kirk and Mr Aigner; I shall not insist on this
point.
I merely wish to make two comments.
First, may I draw the. attention of the whole
Assembly to the need to make a coherent resolution. I must ask my colleague Mr Spenale, who
has, I know, a clear and logical mind, if he
really thinks the provisions of paragraph 14 (c)
are compatible with the point we have reached
on the procedure decided by the Parliament.
Let me remind you of the details.
First, we begin the procedure. Then it is found
that the institutions disagree; a coordination
council is set up. If the council reaches an
agreement and there is no opposition from any
institution, the matter is settled.
But if
agrees,
which
certain

either the Council or Parliament disan initial procedure has been established,
provides that they can, acting by a
majority, take a final decision.

If the second conciliation stage fails, a third

procedure is introduced, where the Parliament
must take its decision by a majority of half· its
members plus one, and its· opinion must be followed by the Council, unless the latter is
unanimously opposed to it.
But now it is being proposed that a fourth stage
should be introduced. In the event that"the
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Parliament's opinion is not followed by the
Council, by all the members present, the matter
would have to be referred back, to the Assembly, which would have the final word, on condition that it took its decision by a majority
of half its members plus one and three quarters
of the votes cast. If this was not achieved, no
one can tell us how the matter will be concluded.
I think, Mr President, that it would be reasonable and logical for the procedure not be too
cumbersome, and to keep to the provisions
which have just been adopted in Article 13.
Secondly, like Mr Christensen, Mr Kirk and
Mr Aigner, I do not want it to be said that the
· peoples of Europe have given up the hope of
their Parliament ever having sovereign powers,
.·merely because the rules of procedure in the
treaty were not adjusted on a particular point.
This would not be true. Other procedures,
which Mr Bertrand mentioned, are applied in
this respect, particularly in relation to the
progress towards European union, fellowing the
Paris Summit. Our Parliament will in any case
have to deliver an opinion, since it i~ expected
to submit a report. We shall express in this
report our firm and unshakeable determination
that the European Parliament Shall have these
rights in the future. I therefore cannot accept
that our vote shall express Mr Splmale's
deplorable renunciation.
President. - I call Mr Vals.
Mr Vals. -:- (F) Mr President, we ·should be
considering the text and not giving our opinion
on the' intentions.
As Mr Spenale rightly said, we should have
adopted Mr Kirk's and not Mr Aigner's amendment. At any rate, with common sense which
is not perhaps British, but is certainly a
characteristic of the Languedoc, I do not share
Mr Kirk's hopes. I refer, Mr Kirk, to the agreement which would be achieved by the coordination council. If we adopted your text, the
debate would remain open and the wheels
would continue to turn, while neither Parliament nor the Council would have the final
word. On the other hand, with Mr Aigner's
amendment, as adopted by Parliament, the
Council would still have the final word,
whatever Mr Bertrand says about principles.
What is more, and this is where your attitude
worries me, you delete the phrase stating that
in the event of failure to reach an agreement,
the decision remains with the Parliament, in
paragraph 14 of Mr Spenale's motion. This is
· where the final word' comes in, and not in your
amendments. You ask for this paSsage to be
deleted, and this is what will remain one day!

Gentlemen, when it comes to amending Articles
203, 204, 206 and 209 of the EEC Treaty and
the corresponding Articles in the ECSC Treaty,
in accordance with this resolution, to which you
ask that reference should be made, we may be
criticized for having deleted the passage. in
paragraph 14 giving the final decision to the
Parliament, as you are requesting with paragraph (c).
I would say to Mr Bourges that there seems to
have been a misunderstanding about this
procedure. It may seem complicated, but it is,
in fact, very Simple. I am not bJowing my own
trumpet, but as early as 1965 I submitted a
report to Parliament on the budgetary powers,
providing for certain majorites which would
allow Parliament the last word. At that time,
Parliament voted in favour of this principle.
So, Mr Bourges, there are three possible courses
of action when the conciliation procedure
breaks down.
The first possibility is a simple majoritY in
Parliament; the Council then decides by ·a
qualified majority, as provided.
Mr Bertrand -(F) It is still provided now!
Mr Vals. - (F) Yes, Mr Bertrand, but I am
explaining to Mr Bourges that there is no complication, it is the same vote that we are
discussing!
·
·
Firstly, if, in this vote, Parliament acts by a
simple majority, it is sufficient that the Council have a qualified majority; secondly, if
Parliament acts by a majority of half its members plus one and with two thirds of the votes,
the Council can only oppose it by a unanimous
decision; thirdly, if Parliament acts by a majority of half its members plus one and three
quarters of the votes cast, the decision is final.
I can assure you that we are as realistic ·and
pragmatic as you are on this matter; do you
think that when the Council opposes the decisions taken by the Parliament it would be pos_ sible to obtain a majority of three quarters of
the votes cast, with Parliament acting by a
majority of half its members plus one? We know
perfectly well that as soon as there is governmental opposition of any kind, this text will
be impossible to apply, because we will not
obtain a majority of three quarters of the v.otes
cast. Bat, Mr Bertrand, we will have upheld the
principle which you want to see deleted, namely
that, in case of failure of the conciliation
process, the decision rests with the Parliament!
(Applause from · the benches of the Socialist
Group)

P.taitleat. - I <Call Miss FleSCh.

. , . lli'leacb. - (F) Mr ~nt, as a log:iUI
• • :ct the ~ atlopted by :the Pal'lia'ihelll :falloWD:tg ·the '\1-artous votes, Pal'liament
·rmust'have tAe :fmal ·wmd.

:t r~ret

that I 081lll0t agree with Mr Aigner's
rt:!asoning. It seems to me valid in a system like
West Germany's, where one might hope for
11~ ~lltillity ~ :the BundeH'hzg and the
hn~ct. But D. .:oar ·mstitutional .structure,
~~ CljQn.cil :;m ~ry :difterlent 11-om the Bundes''mt. ll'bat ·ts ·wl;ty l ·flhm:k that, in the system that
·-we we .Qbt)ut 11e ~te :on, ~lillmeM ntast have
- 'ftla! ''WOI'fl, utl'l .agree ·enUm'y with 'What

:lllrSp&Uelllnd Mr >v• have'Wd.

t-plutue fto'l'n. 'the b.mches of 'the 'Liberal and
Jllfin Group an:d the $ocialist <houp)
·
',

11We1ideat. - I -call Mr Bo11rges.
"') Mr President, Mr Vals was
Ct>llctul bf the pro~
~h 11 ih 'tbe N)~"s ret~obititm. Bllt
we 8P! not w6tktng l>h. 'the Win~ 'ltypdthl!Sis,
paragraph 13 on which we have just voted
chlhlpl fda~ cont4clenwy. 'i'lmre·uuot
one vote. and depending on the result of this
.vo~,. OJle of the tltree h~s in pa~gr~h
}4, ther~ 1s a successl.ott' of,i)Noedures. To such
an extent .is this true that sub-paragraph (d)
begins: 'in the .event of no agreement being
reached at the second attempt... ' Paragraph
.1'4~c9 mllllt lthtttefote •be rewbrded 1to ·tbmtfiy
WSOt 'the ~ f'l'<MSions, 181Jd· this is a
fo&tttt 'G:Jincili&'tiion 'procfiedO.re. -t tllink :that 'this
ttl fib.
Mr Bourges•.-

.artubi4 .Within iJle
1

~ Fe'tl~I'Jn8iet. .:_ .

rr}No.

-·~

~·-!'Call lilr Bertt-aml.

-

~

...._ (NLJ 1Jhe ltUIDIIiell' Dl

Which

'Mr

Vals J1M11ellts ithe J,rotitem altlourits ef ·course to
·a ~I ata~nd\iJoint fer whicrh ·one can havethe tespt.e:t that it 'deset"Ves. NO" one disputes
~ut 1h:e en~ made by us, the
.'Chi'fsti'itn ~rnoeruts, have 'been deliberately
aime:d ·at iQkia;g ra· :fi!8t step lrt this time by way
·tif the 'fit'st -phase df ~management or co&!<!itllcm lOW-atc:bJ ·tae ~e 'of legislative co-,re'S~ m ·feltp'eCt 'of the.·eVtire body of
~~ '\\tith -filwtdat implications 'that are
't~n Withib. the 'Cc:mmunnty, and -other e~d
ltur-e. That is why we Wish at this time to
·IMthe!'e tC) the c:ieei6U. ma«e .,Qy MI." Aigner as
it has been set out in paragraph 13.
·

<tlii$,

SuJl..paragnphs (tl) and (b) in pa'rag~ 13
hliVe been 6ake1 ov« -from paragraph 14; 'On
that there is no >diffeMRCe of opinion. T)tat has
been taken -o~er. But there still remains subparagraph (C). If we state -that Parliament's
decision can, after the second ·attempt at con-cilitltion, be Dllllified by the Council aotitlg in
unanimity, and if we add the rider that wlaeloe
there is abstention there is no unanimity, to llU
intents and purpeses Parliament has the last
word. You all heard yesterday the .statement
made by the Netherlands' State Secretary) who
very clearly demolfstrated what the viewpoint
is of one government at the moment in respect
of the powers whieh ParliatD.ent must obtain
in the future. Well, it is enough ·for thtlt govet'ilment to abStain froln voting in the Council in
order to give Parliament 'the last wotd in
budgeta'l'y matters. In the present •phase -I 't1iihk
that this iS, "88 a transitional meliSUl'e, the most
·~«eous deeision if we are ·te -aclrl~ve a
pOimeally 'tendfle ~n. I Wlllited to briilg
'this 'to 1& \Tti's -attelttiOft:, for we wntst not rtry
·here t() 'eutdo ~ other in E~an-lniaded
nelJs. -.e'ali wadt~~ ·~·m'Piidli~t,
~J'f'ethaps ~-b$i'ilbll· group·~;r ~.
'tit <me 'eff'twU·~rv-:'
... . .

The la~ inajol'ity :wishes, '011 1he basis of the
'deeisidDB taken 'by the ~ cSummit Oml-

ference, to ·amve at a wen baluced aoelatic!Jnship between the institutions of 'flhe Commtmity,
and to bring about a reorganization of the
institutions of the Community so that tile !after,
duly strengthened, may make it possible, after
the '1}9116 St.tnmdt 'U6I'lference, to progress in
'ba-lMrcea f.miOft -to'Wtlrds a p&liticti ~
union. On that point we are aft ttgreed in <this
asseftlbly; there .are no -differencM bf ~inion
here. At the ·rmJin$M 'We ohly differ in what
we belie\oe :shotdd be the tacti~ fM- ~ing
future options open and 'for avetding 'W1'0hg
moves tMt might make further .action impos. si'ble.
And we llave the impression) righ~ or
wrongly, that what the Socialists are asking is
at this -momem such a dangerous step that
further development could within a few months
be placed in jeopardy. That is something we
wish to avoid. And -that explains our position,
as reflected m 'Mr Aigner's viewpoint. It is
indeed t)Ul' -belief that .paragraph 1:4 has become
void and should be deleted. It no longer fits in
With what we have just be-Em voting on.
PN&ident. .-. I ihink everyone has -now. had a
chance to -speak. I shall therefore call Mr spenale to -round the matter off, after whic:h we
-smill. ~ the vote on the .amendments .Qy Mr
Kirk antl·Kr .Aagner.

) President
What is the: r.apporteull1s- position regarding
these two. amendments.?
Mr Spenale. - (F)- Mr President. 1 must say
first of all that the committee was not able to
examine the amendments beaauae tb~ was done
in such a hurry. Clearly the political groups
had a supreme opportunity, when the amendment deleting paraif.aph 14. was proposed, to
putt :forwar-d a elaim that as point (a) was not
deleted, it would have to be discussed and I
think that this debate was in fact necessary.
I should like
obviously the
matter which
paragraph 13
paragraph 14.

to say to Mr Baurges that it is
way in which we discussed the
gave him the impression that
is to be applied first and then

N.o. After the second attempt at conciliation, the
Assembly delivers its opinion. If it obtains a

majority- of half its members plus one, and
three-quarters of the votes cast, it has the final
word, assuming that (c) is maintained. If it has
a majority of half its members plus one and two
thirds of' the votes, the Council decides by
unanimous agreement. This is what has been
decided so far.
Attempts have been made to. bring this debate
up to. a lllOJ!e exalted level and also to deviate
from, the main point. There are,, I admit, possible implications, with which we must concern
oursel~es. We are ·in: fact debating budgetary
po-wers and I should. like to say that if, with all
the arguments that w.e have heard in this
budgetary; debate, the· pasiti.ons that have been
taken up by Member States and by ev.ery.one
here, we now relinquish, ourselves, the right
to have the final word, we shall be doing
something which will have repercussions on
future debates. In so far all, the legislative power
rests with the Council and we cannot therefore
oblige the Council to change its decisions, but
w:e would. have the final w.or.d on acts with
financial- implicatiQllS, in other. words the manner of paying (or not paying). the expenditure
arising from these decisions, it is indeed a power
of co-decision that we are establishing, because
it would have-·tbe-final·word.on any matten aannected with the regulations. If we have the final
word on budgetary affairs,. because we have
power, the matter win be· ~ssed. Believe me,
it. is. not necessary to write this down. If you
have these powers, you will have your legislative powers. But if' we do not have sufficient
budgetary powers at present, what are your
arguments far obtaining legislattve powers?
You are already in the process of weakening
your futur.t!.! nesolutioili!L. To. those who· seem to
be.! sa:ydn~ that times:; have changed;.. L say.· thai
they are changing fasiL. On 5 Jn4' 1973, net: so

lang ago, this. Assembly. voted on. a ~ Ji~
ing the exact point we are discussing~ tlbi crea.:tion of new expenditure, and this text prpvided
that the final word should rest with Farlia,ment in respect of the financial implicationS of
any new measure. That is what you voted o.n
on 5 July, the ink is scarcely· dey! A:nd are- \ve·
now going to reverse our decision? I am· saying"
to you that when one really has the will to do
something, as you. have, one at. least prns, it
forward. And if it does not sueeeetl, at :Wast
others will be responsible. As long,. as we are
not the ones who gave in and weakened' ·the
arguments of this Assembly for the. future,.
because there is not likely to be any new and·
rapid change in the Community's budgetary·
resources. This final period begins very soon,
ladies and· gentlemen-, it is not long· to 1' Janu;lry
1975'. What you do today will have a great
ilifluence on the fUture of the Communities..
and· on other aspects.
(Loud Apl>lause j.T.om the benches of the.
S.ocialist Gtloup)'

President. - Does the House agree that .Mr
Aigner should speak again?
(Mixed reactions)

Mit '¥&Is. -

(iF) Yes, of! course!

(Laughterj

President. -

I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, there are just
two things 1 want to say.
·

Mr Spenale, the Committee on Budgets yesterday deleted pa-ragraph li4 by a larg,e majority;
there were, I think, only 3 or 4 votes against.
That is my first point.
My second point: I accept your passi~nate: aup•
port of this 'final say' completely. But if you
are already reckoning with the possibility that
you cantl'Qt aahieve it, and: if you also bear in
mind; that: this' House has no· constitution-making
powers but is now prejudging something and
that no-one knows what final form this Cozn,..
munity is going to take-then we should not
aim. tao- higp, but should demand 0~ what we
can. achieve; and devote ourselves· with, passion
to that.
President. -·f. now put to ttie vote Amen~
NOs 17' and 13, tabled: by· Mr Aigner and' :mKit>k respeetively.
Amendments Nos 17 and 13 are adopted.
(App1Cu.wr from-. the· centre and: TightJ!

Debates of the. European Parliament
-

President
By the adoption of 'these amendments paragraph
1.4 is deleted.
Accordingly, Amendments Nos 8 and 10 are
void.
Mr Radoux.- (F) Can we have the details of
the voting?
President. - No, it would be contrary to the
Rules of Procedure.

......

President. -Amendment No 16 is withdrawn.
On paragraphs 15 to 17, I have no amendments
or speakers listed.
Does anyone wish to speak?
I put these paragraphs to the vote.

Paragraphs 15 to 17 are adopted.
After paragraph 17, I have Amendment No 1,
tabled by Mr Spenale, inserting a paragraph 17a
worded as follows:

I call Mr Christensen on a point of order.

Paragraph 17

Mr Christensen.- (DK) As far as I can gather
the President has already anticipated the
question I wanted to ask when he said that he
could not clarify the voting figures. I think it
is a very strange way of taking a parliamentary
vote if one cannot explain how many were in
favour, how many against and how many
abstained from voting. If this cannot be done
in accordance with the present Rules of Procedure I request that these Rules of Procedure
be changed and be put right.

Insert a second sub-paragraph (17a) worded as
follows:

President. - This point should be considered,
but that does not change the decision which
has just been taken.
After paragraph 14, I have Amendment No 16,
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the ChristianDemocratic Group, inserting a paragraph 14a
worded as follows:
Paragraph 14a (new):
Insert the following new paragraph after paragraph 14:
'14a. Endorses the Commission's proposal that
Parliament's agreement shall be required in
determining the ECSC levy rate and urges
in addition that in determining the operational expenditure of the ECSC budget
Parliament's agreement shall also be indispensable.'
I call Mr Aigner to move his amendment.
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, I am quite
prepared to withdraw this amendment if the
Commission makes a statement on the matter.

President. -

I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission of
the European Communities. - (F) Mr President,
the Commission has already announced, when
presenting its report, that it undertakes to seek
Parliament's agreement when fixing the ECSC
levy rate and also the operational expenditure
in the budget. It will natur.ally adhere to this
undertaking.
Mr Aigner. -

(F) I withdraw my amendment.

'17a. Endorses the Commission's proposal relating
to Article 203 (5a), first paragraph, and
stipulating that where proposed modifications presented by the Parliament do not
have the effect of increasing the total amount
of the expenditure of an institution, the
Council, in the final period, must, as in the
transitional period, act by a qualified
majority in rejecting and not in accepting
the proposed modification.'
I call Mr Sp{male to move the amendment.
Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, I shall merely
say that this reflects the provisions proposed by
the Commission itself which are intended to
rectify an error. When the Parliament's
proposals for amendments do not increase the
expenditure of an institution, the Council must
act by a qualified majority to reject our
proposals and not to accept them. The Committee adopted this amendment unanimously; I
did in any case explain it in my general introduction.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 1 to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is adopted.
After paragraph 17 I have Amendment No 2,
tabled by Mr Sp{male, inserting a paragraph
17b worded as follows:
Paragraph 17
Insert a third sub-paragraph (17b) worded as
follows:
'17b. Feels that where proposed modifications
have the effect of increasing the total amount
of the expenditure of an institution, the
Council must act by a siniple majority in
rejecting them and not by a qualified majority
in accepting them.'
I call Mr Spenale to move the amendment.
Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, this 17b
corresponds to the proposals made in the
working document, which were approved by
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the Committee on Budgets. When proposals for
amendments increase the expenditure of ari
institution, the Council must have a simple
majority to reject them. It must not simply
reject them without considering them. This
procedure was unanimously approved by the
committee.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
On paragraph 18, I have no amendments or
speakers listed.
Does anyoile wish to speak?
I put paragraph 18 to the vote.
Paragraph 18 is adopted.
On paragraph 19, I have· Amendment No 7,
tabled by Mr Kirk on behalf of the European
Conservative Group and worded as follows:
Paragraph 19
After 'Requests, furthermore, ·that' insert the
words 'in so far as this may be judged -necessary.'

withdrawn in committee. We have practkally
finished.
President. - On paragraphs 20 and 21 I have
no amendments or speakers listed.
Does! anyone wish to speak?
I put these paragraphs to the vote.
Paragraphs 20 and 21 are adopted.
On paragraph 22, I have Amendment No 11,
tabled by Mr Bourges and Mr Yeats on behalf
of the Group of Progressive European Democrats, and Amendment No 3, tabled by Mr
Gerlach on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Are these amendments maintained?
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Spenale.- (F) These two amendments were

withdrawn in the committee. The final
graphs can therefore be put to the vote.

par~

I call Mr Kirk to move his amendment.

President. - Mr Sp€male, you say that the
amendments by Mr Gerlach and Mr Bourges
have both been withdrawn?

Mr Kirk.- Very briefly, Mr President, during

Mr Bourges. -(F) No, Mr President.

the course of the proceedings of both the
working party and the two committees there
has never been clear agreement as to the extent
to which Treaty amendments will l;>e necessary
in certain cases or whether certain things cannot
be done without amending the Treaty, which
in view of what some of our Danish colleagues
had to say this morning would clearly be much
more satisfactory from their point of view. It
is simply in order to make the point that we ask
that these words be inserted if considered necessary so as to allow those parts of this resolution
which can be implemented without amendment
to the Treaty to be so implemented and thus
save some of our Members time, trouble and
possible embarassment.
President.- What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Spenale. - (F) The committee has approved
Mr Kirk's amendment.
President. -

Does anyone else wish to speak?

I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is adopted.
I call Mr Sp{male.
Mr Spenale.- (F) Mr President, I wish to.point
out that the remaining amendments have. been

Mr Yeats, together with whom I tabled this
amendment,· tells me that our amendment was
accepted in committee, which is not the same as
being withdrawn.
(Laughter).

In any case, Mr President, as I have permission
to speak, I shall explain our point very briefly....
President. - I read in the minutes of the committee meeting that Amendment No 3 on paragraph 22 was withdrawn to be discussed in
committee, as was Amendment No 11.
Mr Bourges.- (F) 'Withdrawn to be discussed iij.

committee' does not mean the same as 'withdrawn'.
Our point is in any case very simple and we
consider it sound.
We want the Court to be independent, to be one
of the Community institutions and not subordinated to Parliament, or the Council or the Com..
mission. This is our first concern. That is why
we do not think the report should specify the
conditions for appointing the members of the
Court nor do we think it should state that the
Court reports only to the Parliamen.t. .

Ol.m senomd c:aacem i& that the- Court should
be at the service of all the Community institutions.

It therefom uphold mYf amendment, w~ does
not betray the: spirit. at Mr. Spenale~s resolution,
but affirms the complete independence of the
members of the Court· and"states"that they should'
be constantly: at. thQ se:t:Vio&4.alL the institutions.
President.- I:call,M£ Gedach.
Mr- Gerlach. - (DJ• Mr Pi'esident, the -eommittee
was- unfortunat'ely· n:ot able- to diseuss the textual
points' which Mi' Spenale made- in the workinghypoth:esis- he attached to· the-document. I madesome textuar points which also; however, could·
not be dealt with. This. is why 1 am tabling the
supplementary proposal and Amendment No 3
here.

At yesterday's Committee on Budgets meeting
1'*" Aigner pointm DOt wiUlout justifiCation,.
lhat: we• wanted tOJ c:oDBidii!!l ihe form; content,
powers andllegall status. at ID8IIl6ers of the European Court of Justice with representatives of
tha ~ional audit boardsl aftel\ the committee's
di'ciainn. Jtnd, Mr Aigper vroposed that my
amendment should sew.e.as.a.basis for discussion
for the committee at future meetings and consultations with representatives of the national
audit boardif. P have- agreed f&r this reason that
my amendment should be virtually withdrawn,
at. the: same time- being netained· in. its- entirety
ali d~taey. mateJ~ial,. _&n: c1ondition that
Mr Bow&~' amendmltnt U.. Ueated in. the same
way: it should not disappear, 011 8e, :r:e;iected; or
for that matter be withdrawn. but should also be
used as material in a further meeting with
:r.egtesentativ.es of the natioaal: audit boards.
I- rawe· that' the amendment.; lle leeked, at from
this viewpoint. If Mr Bourges insists that a vote
be t.aku• on his. amerubnen~,,then· I shoultt have
t.Q.demand•that the same.appl&l to mine.

President. - Could ~ :Boug~. perhaps. ague,
if there were any chance of his amendment and
Mr Gerlach's amendment being withdrawn,
although the inti:!ntio:ns- of Mr Bou~ and· Mr
Gl!rlach may be positive ami· worthwhile in
themselves, that these amendme$ should~ be
withdrawn and that they should continue to
receive the committee's attention?
If Mr Bourges maintains his amendment, Mr
Gerlanh- must als-o- maintain &is. If both gentlemen.- withdnlw their. amen:dioats< that< does not
altagether mean- that' this- l'll8ft8r- could: not be
dfsaussed: again. D thought that ih· this· way
M!r lioorgJE could do-tha>same •Mr Gerlach.

llllr ~ts. - Mr Presid~~- I~ understand· what
happened atl ttt&.cbmmi.tttiee4ma.q.ts:last nigh~

l witbdre.w consideration af the- amendment an.
the basia of a• definite undert&king· from ¥r
Aigner that this- matter would be included ill tN
working document to be prepared by the CQDlmittee.
·
President. - After Mr Yeats' explanatioll, 1
think we can say that all concerned· are prepared
to withdraw their amendments. This does not
mean that the matter will not be placed on the
agenda at another time.
I put paragraph 22 to the vote.

Paragraph 22 is adopted.
On paragraphs 23 to 26, I have no amendments
or speakers listed.
Does anyone wish: to speak?.
Paragraphs 23 to 26 are adopted.
Does anyone else wish. to speak?
l call Mr Radoux to. explain his- voting intentionsbn the motion ftm at resoluUoo as. a whole.
Mr BHou:x. - (F)- Mr President, in accordance
with the practice of this Parliament, it is understood that if we have not accepted the whole
resolution it is not because we have abstaii:l.ed
or voted against a paragraph. The Socialist
Group will therefore vote in favoUT of the resolution.

Mr Couste.- (F) Good1
Mr. Kadoux. -

(F)· ...:Qut we w.ould of course like
to stress1 in connection with otw vote· just now,
that we did- cast it, and we must express our
great disappointment at being outvoted, becauSe
we feel u is a defeat for the Par.liament.

President. - I aall Mr D'Angelosante to state
this; voting intentions.
Mr· DtAttgelbsiUl~ - (I) Mr President, there are
two reasons why we wish· to ma~a statement- at
the conclusion of this debate.

One is that it was we who contributed to its
lengthy progress, interesting but also complex
and difficult~
The other-that in this matter of supreme
importance-we have alway&, since our entry into
this Parliament in 1969, stood for consistent
efforts to strengthen and defend the powers of
the European Parliament
We must, however, conclude that· the decisions
taken in this House, and particularly the last
ones.cb:f!eUng Palla3taph 14! of. the· Budget· eommitteels · motiion fOr a. resolution finally dispel
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any illusions that adoption of this resolution
might give us something more or better than
we have had so far.

do not like the way the resolution looks now.
We shall therefore vote against the motion.

I see my honourable colleague, Mr Aigner, laughmg and I am not at all clear as to his reasons;
he has, of course, won, but Mr Aigner's victory
has been this Parliament's defeat and this is
samething that we have noted and from which
we shall draw all the consequences.

President. - I would remind the House that
explanations of voting intentions must not
exceed five minutes. I trust that not everybody
is going to take his...fWe, minutes, otherwise we
shall still be here this evening.

We are certainly not deceived by the partial
and apparently favourable modifications proposed by Mr Aigner and adopted by the House.
I do not wish to abuse the time granted to me
b'!lt I do not believe there is a single member of
this House who does not realize that every power
can be attributed to Parliament except that of
of controlling the methods by which the Council
of Ministers should work, for these are defined
by the Treaties. We have thus an extraordinary
contradiction: on the one hand we refuse to
grant powers to Parliament and on the other
we try to dictate procedures to the Council!
There is another major point I should like to
stress: in a democratic budgetary procedure, one
respecting the will of the peoples of the Community, the role reserved to national parliaments
in this procedure is important and rests not only
on the national parliaments' constitutions but is
sanctioned by Article 201 of the Treaty. And yet,
neither in the proposal from the Commission to
the Council on the modification of Article 201,
nor in the present resolution is there more than
a generalized and vague reference to the respect,
essential in our view, which should be accorded
in this matter to national parliaments.
Mr President, honourable colleagues, we are
debating here to what extent powers belonging
to national parliaments should be exercised by
this or that Community institution. But while
we have talked at length about the distribution
of powers, not a word has been said of the
national parliaments which are thus to be deprived of the essential and paramount powers
attributed to them by the respective constitutions; because the reference in paragraph 7,
which I find ambiguous, vague and unacceptable
in ihat it refers to governments and not to the
Council of Ministers as being a Community institution, is absolutely insufficent.
Time presses and I must refrain from further
exposition. But I want to add one last remark.
We are in favour of the development of common
policies, though, of course, we reserve the right
to assess their merits: we are therefore in favour
of financing these common policies. But what
interests us at this point is the definition of
their institutional framework. We do not like
the way in which Parliament has voted and we

I call Miss Lulling.
Miss Lulling. - (F) Mr President I shall vote
in favour of this resolution. But in view of the
way I voted just recently, when I abstained, I
should like to state that, in voting in favour of
this resolution, I am not at all of the opinion
that there is any question of it being a bad day
or a fiasco for the European Parliament.
When I abstained just now, it was because I
felt that 14(c), in the form proposed, would not
come to anything, for the following simple
reason: this Parliament and its Members did not
fall from heaven! It is quite inconceivable that
a Parliament that had voted by a majority of
two-thirds of the votes cast should find itself
confronted by a Council that was unanimously
opposed. It is likewise inconceivable that if the
Council were unanimously opposed to Parliament it would then be possible to find in this
Parliament a majority of three-quarters of the
votes cast. If we had really wanted to give the
European Parliament the 'last word', it would
have been necessary to provide in 14(c) for a
vote by simple majority.
But we must remain realistic. A vote passed by
two-thirds. of the votes cast will not be contradicted, because we have not come down from
heaven but are the reflection of the Parliaments
of the Member States. In view of this I shall
vote in favour of this resolution with a very
clear conscience.
President. -

I call Mr Christensen.

Mr Christensen. - (DK) This will be very short.
We are now having a debate about the premises
of the conclusion in Mr Sp{male's report and the
conclusion is to refer it back for further discussion. It was not a matter of indifference to me
on what premises the report was referred back.
I am quite satisfied with the changes which
have been made and I therefore support the
conclusion and I hope that on the basis of a
better working arrangement on the part of
Parliament in collaboration with the Commission and the Council that we can have one or
two more rounds of discussion in order to reach
a result satisfactory to us all. Therefore I can
vote for the motion for a resolution as a whole.
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I call Mr Bersani.

Mr Bersani.- (I) Mr President, I shall vote for
the resolution as it emerges at the end of our
debate. I am convinced that if our decisions
lead to real consequences we shall have brought
about a swing towards democracy in the
structure and constitution of our Community.
The political meaning of the debate just held
has not escaped anybody. If the reduction of
the exclusivity of the ultimate powers of decision
concentrated until now in the Council-on
which we have all found ourselves in agreement
-invests our debate and our conclusions with
a more immediate political sense, the interpretation so clearly expounded by Mr Bertrand
remains nevertheless valid: that the decision
adopted concerning paragraph 14 of the motion
implicitly means that the last word is with
Parliament.
We are here in a political forum where we have
to reconcile loyalty to our principles with a
realistic assessment of the possibilities. Our
common decision, in fact, is concerned with
affirming the ultimate aim that the final word
rests with this Parliament.
This is why, Mr President, I do not subscribe to
certain assessments put forward here, though
I appreciate the political motives and expectations which have inspired them, and why I
remain convinced that we can vote in favour
of a resolution which makes an important
contribution to the democratic development of
the Community.
President. - I would remind the House that
statements of voting intentions are now only
permitted on the motion as a whole. I would
once more ask you to help me ensure that we
can begin Question Time at 12 o'clock.
I call Mr Couste.
Mr Couste.- (F) Mr President, we shall vote in
favour of this resolution because it strengthens
the budgetary powers of our Parliament. This is
the clear situation at which we have arrived:
we shall control receipts better, allow expenditure better, debate and fix the budget in conditions of consultation which are infinitely
superior to anything we could have hoped at the
start of our discussions and, finally, control its
implementation.

President. -

I call Mr Spenale.

Mr Spenale. - (F) Mr President, I think that,
at this stage of the discussion, your rapporteur
should first of all thank all those who have
enlivened this debate. Although not all the
decisions taken were those I should have
wished, the debate has been serious and substantial and I think it has done this House credit
as a deliberative body. So my thanks to everybody.
I now turn towards the Commission-which
I would also thank for having been present at
this debate and for having at times adopted a
position-to point out to it the urgency of the
work which it is now to undertake. It is neces-·
sary that the Council's proposals, which will
depend in part on your proposals and, no doubt,
on our debates, should be made sufficiently
quickly for the new provisions to be in operation, we hope, when the 1975 budget is under
discussion. My work as rapporteur ends today,
but I shall try none the less to remind you of
what still remains to be done.
As regards my vote, I shall abstain. I could not
obviously vote against since, if this resolution
is adopted, definite and considerable progress
will have been made. Yet this motion lacks
something which I felt to be essential. Since I
can do nothing against it, as we have to deliver
our proposals, nor for it at our present stage,
I shall abstain and ask my colleagues to excuse
me for so doing.
(Loud applause)
President. -Does anyone else wish to speak?
I put the !motion for a resolution as a whole to
the vote.
The resol*tion is adopted. 1
On behal~ of the House, I would like to thank
the rappotteur, Mr Splmale.
(Applause)

I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux.- (F) Mr President, as vice-chairman of the Political Affairs Committee, I should
like to thank Mr Kirk as well for having done
much to bring this work to a successful conclusion, in the same ways as you have thanked
Mr Spenale.
(Applause)

That is why, despite the technical shortcomings
of a text that has been debated too quickly, our
Group will vote unanimously in its favour,
certain of having done something to further the
realization of European union.

President. my thanks.

(Applause from the centre)

1
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I hope Mr Kirk will also accept
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7. Question Time

President. - The next item is Question Time.
Before calling the first question on the agenda,
I should like to point out that Questions No.
108/73 by Mr Blumenfeld, No. 110/73 by Sir
Douglas Dodds-Parker and No. 111/73 by Sir
Tufton Beamish have been deferred until a
future part-session. As for Question No. 109/73
by Mr Schuijt, he has requested a written
answer.
I call Oral Question No. 104/73 by Mr Couste
to the Council of the European Communities.

Subject: Space Conference of 31 July 1973
Can the Council state whether the inter-governmental agreement with the United States authorities (NASA) following the Space Conference of
31 July 1973 was concluded in time, i.e. before
15 August.
Can the Council also indicate whether this
agreement was signed by the EEC as such, and
give its views on the European space programme
as a whole, and in particular on the setting up
of the European Space Agency on 1 January 1974?
I call Mr

N~rgaard

77

collaboration owing to the capacity and economic means which are needed and the possibilities
they offer. On the other hand, the Council does
not regard itself as competent to discuss a programme which has been accepted within the
framework of a government agreement entered
into between only some of the Member States
of the Community.
President. - I call Mr Couste to put a supplementary question.
Mr Couste.- (F) Mr President, the Council has
replied to me in the way I expected. But I
should like, while thanking the Council for its
reply, to use the pretext of this question to say
that I think it is essential that the Council, like
the Commission, should be associated in an
appropriate manner with the work of the European Space Agency. For this work is connected
with industrial policy, technological policy and
research, sectors which are the concern of the
Commission, the Council and the entire Community.

to answer the question.

Mr Norgaard, President-in-Office of the Council of the European Communities. - (DK) Mr
President, before I make a brief reply I would
like to say that I have listened with great
interest to the debate which took place yesterday and today. The only reason why I have not
spoken is because the Council has not discussed
this matter. But it is obviously of great interest
to the Council to know all the viewpoints and
interesting arguments which have been put forward and I am grateful for these viewpoints
which will be included in the Council's deliberations.
The question from Mr Couste: even though
the problem raised by the honourable Member
is outside the competence of the Council I can
state that the joint agreement between NASA
and ESRO on European participation in the
American space programme after the Apollo
programme was signed in Washington on
Monday, 24 September 1973. The European
Community did not sign this agreement. The
European Community is not and has never
been involved in this collaboration, apart from
the fact that the Commission of the European
Communities took part as observers in the
ministerial meeting of the space conference.
The European space body which is expected to
be set up in April of next year will be charged
with gradually taking over European space
projects. The Council feels that this will facilitate the execution of space research programmes which require the broadest possible

President. - Thank you, Mr Couste, but I would
point out that after the institution to whom
the question has been put has given its answer,
the author of the question may simply put a
brief supplementary question; he must not
make any remarks or comments.
I call Oral Question No. 105/73 by Lord O'Hagan
to the Council of the European Communities.
Subject: Migrant workers
The Council is asked whether it acce.._uts that the
social strains associated with migrant workers
demand urgent Community action.
I call Mr

N~rgaard

to answer the question.

Mr Norgaard. - (DK) The Council and the
Governments of the Member States have long
devoted the greatest possible attention to
problems associated with the situation of the
migrant workers employed within the Community. At its meeting on 9 November 1972
the Council gave the Comm~ssion a mandate
to establish the basis of assessment for the
legal and factual position of foreign workers
from countries inside and outside the Community and their families in socio-economic
respects, in relation to native workers. The
Commission is now in the process of carrying
out this study. With reference to the establishment of the social action programme in particular, the Council wants to make decisions as
quickly as possible on the proposals in this
sphere which the Commission has to submit
to it.
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Lord O'Hagan, just one short

Lord O'Hagan. - M4y I thank the Presidentin-Office for that most useful answer and press
him by enquiring whether, when the proposals
oo c~e from the Commission, the Council will
give particular priority to this problem since
the problems of migrant workers are a byproduct of the prosperity of the Community
from which we are all benefiting.
President.- I call Mr Nergaard.
Mr Norgaard. - (DK) I would like to repeat
and confirm that the Council will do this: we
will put this forward as much as possible when
we receive the proposal from the Commission
E'resident. -

I call Sir Brandon Rhys Williams.

Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. - Does the President-in-Office agree that standardization of
social security benefits throughout the Community, particularly family allowances, unemployment relief and pensions, is an urgent
objective. Is this a matter which is under active
'study?
Mr Nergaard. -

(DK) If I understood the ques-

tion correctly it concerned fields which have no
connection with what is being investigated at
present.
President. -

Subject: Report on European Union
The last paragraph of the Declaration of Heads of
State or Government of October 1972 asks the
Community institutions to draw up a report on
European Union before the end of 19'75.
·
What arrangements. has the Council made to
implement the procedure to ensure that this
request is complied with?

I call Mr Nergaard to answer the question.

Mr Norgaard. - (DK) Mr President, the Council
has not yet discussed the problem raised by the
honourable Member but we will do this in good
time for the report on economic union to be
worked out within the time limits laid down
in point 16 of the declaration from the Summit
conference. However, an informal exchange of
ideas has already taken place between the
Presidents of the European Parliament, the
Council and the Commission, and this exchange
of views is still taking place.
PresWent. - I call Mr Radoux to put a short
supplementary question.
Mr Radoux. - (F) Mr President, I thank the
President-in-Office of the Council for his. reply
and would like to ask him another question.
As I believe the Council has issued a proposal
listing the tasks to which it will give priority
in the second half of this year, I should like
to ask the President-in-Office of the Council
whether the question of the report on European
Union figures among those tasks.

I call Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker.

President. - I call Mr Ne:r:gaard.
Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker. - Mr President,
may I ask the Minister whether-in view of
one ~stimate that the present figure of 10,000,000
migrant workers in the Community may increase by 13,000,000 by 1980 if we are to sustain
our growth in prosperity-he will ensure that
the Commission's report takes into account the
faetors that Lord O'Hagan has mentioned, so
that we do not have a permanent body of
second-class citizens in the Community.
Mr Norgaard. - (DK) I expect that the Commission will produce a report which will include
all the viewpoints which the Commission considers to be of significance in the solution of
this question. But it is up to the Commission to
produce a report before we can give an opinion
on it.

Mr Nergaard. - (DK) The programme we are
working on in this half year refers mainly to
the points made by the summit conference
which are expected to be finished before the end
of this calendar year, whereas the question of
European union is not expected to be discussed
until 1975. Therefore the priority rating which
we in the Danish Presidency have established
for this half year concerns in particular the
points which according to the summit conference
must be finished before 1 January next year.
But I should call attention to the fact that the
conversations conducted between the President
o.f the Commission, the President of Parliament
and the President of the Council on this subject
are still going on and will also be taking place
today.

President.- I call Oral Question No. 107/73 by
Mr Radoux to the Council of the European
Communities.

Piesiden.t. - I call Ol'al Question No. 102/'Z3 by
·Sir Derek Walker-Smith to the Commission of
the European CommUilities.
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President
Subject: Accountancy and company practises and
procedures in the proposed European Company
The Commission is asked if it will report on the
talks which it has had and is continuing to have
with the working party of Chartered Ac-countants
of the EEC on the subject of accountancy and
company practices and procedures in the proposed
European Company and in the context of the
directives fer the harmonization of national
company law.
I call Mr Gundelach to answer the question.

Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission of
the European Communities. - (DK) Mr President, it is the aim of the Commission to inform
the Parliament, and naturally in the very first
place the Parliamentary committee responsible,
as to the talks the Commission has had and will
have in the future with the study groups set
up by audit organizatioru; in the nine Member
States. This naturally also applies to other talks
which the Commission is or may be having with
interested groups on questions connected with
the four directives which are before the Parliament i.J?. the field of company law.
These talks cover a number of different tech-nical topics which I will not go into at this point.
But it should be noted that both in the talks
with the audit organizations and with other
.organizati.oru; one of the main factors included
in the discussioru; on the preparation of proposals for directives in the field of company
law is the fundamental fact that there ar.e a
number of important differences between the
different Member countries as regards legal
practice. It is the Commission's aim, with flexibility and negotiations on many sides, to overcome these differences, so that results can be
achieved in the field of company law as well.
AE. regards the audit organizations, it is of
course the fourth directive which is concerned.
Since this directive is before Parliament and is
being discussed in the Parliamentary committ-ees I will simply repeat that it is the most
natural thing in the world that the Commission
should keep the committees and through them
the Parliament informed as to the course of the
talks-and not only with the audit organizations.
.President. - I call Sir Derek Walker-Smith to
;put a short supplementary question.
-sit- Derek Walker-Smith. -

May I ask CommisGundelach to aecept my appreciation of
that helpful answer and to uriderstand -that thtrt
appreciation will be reflected in accountancy
and financial circles in the nine Member States.
Does he accept that the Groupe d'Etude is composed of gentlemen of high professi'On.al standards and judgment, and will he take into full

~wner

account their observations on all matters in
relation to the Fourth Directive on the Statute
of the European Company, in particular those
matters in which differences of accountancy
practice have emerged between the proposals
as originally made and the traditional practices
of the United Kingdom and some other nations?

Mr Gundelach.- (DK) Mr President, the answer to the supplementary question is in the
affirmative: we will take into full account the
advice and views we have heard and will hear
in the future from the organizations concerned.
As regards the audit organization referred to
here, I would like to add that our discussions
with this organization, which includes representatives from the audit organizations in all
nine Member countries, has already led to the
fundamental result that we are agreed that
work on the Fourth Directive can continue on
the basis of the present draft Fourth Directive
on condition that a number of practical proposals for amendment can be put through. There
are only one or two practical matters outstanding which we are still discussing with the
audit organizations but I can assure you that
their competence and their willingness to talk
will be fully taken advantage of by the Commission.

President.- I call Oral Question No. 103/73 by
Mr Brewis to the Commission of the European
-Communities.
Subject: Patents Office in Munich
What progress is being made in the Patents Office
in Munich particularly with regard to processing
applications in the English language from outside
the Community?
I call Mr Gundelach to an.swer the question.

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) Mr President, in answer
to the question J would like to stress that the
European Patents Office in Munich which .is
-to be set up under the Patent Convention, which
is probably being signed today or one day soon
as a result of a diplomatic conference, will not
be a body of the European Communities but an
independent body directed by a consultative
committee consisting of representatives of the
contracting parties of the European Patent -Convention.
-The Cotrutlission is therefore not competent to
discuss how applications submitted in English
will be -tr~ed when the time comes. However,
I -might caU attention to the fact that English
is one -of i the official languages as far as the
-Convention is concerned, which would lead me
to -suppose that -applications prepared in English
-will be dealt with on the same footing as aJjplications -in the other official languages.
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I would also remind you that we are speaking
of a Convention whose signatories include not
only Member States of the European Communities but also a number of other countries. After
the Convention has been signed it will have to
be ratified so we cannot expect that the Patents
Office in Munich will start operations for at
least another two years.
The administrative consequence I have referred
to here are the result of the fact that in this
case a Convention was chosen as the instrument
to use and not the normal legal regulations
which implement the decision-making procedure of the Community.
Even though the Commission is not a co-signatory of the Convention, this naturally does not
mean that we have not taken an interest in this
matter or are not going to take an interest in
it. The Convention is based on an original draft
on the part of the Commission and as observers
we will make our influence felt as much as
possible, also with regard to the question raised
here, and in a positive sense.
President. - I call Mr Brevis to put a short
supplementary question.

Mr Brewis. - May I thank the Commissioner
for this full reply and say how glad I am that
the Commission is going to take an interest
in the patents system, which is very important
to Community industry. Will he bear in mind
that a large proportion of applications from
overseas are likely to be in English and therefore there is likely to be delay and difficulty
if a branch office is not established in London?
Will he take this matter into account and, if
he can influence the decision, please use his
influence for that purpose?
Mr Gundelach. - (DK) As the conclusion of
my speech will have shown, I am completely
clear about the problem and remembering the
limitations on our powers of influence, the
Commission will use the influence we have to
solve the question raised in the manner indicated by the speaker.
President. -

I call Sir Tufton Beamish.

Sir Tufton Beamish. - It was encouraging to
hear Mr Gundelach say that the Commission
i,s concerned that the convention should work
smoothly, although it is not actually competent
in the matter. But is he aware that there are
two serious anxieties which are widely shared:
first of all that excessive time may be taken
to deal with patent applications, in which connection lack of English-speaking examiners will

be a contributory factor, and secondly, the likelihood that unjustifiably high fees are going to
be charged?
Mr Gundelach. - (DK) Mr President, I as a
Commissioner am completely clear about the
anxieties mentioned. But I must stress yet again
that the administration of the Convention in
question, which is a result of the fact that the
form of the Convention was chosen, does not
fall under the decision-making procedure of the
Communities but lies in the hands of the consultative administrative committee set up by
the Convention. But as I replied earlier: to the
extent that the Commission can help in solving
practical problems involved it will do so, because it attaches the greatest importance to the
question.
President. -

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. -Would the Commissioner
accept that this is a very unsatisfactory position? One of course accepts what has happened
-one has to. But would he not agree that all
the things that my honourable friends have just
put to him in the form of questions are absolutely vital? Does he really want an inefficient,
expensive machine over which he has no control and the Community has no say? This is
not what he wants, surely.
Would he assure the House that he will do more
than he has said he will, in order to get an
efficient, reasonably cost-based machine working in this very important field of patents? The
branch office at London that my honourable
friend mentioned is an absolutely essential factor in getting this working properly.
Mr Gundelach. - (DK) Mr President, it was not
the Commission's decision that this question
should be made the subject of a Convention.
It is the decision of the governments and I
cannot therefore take responsibility on behalf
of the Commission for the consequences. I can
only, as I have already done, confirm the Commission's support within the framework of the
influence the Commission has had allotted to
it in this matter, in solving the problem to
which its attention has been called, and of
which we are aware, and the importance of
which we do not under-estimate. But the question has been put in the hands of the governments themselves and is not dependent on the
initiative of the Commission.
President.- I call Mr Miiller.

Mr Muller.- (D) Mr Gundelach, would you not
agree that general economic experience and
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principles support the view that European subsidiaries are in no way helpful in lowering
costs, but are more inclined to push already
high cost levels higher still?
Mr Gundelach. - (DK) Mr President, I must
admit that I do not fully understand the significance of the question in relation to the question we are discussing here at the moment.

President. - I call Oral Question No. 106/73
by Mr Leonardi to the Commission of the
European Communities.
Subject: Study of the Community economy
What use does the Commission intend to make of
the 'study of the effects of Community policy on
the economies of the Member States and on that
of the Community as a whole over the period
1958-72?'
I call Mr Qrtoli to answer the question.

Mr Ortoli. - (F) Mr President, Mr Leonardi
has read this document and is well acquainted
with it.
To be quite frank, I do not believe that it could
be made the subject of this discussion. Parli;:lment has received it, it is an informative document that will serve as a guide to everyone in
the formulation of their positions and ideas. As
for myself, I can tell you that, having read it
with great care and interest, I am not convinced
that it gives an exact picture on all points of
what has happened, but it is indeed a very
useful additional aid to our deliberations. But
this does not mean that we can, properly
speaking, make it the subject of a discussion.
President. - I call Oral Question No. 112/73,
No. 113/73 and No. 114/73 by Mr Miiller, Mr
W alkhoff and Mr Kater to the Commission of
the European Communities.
Subject: Manufacture and marketing of aerosol
glues

Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission of the
European Communities.- (F) Mr President, Mr
Leonardi has asked us what further action we
intend taking on a study that has been made
on the effects of the policy of the Communities
on the Member States' economies and on the
Community economy as a whole.

Are 'aerosol glues'1 also manufactured and
marketed in the Member States of the Community?
Subject: Injurious effects of 'aerosol glues'
Can the Commission confirm that the eff~ts of
'aerosol glues' are injurious to health and will
it, if necessary, have the products in question
checked and tested by experts at the earliest
possible date?

In the first place we have passed on a synthesis
of this study to Parliament and we shall give
it wide publicity.
As regards ourselves, we have already derived
a certain number of data from it or ideas for
the proposals we have been presenting since
the beginning of this year, especially in respect
of the regional aspects and the social aspects
of the Community's policy.
This document, which as Mr Leonardi knows
is rather broad in scope, will obviously continue to guide us, at least on certain points as
regards the further proposals we shall be making.
President. - I call Mr Leonardi to put a short
supplementary question.
Mr Leonardi. - (I) I thank the President of
the Commission and should like to ask him
whether, in view of the importance of the
subject and of the document drafted by the
Commission, he does not think it would be
appropriate to offer this House the opportunity
of discussing it, by annexing this document to
some other document which must be submitted
to Parliament, for instance to the annual report
or to the motion on regional policy, so that we
can hold a debate on it.

Subject: Joint action to prevent the manufacture
and marketing of 'aerosol glues'
Will the Commission take steps to prevent the
recurrence of cases of deformity such as those
caused by Thalidomide and urge all Member
States to take joint action against the manufacture and marketing of 'aerosol glues?'
I call Mr Muller.
Mr MUller.- (D) Mr President, to go by our
experience in the last question time in this
House, questionners prefer to receive individual
answers.
President. - I call Mr Gundelach.

.I

Mr Gundelach.- (DK) Mr President, I will try
to take a middle road and answer three questions in one but in such a way that each question will be dealt with separately within the
same speech because if they are not dealt with
as a whole it will be a little difficult to make
a consecutive statement.
Recent scientific research in the USA has shown that what are
known as ' aerosol glues ' way possibly damage chromosomes
and cause deformities in new-born babies. When the research
results were published, the Consumer Product Safety Commission
had all 'aerosol glues' withdrawn from the U.S. market:
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The point of departure of all the questions is
the fact that the American Consumer Product
Safety Commission decided to have all 'aerosol
glues' withdrawn from the market.

The first thing to which attention should be
called-and this is the answer to question No.
112/73-is that this type o(.ue in aerosol tins
has been marketed in a number of the nine
Member countries of the E\u'opean Community.
But the marketing of the products in question
has now been stopped in all the countries concerned on the recommendation of the European
1\ssociation of Manufacturers of Glues and
Adhesives so that there is no risk of injuries
while a more thorough investigation of the
problem is under way. So the commodity is no
longex: being marketed within the European
Community.
The Commission-and this is the answer to
question No 113/73-is naturally aware of the
decision taken by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission in the United States but it had
already been aware of tbe problem before for
other reasons. An investigation has been initiated and it is our intention to discuss the
problem with the group of experts who help
the Commission, to establish a proposal for a
-directive with regard to paint, enamel, glue and
similar products. The idea is that if detailed
investigation shows that these materials have
the damaging effects alleged, this will be contained in the directive in question. Before the
prospective meeting with this expert group
which is taking place at the end of this month,
the Commission will be receiving a report from
the Association of Manufacturers already mentioned and will naturally include this report
and other information in its deliberations on
the subject.
The answer to question No. 114/73 is that in
·cases such as this, where there are no European
Community legal provisions to cover them, and
the Commission is asked to forbid the sale of
given products which must be proved to be
dangerous to health, in such cases the Member
States are responsible for forbidding the sale
of products in so far as they may be proved
to constitute a danger to public health. Where
at the proposal of the Commission and with the
agreement of Parliament, the Council has
already approved directives, these directives
contain provisions on the procedure to be followed in so far as a Member State or the
Commission finds that a product does constitute
a danger to health and should therefore be
banned.
Thus at present the product in question is not
covered by a Community law of this nature,

but one -is going to be provided. There is a draft
directive in which this product .can be included
and the question of adding this product to the
draft directive will -be decided within a v;ery
short time, and it follows from my first answer
that in the meantime the product will ;not be
marketed. In order to avoid misunderstand.m.gs
I would like to add that the proposal for . a
directive of which I am now s~aking is .nQt
the proposal for a directive which Parliament
has already received and which concerns the
packaging of aerosol tins specifically. Discussion
of this matter must go on, because it includes
other aspects. So this does not affect the question we are discussing now, namely the contents
of these aerosol tins.
President. - I call Mr Miiller to put a short
supplementary question.
Mr Miiller.- (D) I would like to express my
gratitude to the representative of the Commission, and my appreciation, for-and I must
admit my surprise-the unexpected speed with
which measures have been taken which could
possibly .save the population of Europe from a
great deal of harm. }laving said that, I would
like :to ask whether the Commission shares with
us the opinion that somethii~g fundamental must
be done, in other words that we have to get
away from a situation of reacting to difficult
and dangerous problems for public health and
move to preventive action, for example by introducing compulsary registration of substances
which could possibly contain chemicals dangerous to health?
Mr Gundelaeh.- (DK) I think I should say that

the Commission agrees with the speaker that
there should be a joint general European law
on the basis of which acute problems which
arise can be dealt with more speedily and
effectively than is the case at present.
President. - I call Mr Walkhoff to put a short
supplementary question.
Mr Walkhoff. - (D) Mr Gundelach, until directives on the subject are issued, what suggestions
can the Commission give to Member States .to
prevent the sale of adhesive sprays which,
despite the industry's sensible call for shops. to
discontinue their sale, may nevertheless still be
available in many retail as well as wholesale
stores?
Presiflent. I

I call Mr Gundelach.

Mr -Gundelach. - (DK) As I explained, as long
as there is no common European legal basis,
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it is the responsibility of Member Sates to keep
the products in question off the market if they
are suspected of being dangerous to health. The
measures which have been taken up to now
are that the manufacturers in the European
Association are not putting onto the market
what supplies are left over or may remain in
the different shops and stores. Here the Commission can make what information it has available to the Member States and thus create a
basis for decisions to stop any other gaps which
may be left. I do not think there are very many
of them.
Having said this, I would like to stress that the
Commission also regards it as its main task to
put into effect the legal basis to which I referred,
as quickly as possible, and as I mentioned the
question will be the subject of a thorough
investigation by the group of experts assigned
to the Commission concerning this question, and
which also represents all the Member States,
later this month. I therefore think I can guarantee that as far as the Commission is concerned this matter will be handled with all the
energy and speed demanded by the nature of
the case.

President. - Question Time is closed.
8. Transfer of funds in the budget
of the Communities for 1973

President. - The next item is a debate on the
report drawn up by Mr Terrenoire on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets on a transfer of
funds from one chapter to another within
Section III-Commission-of the budget of the
European Communities for the financial year
1973 (Doc. 177/73).
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. 1
9. Dates for next sittings

President. agenda.

There are no other items on the

The enlarged Bureau proposes that Parliament
hold its next sittings from 15 to 19 October in
Strasbourg.
Are there any objections?

President. - I call Mr. Kater to put a short
supplementary question.
Mr Kater.- (D) Mr President, I too should like
to thank Mr Gundelach for the positive manner
in which he has answered our questions. I
would like to add one further question, and that
is to ask whether the Commission is acquainted
with the opinion of Rodman Sealey, Professor
of pediatrics, biochemistry, molecular biology
and cytotechnology at the University of Oklahoma, who has established that this is in fact
the most horrible pharmaceutical disaster of
our time, and has said, and I quote: 'the problem is potentially of even greater significance
than thalidomide'?
Mr Gundelach. - (DK) As my previous answer
made clear, the Commission regards this matter
and similar matters as being of serious significance. That is why we have set to work as
quickly and effectively as possible and also
think it necessary to provide not only advice
and recommendations but a proper European
legal basis to deal with the matter in hand. So
we regard the matter with great seriousness
and feel it must be dealt with quickly and
effectively.

That is agreed.
In view of the shortage of time until the next
part-session, the Bureau decided this morning
to authorize me to draw up a draft agenda for
the next part-session in Strasbourg.
10. Approval of minutes

President. - Pursuant to Rule 17(2) of the Rules
of Procedure. I must now submit to Parliament
.for its approval the minutes of proceedings of
today's sitting, which ·were written during the
debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes are approved.
11. Adjournment of session

President. - I declare the session of the European Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 12.40 p.m.)
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